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Day 1 – Learn English with English Success 

 

The video for Day 01 of Commitment shows a conversation modeling grammar and vocabulary 

from this unit. 

 

What commitments are Jennifer and Michael making?  

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

Welcome to the first unit of English Success, a course that uses video, email, and social media to 

teach you English. 

 

My name is Alfredo. For the next month, I hope that you will join me as I guide you through 

English-learning activities. You will watch videos and apply what you learn in written comments 

and social-media interaction. You can go through this unit of the course in one of two ways. Sign 

up at OnTargetEnglish.com to receive free daily emails that will guide you through the activities 

for each day, or use the basic course guide that you can download to set up your own English-

learning schedule. 

 

The theme of this unit is Commitment. When people talk about commitment, they're talking 

about determination, resolve, perseverance, or self-discipline. Throughout this unit, I hope that 

you'll join me as we consider stories of people who have shown amazing commitment, as we talk 

about how to stay committed, and as we encourage one another to show commitment in reaching 

our goals. You can do all of these things while you are learning English with English Success. 

 

Today, I want to introduce you to Jennifer and Michael. These two friends are committed to 

making improvements in their lives. We're going to show you a conversation between them. If 

you don't understand everything that they say, don't worry. I will use this conversation 

throughout this month as I illustrate principles about English grammar, vocabulary, and 

pronunciation. 

 

Listen closely as you watch this video. What changes to their lives are Michael and Jennifer so 

excited about? What commitments have they made? Use the closed captions for this video if they 

will help you to understand the conversation. Or turn them off if you want to try to understand 

Michael and Jennifer without closed captions. 

  

Complete Course Guide 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/learn-english-with-english-success
http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/
http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success
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Conversation 
 

Jennifer: So tell me. What exciting things are happening in your life? 

 

Michael: Well, I am going to get fit. 

 

J: Really? 

 

M: Yes. I am determined. I do not want bad health and poor energy. 

 

J: I am excited for you. What are you going to do? 

 

M: Well, first, I'll tell you my daily schedule. I sleep until 8:00, and I don't have any time for 

exercise because my work starts at 9:00. I eat junk food throughout the day, and I don't have 

much energy when I get home. I get very little sleep at night; I usually go to bed at 3:00 or 4:00 

in the morning. 

 

M: But my habits are going to change. I need to get fit. I'm going to wake up at 6:00 and run one 

or two miles. While I am working, I'm going to eat a few snacks, but all my snacks and meals are 

going to be healthy. When I get home, I will have lots of energy--enough energy to enjoy my 

evening. But I am not going to stay up late any more. 

 

J: You'll need a lot of commitment. 

 

M: Absolutely. But I have a plan. My fitness program begins tomorrow, so my daily routine is 

definitely going to change. And after a little time, I'll be seeing some exciting changes. I'll have a 

lot of strength and energy throughout the day. 

 

J: That's awesome. Good for you! 

 

M: Thanks! . . . So what's happening in your life? 

 

J: Well, I'm making a commitment to meet more people and develop new friendships. 

 

M: Really? That's great. 

 

J: Yeah, you know, people are so interesting. When I take time to listen and to show interest, I 

learn so much from other people. I'm going to be making some great friendships. Here, I actually 

have a couple of pictures of people I've met recently. 

 

M: Oh, tell me about them. 

 

J: Ok. Well, this is Lisa. I like her brown eyes and golden earrings. Lisa's bright red hat and 

gloves are lots of fun. But the most amazing thing about her is that she is so friendly and 

optimistic. During an especially difficult day, she took time to encourage me. She's also talkative, 
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but for her, that's a good thing because she is so friendly. 

 

M: It sounds like she is a very unselfish person. It's great to have friends like that. 

 

J: Yeah, really. Now, this is Matt. 

 

M: He's not smiling very much in this picture. 

 

J: Well, he needed to wear this suit coat and tie for the picture, but he prefers casual clothing. He 

is actually very casual and easygoing.  

 

M: I see. 

 

J: Matt's an interesting guy. He will act shy around most people, but then he'll be very funny and 

talkative with his friends. 

 

M: So is he an introvert or an extrovert?  

 

J: He's definitely an introvert because he is usually quiet, especially when he is with a bunch of 

people. 

 

M: Well, this is wonderful. It sounds like you're making some great friends. 

 

J: Absolutely. 

 

What commitment did Michael make? Well, he wants to be healthy. He wants to get fit and get 

enough sleep so that he will have the strength and energy that he needs. 

 

What commitment did Jennifer make? She wants to develop her friendships and make new 

friends. She made a good start by meeting Lisa and Matt. 

 

Are you ready to make any commitments? Are you trying to form any good habits? Could 

having more energy or making new friends help to improve your English skills? Answer one or 

more of these questions. You can do that by adding a comment to the discussion below this video. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

Are you ready to make any commitments? Are you trying to form any good habits? Could 

having more energy or making new friends help to improve your English skills? Answer one or 

more of these questions. You can do that by adding a comment on the webpage for this video.  

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day1 in your answer to this question:  

How can Michael and Jennifer keep their commitments? What are your ideas that can 

help them? 

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day1 They need a plan. Michael has one, but does Jennifer? And they 

need to be accountable to other friends.  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/learn-english-with-english-success
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day1%20
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day1%20
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Day 2 – Introduction to simple present tense verbs 

The video for Day 2 of Commitment explains what simple present tense verbs are, what they 

look like, and what they do. 

Simple present tense verbs show a general truth, a regular activity, or a permanent activity. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

 

Video Transcript  

When should you use simple-present verbs, and what do they look like? 

 

Use the simple present for a general truth (or opinion), a regular activity, or a permanent activity. 

 

Pine trees stay green all year. That is a general truth. 

 

He goes to bed early on Sunday nights.  That is a regular activity. 

 

She teaches children. That is a permanent activity.  

 

Notice that some verbs end in s or es. For example,  

 

She teaches children. 

 

but  

 

They teach children.  

 

Why is there a difference? Look at this chart. 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/simple-present-tense-verbs
http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/
http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success
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Notice that the verb drink works for most of the subjects. But third-person singular subjects 

require an s or es on the end of the verb. Most verbs like these have an s on the end. But if the 

verb normally ends with ch, sh, s, x, or z, then you need to add es when the subject is third-

person singular. 

 

Use simple present verbs to tell what they do. 

 

For example. You see the word He, the verb climb, and the word mountains. 

 

Complete the sentence by saying, He climbs mountains. Notice that there is an s on the end. 

 

They help sick people. Notice that there is no s on the end. 

 

She keeps people safe. 

 

During Week 2 and Week 3 of this unit, I will talk more about present-tense verbs: both simple-

present verbs and present-progressive verbs. Some of these videos will focus on negative forms, 

questions, contractions, and pronunciation. 

 

For now, here is a little more practice for simple present verbs. 

Use simple present verbs to talk about these general truths. 

 

Dogs hear high-pitched noises. 

 

A mountain stream brings fresh water to the countryside. 

 

Use simple present verbs to talk about these regular activities. 

 

They stay a long time whenever they visit. 

 

Paul washes the car on Saturdays. 
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She checks her email every morning. 

 

Learn more about present tense verbs by watching the videos for Week 2 and Week 3 of this unit. 

 

Now, it's your turn. Use the simple present to tell us about one of your favorite regular activities.  

 

For example, 

 

My wife and I watch a movie every Saturday night. 

 

or 

 

I read for thirty minutes every morning before work. 

 

Add your comment to the webpage for this video. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

On the webpage for this video, use the simple present to tell us about one of your favorite regular 

activities. 

Examples: 

My wife and I watch a movie every Saturday night. 

I read for thirty minutes every morning before work. 

Add your comment to the discussion. 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day2 in your answer to this question:  

 

Do you have a friend that helps you to learn English? Describe the partner that you have 

or that you need. 

 

Examples:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day2 Yes, my friend and I chat in English on Facebook, and 

sometimes, we talk in English on Skype.  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day2 No, I need someone who can help me to use English on Skype 

and to talk what I’m learning at OnTargetEnglish.com.  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/simple-present-tense-verbs
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day2%20
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day2%20
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Day 3 – Pronunciation of s and es endings  

The video for Day 3 of Commitment tells you how to pronounce words that end with s or es. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

Some words end with s, but this ending does not always have the same pronunciation.  

 

In this video, I want to talk about the pronunciation of words that end with s. Later in this unit, 

you can watch some additional videos about pronunciation. 

 

Here are four kinds of words that end with s. 

 

First, most plural nouns end with s: one glove but two gloves.  

 

Second, possessive nouns also end with s.  

 

Lisa's bright red hat and gloves are lots of fun. 

 

If the bright red hat and gloves belong to Lisa, then they are Lisa's bright red hat and gloves. 

 

Possessive nouns also include an apostrophe, but the apostrophe does not change the 

pronunciation.  

 

Third, some verbs add s. These verbs are third-person, singular, present-tense verbs. Consider the 

verb start. 

 

I start, and you start, but he starts or my work starts. 

 

My work starts at 9:00. 

 

Fourth, some contractions end with s. When you contract a noun or pronoun with is or has, an 

apostrophe and s replace is or has. So that is great becomes that's great. 

 

Really? That's great. 

 

John has gone home becomes John's gone home. 

 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/pronunciation-s-es-endings
http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/
http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success
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Now, listen more closely to the pronunciation of s on the end of a word. Perhaps you already 

heard a difference between the sound of the s ending in some words and the sound of the s 

ending in other words.  

 

In starts, the s is not voiced, but in gloves, the s is voiced.  

 

Voicing refers to the vocal cords. When you pronounce a voiced consonant like /z/ in gloves, 

your vocal cords vibrate. You can feel the vibration in your neck where your vocal cords are, 

especially if you place your hand there. /z/ We can call this sound the z sound since that letter 

almost always makes that sound.  

 

When you speak a voiceless consonant like /s/ in starts, your vocal cords do not vibrate. /s/ 

 

The s sound is a hissing sound. You can compare it to the sound of a snake which hisses. 

 

The z sound is a buzzing sound. You can compare it to the sound of a bee, which buzzes. 

 

Hiss. 

 

Buzz. 

 

So how do you know when the letter s is making the voiceless s sound or the voiced z sound? 

The sound depends upon the previous sound: the sound before the s or z sound. 

 

If the s follows a voiceless sound, that letter will make the voiceless s sound /s/. The letter t in 

start is voiceless. So the s that follows it makes the voiceless s sound. /starts/ 

 

If the s follows a voiced sound, that letter will make the voiced z sound. Now all vowel sounds 

are voiced; your vocal cords vibrate when you make vowel sounds. So when s follows the vowel 

sound /uh/ in Lisa's, the s makes the z sound: Lisa's. 

 

Here are some words that end with the voiceless s sound because the s comes after a voiceless 

sound: snacks, starts, friendships, laughs, myths. 

 

The k, t, p, and f sounds are voiceless. And in the word myth, the th sound is voiceless. The vocal 

cords do not vibrate with voiceless sounds. So the s that follows them is also voiceless. 

 

Here are several words that end with the voiced z sound because the s comes after a voiced sound: 

ribs, beds, wags, miles, palms, pans, sings, prefers, gloves, plays, she's, ties, toes, clues. 

 

The sounds for the consonants b, d, g, l, m, n, ng, r, and v are voiced, and the vowel sounds in the 

last five words are all voiced. So the s that follows them is also voiced. 

 

When you add s to plural nouns or to third-person singular verbs, some sounds on the end of the 

word require you to add es instead of just s. When this happens, you need to add another syllable 
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with the s sound. In these words, the e makes the schwa sound and the s makes a z sound, so a 

word like watch becomes watches. Watch is one syllable (or one beat), but watches is two 

syllables (or two beats).  

 

Watch.  

 

Watches. 

 

Here are several words that have the es ending: watches, changes, (notice that this word has the 

consonant g, but it makes the j sound /j/--changes) bushes, dresses, quizzes. 

 

The ch, j, sh, s, and z sounds at the end of a word require es for plural nouns and for third-person 

singular verbs. 

 

Follow the tips in this video to put these sounds on the end of a word: the s sound, the z sound, or 

the z sound with an extra syllable. 

 

Additional videos later in this unit will also focus on pronunciation. 

 

Now, I want to hear from you. What sound in the English language is the most difficult to 

pronounce? Maybe the s sound and the z sound are not a problem for you, but other sounds are 

challenging. Add your comment to the webpage for this video. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

What sound in the English language is the most difficult to pronounce? Maybe the s sound and 

the z sound are not a problem for you, but other sounds are challenging. Add your comment to 

the discussion on the webpage for this video. 

 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day3 in your answer to this question:  

What are your pronunciation goals? Do you just want to be understood, or do you want to 

speak like a native English speaker? 

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day3 I just want to be understood. I actually prefer to keep my 

accent.  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/pronunciation-s-es-endings
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day3%20
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day3%20
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Day 4 – What are count and noncount nouns? 

The video for Day 4 of Commitment helps you identify whether nouns are count nouns or 

noncount nouns. 

 

Count nouns are nouns that you can make plural. Noncount nouns are nouns that you cannot 

make plural. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

Count nouns are nouns that you can make plural. Noncount nouns are nouns that you cannot 

make plural. 

 

So which nouns are count, and which nouns are noncount? This point of grammar can be 

difficult for English language learners. There are no consistent rules that guarantee whether a 

noun is count or noncount. Many noun forms must simply be memorized. And you may need to 

check a dictionary to make sure that you can make a certain noun plural. 

 

Several videos during Week 4 and Week 5 of this unit will focus on using nouns. 

 

For now, consider some guidelines that can help you to know which nouns are count and which 

nouns are non-count. 

 

First, consider the name. Think about the word count. We call nouns that can be made plural 

count nouns because you can count them: one ring, two rings, three rings, and so forth. The other 

nouns, noncount nouns, are nouns that you cannot count. Every baker bakes with flour. But you 

cannot measure flour by saying one flour, two flours, and so forth. There is a different way of 

measuring noncount nouns, and I'll talk about that in another lesson, but you cannot make 

noncount nouns plural. 

 

Second, there are certain categories of nouns that are usually noncount. These nouns are not 

always noncount, but they usually are. 

 

One category is materials--in other words, what things are made out of. Glass, plastic, metal, and 

wood are examples. When these words represent materials, they are noncount. Do not add s to 

these words when they refer to the material that makes up a product. 

 

Another category is food. Now, some nouns for food are count, and some are noncount. There 

are certain kinds of food that have units that you can count. One carrot, two carrots, three carrots, 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/nouns-count-vs-noncount-intro
http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/
http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success
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and so forth. Other kinds are noncount and do not have individual units: flour, milk, cheese, 

meat, and so forth. 

 

Another category is abstract nouns. These are nouns that you cannot see, but they're still real: 

commitment, adventure, information, knowledge, and so forth. 

 

Third, noncount nouns often refer to a category of several count nouns. Consider these count 

nouns: nickels, dimes, quarters, dollars. What noncount noun do we use to refer to all of these? 

That's right: money. Consider these count nouns: tables, chairs. What noncount noun can refer to 

both of these? Tables and chairs are examples of furniture. Consider these count nouns: seconds, 

minutes, hours. What noncount noun can refer to all of these? The category is time. 

 

The best advice that I can give you to identify count and noncount nouns is this: keep 

communicating. As you read and listen, you will see and hear accurate uses of these nouns. As 

you speak and write, you will get practice with choosing and using the correct forms. 

 

During Week 4 and Week 5 of this unit, you can watch videos to learn more about nouns. The 

topics will include forming plural nouns, forming possessive nouns, using nouns as adjectives, 

practicing with count and noncount nouns, and using expressions of quantity for count and non-

count nouns. 

 

Now, I want to hear from you. Identifying count and noncount nouns can be difficult. I have 

given you some general categories that can help, but I wonder what other methods help English 

learners to identify count and non-count nouns. What strategies do you follow for identifying 

count and noncount nouns? Add a comment below this video to join the discussion. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

Identifying count and noncount nouns can be difficult. I have given you some general categories 

that can help, but I wonder what other methods help English learners to identify count and non-

count nouns. What strategies do you follow for identifying count and noncount nouns? Add a 

comment on the webpage for this video to join the discussion.  

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day4 in your answer to this question:  

What kind of grammar is the most difficult for you to use? Is it verbs, prepositions, 

articles, or something else? 

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day4 I think that choosing correct prepositions is harder than 

anything else.  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/nouns-count-vs-noncount-intro
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day4%20
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day4%20
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Day 5 – Future time - will or be going to? 

The video for Day 5 of Commitment explains the two most common ways to talk about future 

time using will and be going to. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

The two most common ways to show future time is with these two expressions: will and be going 

to. So, for example, you can say,  

 

What will happen at the game tonight?  

 

or  

 

What is going to happen at the game tonight? Both sentences refer to future time.  

 

During Week 3 and Week 4 of this unit, several videos will focus on expressing future time. 

 

Now listen to Michael. To talk about the future, he uses both future-time expressions: will and be 

going to. 

 

I'm going to wake up at 6:00 and run one or two miles. While I am working, I'm going to eat a 

few snacks, but all my snacks and meals are going to be healthy. When I get home, I will have 

lots of energy--enough energy to enjoy my evening. But I am not going to stay up late any more. 

 

You can use either be going to or will to make predictions about the future. Michael said, I will 

have lots of energy. He can also say, I am going to have lots of energy. Both expressions are ok 

for making predictions. 

 

Maybe you noticed that Michael said, I'm going to instead of I am going to. I'm is a contraction 

that brings the words I and am together. In another video, I'm going to focus on using 

contractions for future time. 

 

Here is another example.  

 

The red team will beat the green team. 

 

The red team is going to beat the green team.  

 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/future-time-tense-will-vs-be-going-to
http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/
http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success
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Both sentences express a prediction. 

 

Although you can use both be going to and will to make predictions, the expression be going to 

is usually necessary to talk about future plans. 

 

Michael uses the expression be going to to talk about future plans. 

 

I'm going to wake up at 6:00 and run one or two miles. While I am working, I'm going to eat a 

few snacks, but all my snacks and meals are going to be healthy. 

 

Here are two more examples. 

 

What are your plans for tonight?  

 

I'm going to watch a video.  

 

I'm going to watch a video, not, I will watch a video. 

 

What is his goal?  

 

He is going to lose 3 pounds this month.  

 

He is going to lose 3 pounds this month, not, he will lose 3 pounds this month. 

 

The sentences with be going to show plans that people have. 

 

However, to show willingness, use the helping verb will. 

 

Your coffee is ready. I'll get it. 

 

This sentence uses the word will. The first two letters w-i are missing because I'll is a 

contraction. 

 

Complete the sentence with the expression will or be going to. Change the verb be to match the 

subject. 

 

What do you want to do tonight?  

 

I am going to call my family. 

 

The sentence expresses a future plan, so use be going to. 

 

What will happen when Eric meets Rick? The sentence is showing a prediction. So you can use 

either expression.  
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Well, they are going to smile and shake hands.  

 

or  

 

Well, they will smile and shake hands. 

 

If you need more answers, you can call Sandra. 

 

She will be glad to help. 

 

or  

 

She'll be glad to help. The sentence talks about willingness, so use will. 

 

Let's review. When should you use be going to? And when should you use will? 

 

For predictions? You can use either one. You can use either be going to or will. 

 

For future plans? Use be going to. 

 

For willingness? Use will. 

 

During Week 3 and Week 4 of this unit, you can watch more videos about expressing future 

time. The topics will include contractions, pronunciation, the future progressive, present verbs 

for future time, and the word will for present time. 

 

Now, it's your turn. I want you to make a prediction. When will you be fluent in English? When 

will you be able to understand and speak English easily? Will it be several years from now? Two 

years from now? Or will it be sooner? Add a comment to the webpage for this video. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

I want you to make a prediction. When will you be fluent in English? When will you be able to 

understand and speak English easily? Will it be several years from now? Two years from now? 

Or will it be sooner? Join the discussion by adding a comment on the webpage for this video. 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day5 in your answer to this question:  

Which benefits of English-speaking are the most important benefits for you? 

Professional, financial, social, academic, or something else? 

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day5 I need the professional benefits of speaking English. If I can 

speak English well, I can advance my career.  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/future-time-tense-will-vs-be-going-to
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day5%20
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day5%20
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Day 6 – English vocabulary for clothing 

The video for Day 6 of Commitment introduces common clothing vocabulary. 

 

Learn how to describe people by describing their clothing. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded.  

Video Transcript 

One way to describe people is to describe their clothing. 

 

Later in this unit, you can watch some additional videos that focus on more vocabulary for 

describing people. 

 

The basic clothing, of course, includes a shirt and trousers. 

 

The shirt might be a casual shirt or a dress shirt. You can also wear a t-shirt. 

 

Trousers might be dress pants, casual pants, or jeans. 

 

Now, in America, we actually use the term pants more often than trousers. In many other 

English-speaking countries, especially in the United Kingdom, pants mean underpants--that is, 

underwear. 

 

Let's talk about formal clothing, the kind of clothing you might wear to work. 

 

When men wear a suit, they usually wear a dress shirt, a tie, a suit coat, and suit pants. They 

might also wear a vest. 

 

Instead of a formal suit, you might just wear a jacket. 

 

A woman might also wear a suit to work. Women's clothing also includes a skirt and a dress. 

 

Let's talk about more casual clothing. 

 

In warmer weather, you might wear shorts. 

 

For cooler weather, you might wear a sweater. You could also wear a sweatshirt, which is much 

more casual. 

 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/learn-vocabulary-clothing
http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/
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At the end of the day, it always feels good to put on pajamas. 

 

What do you wear on your feet? Shoes, of course. You might also wear socks. 

 

Other kinds of footwear include sandals, boots, and slippers. 

 

But people can wear so much more.  All the extra things that people wear are the accessories. 

 

Jewelry can include a ring, earrings, a necklace, a bracelet, and a watch.  

 

When I'm getting ready for work, some of the last things that I put on include a tie and a belt. 

 

You might wear a hat. A common casual hat is a cap. 

 

Sunglasses are a kind of glasses that shield your eyes from sunlight. 

 

In cold weather, I like to wear gloves on my hands and a scarf around my neck. 

 

You have heard many terms for clothing. Now, let's see how well you can label clothing. 

 

Choose the picture that matches the description that you hear. 

 

Amy is wearing a suit with a dress shirt. 

 

This sentence describes Picture A. 

 

Rick is wearing a casual shirt and sunglasses. 

 

This sentence describes Picture C. 

 

James is wearing a suit coat, a dress shirt, and a tie. 

 

This sentence describes Picture B. 

 

Sarah is wearing a dress. 

 

This sentence describes Picture C. 

 

Watch videos later in this unit to learn vocabulary words for describing people's personality and 

physical appearance. 

 

Now, it's your turn. In the second half of this video, I listed several examples of accessories: that 

is, all the extra things that people wear. I think that my favorite accessory is this watch. My wife 

bought it for me in 2005. It's a great watch, and it came from a great person.  
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What is your favorite accessory, and why?  

 

Add your comment to the webpage for this video. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

Now, it's your turn. In the second half of this video, I listed several examples of accessories: that 

is, all the extra things that people wear. I think that my favorite accessory is this watch. My wife 

bought it for me for Christmas five years ago. It's a great watch, and it came from a great person. 

What is your favorite accessory, and why? Add your comment to the discussion on the webpage 

for this video. 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day6 in your answer to this question:  

Have you personally seen anyone show amazing commitment? Do you have friends or 

family members who are great examples of commitment? 

 

Example: 

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day6 My dad is an awesome example of commitment. He stayed 

cheerful during years of difficulty.  

 

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/learn-vocabulary-clothing
http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/learn-vocabulary-clothing
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day6%20
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day6%20
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Day 7 – The commitment of Dalip Singh Saund 

The video for Day 7 of Commitment tells the story of Dalip Singh Saund who was America’s 

first Asian-American congressman, a man committed to improving opportunities for Indian-

Americans in the United States. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

The theme for this month is commitment. A commitment to change is different from just a hope 

for change. A commitment to change is deeper than just an interest in change. Many who are 

watching this video want to see some big changes in their lives. I recently learned about the life 

of Dalip Singh Saund. He became the first Asian-American member of the United States 

Congress in 1957. His story of determination inspired me to show a deeper level of commitment, 

and I want to share some of his story with you.  

 

Dalip Singh Saund moved from India to the United States in 1920, and he studied mathematics at 

the University of California, Berkeley. There, he earned a master's degree in 1922 and a Ph.D. in 

1924.  

 

But there was strong prejudice against Asian Indians. A national law ordered that they could not 

become citizens of the United States. In fact, his wife, an American citizen, lost her citizenship 

because she married Saund.  

 

He worked as a farmer and then as a fertilizer distributor until the 1950s. During these decades, 

he was committed to improving opportunities and gaining American citizenship for Asian 

Indians in the United States.  

 

In the late 1940s, a new national law allowed Indian Americans to become citizens, and Saund 

became an American citizen in 1949. A few years later, he was elected as a judge in his town of 

Westmoreland, California.  

 

In 1955, he announced that he was seeking an office in the United States Congress. In the 

preface to his book Congressman from India, he wrote,  

 

Two of the greatest satisfactions in my professional life came first, when my children, together 

with my daughter-in-law and son-in-law, volunteered to ring doorbells for me in the campaign in 

1956, and second, when in that same election the citizens of my own small home town of 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/dalip-singh-saund
http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/
http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success
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Westmorland, my neighbors of thirty years, voted over 80 per cent in my favor as an expression 

of their confidence. 

 

After thirty years of working to advance opportunities for Indian Americans, Dalip Singh Saund 

became not only the first Indian-American member of Congress but also the first Asian-

American member of Congress.  

 

In the United States Capitol building hangs a portrait of Saund painted by Jon R. Friedman. A 

well-known quotation by Saund appears at the bottom of the painting: "There is no room in the 

United States of America for second-class citizenship."  

When this portrait was first displayed at the United States Capitol, Dalip Saund’s grandson Eric 

Saund said that his grandfather “took a positive attitude to everything. He encountered barriers 

and he acknowledged them, but he didn’t dwell on them.”  

 

Dalip Saund displayed a remarkable level of commitment. His story is a reminder that making 

significant change is possible.  

 

Now, I have two questions for you. First, what are some common excuses that people give for 

avoiding necessary changes in their lives? Second, how can the story of Dalip Singh Saund 

inspire them to make the changes that they need to make? Add your comment to the webpage for 

this video.  
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Writing Track 

Comment 

Now, I have two questions for you. First, what are some common excuses that people give for 

avoiding necessary changes in their lives? Second, how can the story of Dalip Singh Saund 

inspire them to make the changes that they need to make? Add your comment to the discussion 

on the webpage for this video. 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day7 in your answer to this question:  

Was today the first time that you heard about Dalip Singh Saund? 

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day7 Yes, today was the first time. Dalip Singh Saund lived an 

amazing life; I don't think I'll forget about him.  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/dalip-singh-saund
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day7%20
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day7%20
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Day 8 – English vocabulary to describe personality 

The video for Day 8 of Commitment introduces English vocabulary that is commonly used to 

describe someone’s personality. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

I want to introduce several people. I am going to describe their personalities. In the middle of my 

introductions, I am going to ask you to describe someone else's personality, and then at the end, I 

am going to ask you to describe your personality. 

 

Rachel smiles when she greets people. She also asks how they are doing. Rachel is friendly. But 

Karen seems to be unfriendly. She complains a lot, she gets angry when people interrupt her, 

and she never smiles. 

 

Dan looks forward to good results. He encourages other people, and tells them that they will be 

successful. And he really believes that. Even though Dan faces difficult situations, he knows that 

everything will turn out well. Dan is clearly optimistic. Justin, on the other hand, is pessimistic. 

He tells people that they will fail. Justin also believes that he will never solve his own problems. 

People around Justin believe that his favorite word is "No." 

 

Like Dan, Emily is also very positive. But Emily does not get advice, because she believes that 

every plan she has is a good plan. Even though she does not study in college, she believes that 

she will get good grades. Emily is idealistic. But Amy is realistic. She knows that in order to get 

good grades, she needs to pay attention in class, do her homework, and study for tests. She also 

gets advice before she makes big decisions for her life. 

 

Rick never listens to advice. He does what he wants, even when everyone tells him he is wrong. 

Because Rick is stubborn, it is very difficult to work with him. It is much easier to work with 

James. He listens to others. He changes his plans for the benefit of his team. People want James 

on their team because he is flexible. 

 

Candace wakes up at 4:30 in the morning. She drives over the speed limit on her way to work. 

She keeps asking a customer questions until the customer buys the product she is selling. 

Candace is aggressive. Kimberly, on the other hand, is easygoing. At the office, she talks with 

other workers for several minutes before she starts working. Her friends say that she is very laid 

back. 

 

Are any of these people similar to people that you know? Think about one of your friends. Don't 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/learn-vocabulary-describe-personality
http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/
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give us that friend's name, but on the webpage for this video, add a comment to describe that 

friend's personality.  

 

Here are more people and more words to describe personality. 

Eric likes to talk with people. He freely shares details about his life. He includes many people in 

his conversations, and he likes to introduce people to one another. Eric is talkative. You could 

also say that he is an extrovert. Steven is the opposite. He gets really nervous around other 

people. Steven likes to spend time alone to read or think. He does think that people are 

interesting, but he prefers watching and listening to them instead of talking to them. Steven is 

shy. You could also say that he is an introvert. 

 

Melissa has never given a present to anyone. When she talks to people, she talks about herself. 

Melissa is selfish. But Wendy is unselfish and altruistic. She regularly gives gifts to family and 

friends. She also gives a lot of her money to poor people. When she speaks with others, she 

listens well and shows that she is interested in them. 

 

When Sam speaks, people pay attention. They laugh; they write things down. They consider Sam 

to be very interesting. When Tim speaks, people fall asleep. They think about other things and 

look at their watches. They consider Tim to be boring. 

 

Michael exercises regularly. He wakes up early and gets a lot done at work. Michael is active; he 

is hard-working. Corey watches TV instead of exercising. He does not have a job, and he still 

lives with his parents. Corey is lazy. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

Which of these words describe your personality? And why? In other words, if you are optimistic, 

what are the things that prove that you are positive? If you are shy, how is that true? On the 

webpage for this video, add a comment to describe your personality.  

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day8 in your answer to this question:  

What do you believe are the most important personality traits? 

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day8  It’s really important to be friendly and unselfish. Compassion 

is needed because of so much pain in the world.  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/learn-vocabulary-describe-personality
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day8%20
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day8%20
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Day 9 – English vocabulary for physical appearance 

The video for Day 9 of Commitment introduces vocabulary to help you describe a person’s 

physical appearance. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

I am going to share several vocabulary words that describe physical appearance. After you watch 

this video, use several of these words to describe your physical appearance. 

When you describe people, you might describe their hair. 

 

You might refer to the color. Someone can be blond. If the hair is darker, it might be brunette or 

brown. If the hair is really dark, you might call it black, but we usually just call it dark. 

 

The length of the hair might be long or short. 

 

The style might be curly, wavy, or straight. 

 

Some people have bangs, which is hair that is in front of the forehead. 

 

Men might have sideburns. They might also be bald, or they might have a receding hairline. 

 

When you describe people, you might also describe their eyes. 

 

You might refer to the color. Brown eyes are the most common throughout the world. But a 

number of people, especially people from Europe have eyes that are blue, green, or gray. 

 

Another way to refer to someone's eyes is by the lenses that they use. Almost half of Americans 

wear glasses. But some use glasses only when they read. Of course, many people wear contacts-

-that is contact lenses. 

 

Let's talk about physical build. 

 

Is there a difference between skinny and slim? 

 

Is there a difference between chubby and overweight? 

 

Absolutely. You need to be careful when you describe someone's build. Different words prompt 

different emotions. When you combine the emotions of a word with the meaning of a word, you 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/learn-vocabulary-physical-appearance
http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/
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have the connotation of a word. 

 

What are some of the words that describe a thin person? Skinny can have a negative 

connotation. Slender, slim, and lean generally have a positive connotation. 

 

Words that describe heavy people are much more likely to offend because more Americans want 

to be thin than heavy. 

 

Some words that might describe heavy people are fat, chubby, chunky, plump, and hefty.  

 

Someone whose weight is 20% above the normal weight is considered obese. All of these words 

can be offensive. There are not many Americans who like being called fat, chubby, chunky, 

plump, or hefty. 

 

The words heavy, big, and overweight might be less offensive, but they still do not have a 

positive connotation. 

 

The word big can refer to someone who is heavy but can also refer to someone who is tall or 

muscular. 

 

If I am overweight, that just means that my weight is above the normal weight for someone with 

my height. I am 6' 3" tall. If I reach 200 pounds, I would be overweight. If I reach 240 pounds, I 

would be not only overweight, but also obese. 

 

It seems less offensive to call a baby chubby, chunky, or even big than it would be to use these 

words to describe someone older. But if you comment on a baby's appearance, it would be safer 

to use a clearly positive term such as beautiful. 

 

Finally, let's consider words for attractiveness. 

 

There are several words that you can use to describe someone who is attractive. They have 

different connotations and communicate different levels of beauty. 

 

The word cute means attractive, but it often refers to small things or small people. Many small 

animals are cute. Many babies and children are cute. When you use the word cute to describe 

adults, it can be either positive or negative. 

 

The words good-looking and attractive are both positive, but good-looking is slightly more 

informal. 

 

The word handsome refers more often to men. 

 

The words lovely, pretty, and beautiful refer more often to women. 

 

The word stunning sometimes has a meaning of just surprise. But when you are talking about 
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appearance, the word stunning usually has a meaning of both surprise and beauty. 

 

This word is especially positive because the combination of beauty and surprise creates a 

powerful effect. Because stunning can mean just surprise, you should not expect it to be positive 

all the time. Somebody's anger can be stunning. Somebody's ignorance can be stunning. But 

when somebody's beauty is stunning, it is a positive experience. 

 

The word gorgeous is stronger than all the other words on the beauty scale and usually refers to 

women. Someone who is especially beautiful is gorgeous. 

 

Now, it's your turn. Use several of these vocabulary words to describe your physical appearance. 

You don't need to talk about everything. Maybe you will choose to describe your physical build, 

your attractiveness, and your hair and eyes. Maybe you will choose to describe just your hair or 

your eyes. That's fine. But take some time right now to describe your physical appearance by 

adding a comment to the webpage for this video. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

Use several of these vocabulary words to describe your physical appearance. You don't need to 

talk about everything. Maybe you will choose to describe your physical build, your 

attractiveness, and your hair and eyes. Maybe you will choose to describe just your hair or your 

eyes. That's fine. But take some time right now to describe your physical appearance by adding a 

comment on the webpage for this video. 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day9 in your answer to this question:  

Is there a hairstyle that is popular in your country right now? What is it? 

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day9 In my country, straight hair is popular for girls right now. For 

boys, certain celebrities make unusual hairstyles popular.  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/learn-vocabulary-physical-appearance
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day9%20
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day9%20
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Day 10 – The negative form of simple present tense 
verbs 

The video for Day 10 of Commitment demonstrates how to make the negative form of a simple 

present verb. 

 

To make the negative form, add a form of do and the word not before the verb. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

I do not want bad health and poor energy. The expression I do not want is the negative form of a 

simple present verb. 

 

To make the negative form, add a form of do and the word not before the verb. 

 

So I want bad health and poor energy becomes I do not want bad health and poor energy. 

 

Sometimes, the verb do changes to does. 

 

For example, change She teaches children to a negative statement. First, add do and not before 

the verb. We are not quite finished yet. Change teaches to teach, and change do to does. Our 

finished sentence says, She does not teach children. 

 

Why do we need to make this change? Well, look at this chart. 

 

Notice that the helping verb is do for most of the subjects. But if the subject is third-person 

singular, the helping verb is does. The sentence He wants bad health has an -s on the end of the 

verb. When you change that sentence to a negative statement, the result is, He does not want bad 

health. Notice that wants is changed to want. 

 

Change the following sentences to negative statements. 

 

Polar bears live in warm climates. 

 

Polar bears do not live in warm climates. 

 

Rick looks good in that shirt. 

 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/simple-present-tense-negative-form
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Rick does not look good in that shirt. 

 

Now, it's your turn. Michael said, ”I do not want bad health and poor energy.” Use the negative 

form to write about something that you don't want, and use the negative form to describe its 

problems.  

 

For example,  

 

I do not want to use bad English grammar for the rest of my life. Bad grammar does not 

help the careers of people like me. 

 

Add your comment to the webpage for this video. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

Michael said, "I do not want bad health and poor energy." Use the negative form to write about 

something that you don't want, and use the negative form to describe its problems.  

 

For example,  

 

I do not want to use bad English grammar for the rest of my life. Bad English grammar 

does not help the careers of people like me.  

 

Add your comment on the webpage for this video. 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day10 in your answer to this question:  

Which video from Week 1 of Commitment was the most helpful video? 

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day10 It was helpful to hear a lot of examples in the video about the 

pronunciation of s and es endings.  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/simple-present-tense-negative-form
http://twitter.com/
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day10%20
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Day 11 – Contractions for negative forms of simple 
present tense verbs 

The video for Day 11 of Commitment introduces how to make a contraction for the negative 

form of the simple present. 

 

When do not becomes a contraction, it looks like this: don't.  

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

When you make do not a contraction, what does it look like and sound like? 

 

"I sleep until 8:00, and I don't have any time for exercise because my work starts at 9:00." 

 

When do not becomes a contraction, it looks and sounds like this: don't. 

 

You can use contractions for the negative form. 

 

Do not becomes don't. And does not becomes doesn't.  

 

Notice that the apostrophe appears where you take a letter out. When you bring do and not 

together or when you bring does and not together, write an apostrophe instead of the o in not. 

 

Polar bears don't live in warm climates. 

 

Rick doesn't look good in that shirt. 

 

English speakers often use contractions for speaking and for informal writing. 

 

Change the following sentences to negative statements. Make contractions with the helping verb 

and the word not. 

 

Chris wears bright clothing. 

 

Chris doesn't wear bright clothing. 

 

Most cats like swimming in water. 

 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/simple-present-tense-negative-form-contractions
http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/
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Most cats don't like swimming in water. 

 

David wears sunglasses outside. 

 

David doesn't wear sunglasses outside. 

 

The contractions don't and doesn't are very common. Use them, pronounce them, and spell them 

correctly. 

 

Now, it's your turn. People often go to the internet to solve problems. I have two challenges for 

you today.  

 

First, describe a problem. In your first comment on the webpage for this video, begin your 

sentence with "I need to . . ." or "I want to . . ." Then follow that idea with an expression that 

includes don't or doesn't and a simple present verb.  

 

Here are some examples:  

 

I need to buy a car, but I don't have enough money. 

 

I want to help my friend, but she doesn't answer the phone or respond to email. 

 

I want to read a book, but my responsibilities don't give me any time. 

 

Second, give advice to at least one other person who describes a problem. Look at the comments 

on the webpage for this video. Respond to the comment, and give some advice. 

 

For the person who doesn't have enough money, you might write, "Maybe you could borrow 

some money." 

 

For the person whose friend doesn't answer the phone or respond to email, you might write, 

"Perhaps you could visit her house." 

 

For the person who doesn't have enough time, you might write, "Maybe you could listen to an 

audio book while you go to work or school." 

 

So add a comment to describe a problem. Then add another comment to give advice to someone 

else. 
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Writing Track 

Comment  

People often go to the internet to solve problems. I have two challenges for you today.  

 

1. Describe a problem. In your first comment on the webpage for this video, begin your sentence 

with "I need to . . ." or "I want to . . ." Then follow that idea with an expression that includes 

don't or doesn't and a simple present verb.  

 

Here are some examples: 

 

I need to buy a car, but I don't have enough money. 

 

I want to help my friend, but she doesn't answer the phone or respond to email. 

 

I want to read a novel, but my responsibilities don't give me any time. 

 

2. Give advice to at least one other person who describes a problem. Look at the comments on 

the webpage for this video. Respond to the comment, and give some advice. 

 

For the person who doesn't have enough money, you might write, "Maybe you could 

borrow some money." 

 

For the person whose friend doesn't answer the phone or respond to email, you might 

write, "Perhaps you could visit her house." 

 

For the person who doesn't have enough time, you might write, "Maybe you could listen 

to an audio book while you go to work or school." 

 

On the webpage for this video add a comment to describe a problem. Then add another comment 

to give advice to someone else. 

  

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/simple-present-tense-negative-form-contractions
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Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day11 in your answer to this question:  

Post a link to a motivational video on YouTube or another video-sharing site. 

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day11 This family's contentment and optimism is inspiring. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=th6Njr-qkq0   

 Tweet it now!

http://twitter.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=th6Njr-qkq0
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day11%20
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Day 12 – Introduction to present progressive 
(continuous) tense verbs 

The video for Day 12 of Commitment introduces the present progressive (continuous) tense. 

 

Present progressive verbs express what is happening right now. They begin with the helping verb 

am, is, or are. They end with the letters -ing on the main verb. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

"What exciting things are happening in your life?" 

 

"He's not smiling very much in this picture." 

 

"Well, I'm making a commitment to meet more people and develop new friendships." 

 

What kind of verbs are these: "are happening," "is smiling," "am making"? 

 

These are present progressive verbs. Sometimes, people call them present continuous verbs. 

Present progressive verbs express what is happening right now. They begin with the helping verb 

am, is, or are. They end with the letters -ing on the main verb. 

 

Here are some more examples:  

 

I am eating.  

 

You are eating.  

 

She is eating. 

 

Be sure to include the helping verb! Many students forget to include am, is, or are before the 

main verb. 

 

You can contract the helping verb am, are, and is with another word. 

 

I am eating becomes I'm eating. 

 

You are eating becomes You're eating. 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/present-continuous-progressive-tense
http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/
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Sarah is eating becomes Sarah's eating. 

 

Contractions are less formal than the regular forms. People are more likely to speak the sentence 

"Sarah's eating" in a conversation than to write it in a document. Here are two situations for 

using the present progressive. 

 

First, use the present progressive to say what people are doing now. Here are two examples. 

 

Are you eating lunch? 

 

No, I am reading the newspaper. 

 

Also, use the present progressive to say what people are doing during the current time period. 

This current time period might be today, this week, this month, or a bigger time period. 

 

Consider this example. 

 

He is playing on a football team this month. In fact, you could say, Ryan is tired because he is 

playing on a football team this month. Notice that right now, Ryan is sitting down. But you can 

still say that he is playing on a football team this month. 

 

Megan is telling Ryan that she is studying English this year. Right now, Megan is eating with 

Ryan. But she can still say, "I am studying English this year." 

 

Use present progressive verbs to tell what they are doing. 

 

For example, you see the word He, the verb buy, and the words, some flowers. You say He is 

buying some flowers. 

 

He (write) ____ a letter.  

 

He is writing a letter. 

 

They (drink) _____ some water.  

 

They are drinking some water. 

 

Now you know how to form present-progressive verbs and when to use them. 

 

Now it's your turn. On the webpage for this video, answer one or both of these questions. What 

are you doing this week? Or what are you doing this month? In other words, what is happening 

in your life?  

 

Maybe you'll write something like this:  
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I am starting a new job this week. 

 

I'm getting fit this month.  

 

I am making new friends this month.  

 

Answering one of these questions gives you a chance to use present-progressive verbs. To 

answer these questions, add a comment to the webpage for this video. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

On the webpage for this video, answer one or both of these questions. What are you doing this 

week? Or what are you doing this month? In other words, what is going on in your life?  

 

Maybe you'll write something like this:  

 

I am starting a new job this week.  

 

I am getting fit this month. 

 

I'm making new friends this month. 

 

Answering one of these questions gives you a chance to use present-progressive verbs. To 

answer these questions, add a comment to the webpage for this video. 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day12 in your answer to this question:  

What is a good habit for English learners to form? 

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day12 To improve their speaking, English learners need to find and 

talk to English speakers regularly.  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/present-continuous-progressive-tense
http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/present-continuous-progressive-tense
http://twitter.com/
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day12%20
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Day 13 – Pronunciation of the ng sound 

The video for Day 13 of Commitment teaches the pronunciation of the n-g sound /ŋ/ and the 

difference between that sound and the n sound. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

Progressive-tense verbs in English end with ing. These letters create the /ɪŋ/ sound. 

 

This is a good time to talk about the pronunciation of the n-g sound /ŋ/ and the difference 

between that sound and the n sound. 

 

The sound is /ŋ/. A common problem is that English learners add a g sound on the end: /ŋ-g/.  

 

S-i-n-g is pronounced /sɪŋ/ not /sɪŋ-g/. 

 

/Sɪŋ/ is correct. /Sɪŋ-g/ is incorrect. Some may think that this error is a very small error, but 

people hear the /g/ sound even more when a vowel sound comes after it. So if you make the 

incorrect pronunciation /sɪŋ-g/ and make the progressive form, you say /sɪŋ-gɪŋ/. The correct 

pronunciation is singing. 

 

But if you say /sɪŋ-gɪŋ/, it will distract native English speakers. They may focus on your 

incorrect pronunciation, or it may even cause confusion. They may not understand what you're 

trying to say if you say /sɪŋ-gɪŋ/. 

 

The n-g sound is actually just one sound, not two. /ŋ/ It is similar to the n sound /n/, but it is not 

the same.  

 

The good news is that if you can pronounce the g sound /g/, then it will probably be very easy for 

you to pronounce the n-g sound /ŋ/. 

 

Move your mouth in the position that you need to say the g sound /g/, but don't let the sound 

come out. Let the pressure stay there. Now, keep your mouth open, but let the air come out of 

your nose instead of your mouth. /ŋ/ 

 

The position of the /g/ sound and the /ŋ/ sound are the same at the beginning, but don't move the 

back of your tongue to let air out your mouth. Instead, let the air go through your nose. 

 

With the n-g sound /ŋ/, the back of your tongue touches the back of the top of your mouth. With 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/present-continuous-progressive-part-tense-how-to-pronunciation-ng
http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/
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the n sound /n/, the middle of the tongue touches the middle of the top of your mouth /n/. Again, 

the n-g sound is /ŋ/. The n sound is /n/. 

 

Sometimes, you need to use the n-g sound when the letter g does not appear. Consider the word 

spelled s-i-n-k: /sɪŋk./ If you have just the /n/ sound, you would make the incorrect pronunciation 

/sink/. Instead of the n sound, you need the n-g sound /sɪŋk/. This word does not have a g, but 

remember, you're not making the g sound. The n-g sound is one sound, not two. It is a nasal 

sound that keeps the back of your tongue against the back of the top of your mouth. /sɪnk/ is 

incorrect. /sɪŋk/ is correct. 

 

Now, practice saying these pairs of words. 

 

thin, thing 

 

ban, bang 

 

don, dong 

 

You may notice that the vowel sounds also change a little bit when the next sound is the n-g 

sound. The vowel sound is more nasal; in other words, more air comes out the nose when you 

speak a vowel sound that comes before the n-g sound. 

 

kin, king 

 

fan, fang 

 

won, Wong 

 

Now, test your listening for the difference between /n/ and /ŋ/. Listen to the following sentences, 

and choose 1 or 2. 

 

For example, you hear, She called me thin. And you choose 1, because you heard thin instead of 

thing. She called me thin. 

 

I heard the sound of a ping.  

 

Number 2: /pɪŋ/ I heard the sound of a ping. /pin/ /pɪŋ/ 

 

In my classroom, my teacher is banning drums. 

 

Number 1. /bæn/ In my classroom, my teacher is banning drums. /bæn/ /beiŋ/ 

 

I found a fang under the table. 

 

Number 2: /feiŋ/ I found a fang under the table. /fæn/ feiŋ/ 
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When you correctly identify and pronounce the n-g sound, you can improve your pronunciation 

with many words, including progressive verbs that end with ing. 

 

Now, I want to hear from you. What helps you to improve your pronunciation the most? Maybe 

you improve your pronunciation the most by listening to audio or video programs, or by 

watching the mouth of the person who is speaking, or by practicing your English speaking often.  

 

Maybe you improve your pronunciation the most by doing something else. Answer the question, 

"What helps you to improve your pronunciation the most?" by adding a comment to the webpage 

for this video. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

What helps you to improve your pronunciation the most? Maybe you improve your pronunciation the 

most by listening to audio or video programs, or by watching the mouth of the person who is speaking, or 

by practicing your English speaking often. 

Maybe you improve your pronunciation the most by doing something else. Answer the question, "What 

helps you to improve your pronunciation the most?" by adding a comment on the webpage for this video. 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day13 in your answer to this question:  

What helps you to enjoy using English the most? Is it videos, games, Skype, blogging, social media, 

or something else? 

Example: 

#OnTargetEnglish #day13 I enjoy going to events where people speak English. When people 

understand me and respond, it feels awesome! 

Tweet it now! 

http://twitter.com/
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day13%20
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Day 14 – The Commitment of Thomas Edison  

The video for Day 14 of Commitment narrates the commitment of Thomas Edison to his work, 

and how that commitment helped him invent the first useful electric light bulb. 

Video Tracks 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

Sometimes, a reason that we do not see changes in our lives is that we are not patient. If we don't 

reach our goals right away, we might believe that we never will. 

 

Thomas Edison would disagree. He was the inventor of the first useful electric light bulb. 

 

As a child, Edison had only three months of formal schooling. While he was in school as a 

seven-year-old boy, his teacher considered him a poor learner. As a teenager, he started having 

problems with his hearing, which became worse as he grew older. 

 

Edison was the inventor of the phonograph and the motion-picture camera. But the most 

inspiring story about Thomas Edison is his invention of the first practical electric light bulb. 

 

When Edison began work on the light bulb, he told reporters, "Of all the things that we have 

discovered this is about the simplest." 

 

This statement made a lot of people excited, but inventing his light bulb was more complex and 

more difficult than he thought it would be. 

 

The most difficult part of making a useful electric light bulb was making a filament that would 

last long. 

 

Edison tried many different kinds of material, including hair, wood, and thread.  

 

A popular story says that a reporter asked Edison if he felt like he had failed and if he would give 

up the project after thousands of filaments failed. According to this story, Edison said, "Young 

man, why would I feel like a failure? And why would I ever give up? I now know definitively 

over 9,000 ways that an electric light bulb will not work." 

 

In October of 1879, Edison lit an electric light bulb that lasted for thirteen hours. Edison had 

finally succeeded. 

 

Making a useful light bulb was more difficult than Edison thought it would be. Are there things 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/thomas-edison
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in your life that are more difficult than you thought they would be? Perhaps getting in shape, or 

getting out of debt, or learning English? 

 

Your biggest weakness is not that you are out of shape, that you are in debt, or that you can't 

speak English well. 

 

Edison said, "Our greatest weakness lies in giving up. The most certain way to succeed is always 

to try just one more time." 

 

Thomas Edison was committed to improving life for the people around him. After he invented 

the first useful electric bulb, he continued inventing. He made his last invention in 1931 at the 

age of 83. At the end of his life, he had a total of 1,093 inventions. 

 

Do you think that the story of Thomas Edison can motivate English learners to improve? How 

does this story inspire you to show commitment to reach your goals? Add your comment to the 

webpage for this video. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

Do you think that the story of Thomas Edison can motivate English learners to improve? How 

does this story inspire you to show commitment to reach your goals? Add your comment to the 

webpage for this video. 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day14 in your answer to this question:  

Is your attitude toward failure usually the same as Thomas Edison's attitude toward 

failure? 

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day14 Not always. I need to remind myself that I can learn from my 

mistakes.  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/thomas-edison
http://twitter.com/
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day14%20
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Day 15 – Present progressive (continuous) verbs in 
negative statements & yes-no questions 

The video for Day 15 of Commitment shows how to use present-progressive verbs in negative 

statements and in yes-no questions. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

"He's not smiling very much in this picture." 

 

Sometimes, we use present-progressive verbs in negative statements and in yes-no questions. 

 

First, use the present progressive in negative statements. 

 

To make the negative form of a progressive verb, add the word not. Place not between be and the 

main verb. 

 

She is reading the newspaper. 

 

She is not reading the newspaper. 

 

Second, use the present progressive in yes-no questions. 

 

The answer to a yes-no question begins with yes or no. To ask a yes-no question, follow these 

steps. 

 

First, move the helping verb (am, are, or is) before the subject. 

 

Second, change the punctuation and the capitalization. 

 

So the sentence She is reading the newspaper becomes Is she reading the newspaper? 

 

Change the following sentences to questions. 

 

She is wearing a hat. 

 

Is she wearing a hat? 

 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/present-continuous-progressive-tense-negative-yes-no-questions
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They are talking about politics. 

 

Are they talking about politics? 

 

Give a negative answer to each question. Then complete a positive statement. 

 

Is she wearing a hat? 

 

No, she ___________________ a hat. She ________. 

 

No, she is not wearing a hat. Then maybe, you said, She is wearing a scarf, or she is wearing a 

coat, or she is wearing earrings. 

 

Are they talking about politics? 

 

No, they ___________________ about politics. They ________ . 

 

No, they are not talking about politics.  

 

Then you could say something like, They are talking about their house or They are talking about 

their future plans. 

 

Now you know how to use present-progressive verbs in yes-no questions and in negative 

statements. 

 

Now, it's your turn. The theme of this unit is commitment. If you have watched all the videos 

before this one, and if you are using the things that you have learned, then you are doing a great 

job with showing commitment. People who show commitment are people who make great 

changes in their lives. 

 

What changes are you excited about? Use the negative form of the present progressive to express 

something negative that you are not doing any more. Then use the regular form of the present 

progressive to express the positive something positive that has replaced the negative thing.  

 

For example, 

 

I am not procrastinating with my projects. I am doing my work on time. 

 

I am not complaining about my wife any more. Instead, I am praising her. 

 

I am not eating junk food every day. I am choosing my meals carefully. 

 

Add your comment to the webpage for this video. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

 

What changes are you excited about? Use the negative form of the present progressive to express 

something negative that you are not doing any more. Then use the regular form of the present 

progressive to express the positive something positive that has replaced the negative thing.  

 

For example, 

 

I am not procrastinating with my projects. I am doing my work on time. 

 

I am not complaining about my wife any more. Instead, I am praising her. 

 

I am not eating junk food every day. I am choosing my meals carefully. 

 

Add your comment to the webpage for this video. 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day15 in your answer to this question:  

Which video from Week 2 of Commitment was the most helpful video? 

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day15 I liked the video about Thomas Edison. He was amazing; that 

guy showed a lot of commitment!  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/present-continuous-progressive-tense-negative-yes-no-questions
http://twitter.com/
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day15%20
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Day 16 – Simple present or present progressive 
(continuous)? 

The video for Day 16 of Commitment reviews the use of the present progressive for temporary 

activities and the simple present for permanent activities. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

Practice choosing either simple present verbs or the present progressive verbs. 

 

Remember that we can use the present progressive for temporary activities and the simple 

present for permanent activities. 

 

Use a simple present or present progressive verb for each blank. 

 

Dwight had an accident last week. 

 

He is driving a rental car until his own car gets fixed. 

 

Use the present progressive for a temporary activity. 

 

Americans eat lots of food.  

 

Use the simple present for a general truth. 

 

Arnold is a firefighter. 

 

He fights fires and rescues people from burning houses.  

 

Use the simple present for a permanent activity. Since Arnold is a firefighter, this activity is 

considered permanent. 

 

Look at that tiger! 

 

She is chasing a buffalo. 

 

Use the present progressive for an activity that is happening right now. It is a temporary activity 

that will stop in the future. 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/simple-present-vs-present-continuous-progressive-tense
http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/
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Wendy shops for groceries every Saturday morning.  

 

Use the simple present for a regular activity. 

 

Which sentence matches the picture better? 

 

For example, you see a picture and two sentences: She cooks Chinese food, and She is cooking 

Chinese food. 

 

You choose the sentence She cooks Chinese food because she is not cooking food right now. But 

the clothing that she is wearing shows that cooking might be a regular activity, so the simple 

present is better. 

 

Daniel fixes cars. 

 

OR Daniel is fixing his car. 

 

The better sentence is Daniel is fixing his car. This is probably a temporary activity. Maybe 

Daniel also fixes cars regularly, but we can't know that from this picture. But the picture is 

showing something that he is doing. 

 

He teaches at a high school. 

 

OR He is teaching at a high school. 

 

The better sentence is He teaches at a high school. Notice that he is not teaching right now. 

Teaching right now would look like this. But in this picture, he is sitting at the front desk of a 

classroom, so teaching is probably a regular activity. 

 

Now, it's your turn. I have two challenges for you. First, use a simple present verb to introduce 

the work that you do.  

 

For example, I sell mobile phones. Then use present progressive verbs to describe some 

temporary activities.  

 

For example,  

 

This week, I am learning more about a new phone. This month, I am trying to sell more phones 

than last month. But right now, I am taking a break because I want to practice my English.  

 

Add your comment to the webpage for this video. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

Use a simple present verb to introduce the work that you do. For example, I sell mobile phones. 

Then use present-progressive verbs to describe temporary activities. 

 

 For example, "This week, I am learning more about a new phone. This month, I am trying to sell 

more phones than last month. But right now, I am taking a break because I want to practice my 

English." Add your comment to the webpage for this video. 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day16 in your answer to this question:  

Thomas Edison said, “Genius is one percent inspiration and ninety-nine percent 

perspiration.” In other words, a commitment to work is 99 times more important than 

waiting for great ideas. How can this truth help English learners? 

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day16 Sometimes, I don’t practice English because I don’t feel 

inspired. Instead, I just need to keep working on it.  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/simple-present-vs-present-continuous-progressive-tense
http://twitter.com/
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Day 17 – Pronunciation practice for S endings 

The video for Day 17 of Commitment allows you to practice identifying and pronouncing the 

various sounds of this word ending. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript  

In an earlier video, I introduced the pronunciation of the letter s on the end of a word. For 

example, gloves. 

 

In this video, you will practice identifying and pronouncing the various sounds of this word 

ending. 

 

But first, let's review. 

 

This ending comes on the end of four different kinds of words. The first two are related to nouns. 

The last two are related to verbs. 

 

1. Plural nouns - for example, gloves 

2. Possessive nouns - for example, Lisa's - The full sentence might be, Lisa's bright red hat and 

gloves are lots of fun. 

3. Third-person singular present-tense verbs - for example, starts - The full sentence might be 

My work starts at 9:00. 

4. Contractions - for example, That's - The full sentence might be That's great. 

 

The letter s might make the z sound, which is voiced. You can hear this sound at the end of 

gloves and Lisa's. 

 

The letter s might also make the s sound, which is voiceless. You can hear this sound at the end 

of starts or That's. 

 

And words that end with the ch, j, sh, s, or z sounds add a syllable before adding the z sound. 

You can hear this sound at the end of these words: watches, dishes, dresses. 

 

Now, listen to these sentences. Pay attention to words that end with the letter s, and repeat them. 

For these words, do you hear the s sound, the z sound, or the extra syllable with the z sound? 

 

things 

 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/simple-present-tense-how-to-pronunciation-of-s-practice-exercises
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things 

 

Things ends with the z sound. 

 

It's 

 

It's 

 

It's ends with the s sound. 

 

sounds 

 

sounds 

 

Sounds ends with the z sound. 

 

changes 

 

changes 

 

The word changes comes from the word change. To pronounce changes, add a syllable before 

you pronounce the z sound. Changes. 

 

Now, you are going to see two forms of a word: the root word and the word with the s ending. 

Pronounce the word with the s ending. For example, you see these two words: 

 

habit and habits 

 

You pronounce the second word, habits, which ends with the s sound. Notice that habit ends 

with the t sound. In an earlier video on pronouncing s endings, I said that the s sound follows k, p, 

t, and f sounds. It also follows the voiceless th sound. 

 

The z sound follows vowel sounds, which are voiced and many other consonants sounds that are 

voiced. The sounds for the consonants b, d, g, l, m, n, ng, r, and v are voiced. 

 

Now, look at the words, and pronounce the one with the letter s on the end. 

 

Lots ends with the s sound. 

 

The word lot ends with the t sound, which is voiceless. 

 

He's ends with the z sound. 

 

The word he ends with a vowel sound. All vowel sounds are voiced. 
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Pictures ends with the z sound.  

 

Notice that we do not add a syllable. The word is pictures, not picture-ezz or picture-ess. The 

letter e is on the end of the word picture. We do not add es. We add only the letter s. This letter 

follows the r sound, so the letter s has the z sound. 

 

Friendships ends with the s sound. 

 

S follows the p sound, which is voiceless. 

 

These tips and your own practice will help you to identify these sounds and to pronounce them 

correctly. 

 

Now, I want to hear from you. What is your native language? And what sounds in English are 

not in your native language? My father is from Argentina, so his native language is Spanish. 

Many Spanish speakers have difficulty pronouncing the z sound /z/ because Spanish does not 

really use that sound. Can you think of an English sound that your native language does not use? 

 

Add your comment to the webpage for this video. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

What is your native language, and what sounds in English are not in your native language? My 

father is from Argentina, so his native language is Spanish. Many Spanish speakers have 

difficulty pronouncing the z sound /z/ because Spanish does not really use that sound. Can you 

think of an English sound that your native language does not use? Tell us about it on the 

webpage for this video. 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day17 in your answer to this question:  

Thomas Edison said that he didn’t fail; instead, he found 9,000 ways that a light bulb will 

not work. How can this kind of optimism help English learners? 

 

Example: 

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day17 When I speak, I still have grammar errors and 

mispronunciations, thousands maybe. I need to learn from them.  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/simple-present-tense-how-to-pronunciation-of-s-practice-exercises
http://twitter.com/
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Day 18 – Using the helping verb will for present time  

The video for Day 18 of Commitment explains how the helping verb “will” and another verb can 

express present habits. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

The word will and a verb usually express future time, but you should also know that will and a 

verb can express present habits. 

 

Jennifer used the expression in this way when she was talking about Matt. 

 

"Matt's an interesting guy. He will act shy around most people, but then he'll be very funny and 

talkative with his friends." 

 

Jennifer means that Matt does these things often. He has done them in the past, he may be doing 

them right now, and he will act this way in the future. Jennifer uses will act and will be to show 

present habits. To express the same thing, she can also use present tense verbs: "Matt acts shy 

around most people, but then he is very funny and talkative with his friends." 

 

Here's another example. My dog will greet me when I come home from work, but then he will 

ignore me the rest of the night. 

 

The verbs are will greet and will ignore. When Jennifer says this, she doesn't mean that it will 

happen just one time. Instead, this is something that happens every day that she comes home 

from work.  

 

My dog will greet me when I come home from work, but then he will ignore me the rest of the 

night. It happens every work day. Even though the word will and a verb normally express future 

time, in this sentence, it shows present habits.  

 

Notice that you can express this same idea with present tense verbs: My dog greets me when I 

come home from work. But then he ignores me the rest of the night. The meaning is the same as 

the sentence with will greet and will ignore. 

 

Now, it's your turn. Jennifer and Michael often meet at a coffee shop to talk about what is 

happening in their lives. Do you have an activity that you enjoy doing with a friend? Include the 

word will as you describe what you do and what your friend does.  

 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/future-time-will-present-tense
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For example, 

 

Every Saturday night, I'll make breakfast for supper, and my friend John will bring doughnuts. 

 

My friend Amy will meet me whenever I am in New York, and we'll go shopping together. 

 

On Tuesday and Thursday mornings, I'll jog to the house of my friend Greg, and he'll jog with 

me for two more miles. 

 

Add your comment to the webpage for this video. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

Jennifer and Michael often meet at a coffee shop to talk about what is happening in their lives. 

Do you have an activity that you enjoy doing with a friend? Include the word will as you 

describe what you do and what your friend does.  

 

For example, 

 

Every Saturday night, I'll make breakfast for supper, and my friend John will bring doughnuts. 

 

My friend Amy will meet me whenever I am in New York, and we'll go shopping together. 

 

On Tuesday and Thursday mornings, I'll jog to the house of my friend Greg, and he'll jog with 

me for two more miles. 

 

Add your comment on the webpage for this video. 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day18 in your answer to this question:  

Share a quotation that motivates you to keep improving your English skills. If you need 

help finding one, do an internet search for "motivational quotes." 

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day18 "Whether you think you can or can't, you're right." -Henry 

Ford   

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/future-time-will-present-tense
http://twitter.com/
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Day 19 – Pronunciation of contractions for future time 

The video for Day 19 of Commitment teaches how to make and pronounce future tense 

contractions. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

Let's look at contractions for expressions about future time. We'll focus on pronunciation of 

contractions. Consider that sentence. We'll focus on pronunciation. 

 

We'll is a contraction of we and will. 

 

When you contract a word with will, take out the w-i and replace it with an apostrophe. 

 

I will becomes I'll. 

 

They will becomes they'll.  

 

They'll meet us at the restaurant, right? 

 

As you hear the following sentences that Jennifer speaks, listen for the contractions of a pronoun 

with will. 

 

Did you hear them? Jennifer contracted you with will to form the expression you'll. 

 

Then she contracted he with will to form the expression he'll. 

 

You can also contract will with nouns. This kind of contraction is common in speaking but not in 

writing. 

 

The dog will love the new baby.  

 

becomes  

 

The dog'll love the new baby. 

 

Sam will eat two burgers, I'm sure.  

 

becomes  

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/future-time-tense-contractions-pronunciation-how-to
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Sam'll eat two burgers, I'm sure. 

 

When you listen to somebody speaking, do you confuse the present tense verbs with future time 

verbs? Sometimes English learners do not notice the difference between two sentences like these. 

 

We open the store at seven o'clock. 

 

We'll open the store at seven o'clock. 

 

Listen to the following four sentences. Decide whether you hear present-tense verbs or future-

time verbs. 

 

1. We have lots of shoes in our closet. PRESENT tense 

 

We have lots of shoes in our closet. 

 

2. Eric'll have a great time with you at the park. FUTURE time 

 

Eric'll have a great time with you at the park. 

 

3. They like our method of teaching. PRESENT tense 

 

They like our method of teaching. 

 

4. They'll like our new car. FUTURE future time 

 

They'll like our new car. 

 

Listen to the last two sentences again. Do you hear the difference between the present and the 

future? 

 

In the second sentence, the vowel sound is shorter, and the l sound is longer. 

 

The expression be going to can express the future. This expression also has contracted forms.  

 

Consider this sentence: They are going to meet their friends. 

 

You can contract they with are. The new sentence says, They're going to meet their friends. 

 

Notice that they're t-h-e-y-'-r-e and their t-h-e-i-r have the same pronunciation. 

 

But what happens when you add the word not? Without any contractions, the sentence says, 

They are not going to meet their friends. But there are two possibilities for contractions. 
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They're not going to meet their friends. 

  

or 

  

They aren't going to meet their friends. 

 

In the first sentence, the words they are become they're. In the second sentence, the words are 

not become aren't. 

 

Now is it possible to contract all three so that "they are not" become one word? Not in writing, 

but in casual conversation, some English speakers do. Watch my next video, which is about the 

pronunciation of the future tense. 

 

Now, I want to hear from you. Some English learners benefit from native English speakers who 

speak very slowly and very clearly. Other English learners need to challenge themselves by 

listening to native English speakers who speak more quickly and naturally.  

 

What online audio or video of native English speakers helps you to understand English better? 

Post the web address of a podcast or a YouTube video, and explain why it is helpful for you. 

Add your comment to the webpage for this video. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

Some English learners benefit from native English speakers who speak very slowly and very 

clearly. Other English learners need to challenge themselves by listening to native English 

speakers who speak more quickly and naturally.  

 

What online audio or video of native English speakers helps you to understand English better? 

Post the web address of a podcast or a YouTube video, and explain why it is helpful for you. 

Add your comment on the webpage for this video. 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day19 in your answer to this question:  

What helps you to improve your English-conversation skills the most? Listening, 

speaking, using conversational expressions, understanding another culture, or something 

else? 

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day19 I learned that listening helps me more than anything else. I 

need to listen and understand in order to respond.  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/future-time-tense-contractions-pronunciation-how-to
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Day 20 – Pronunciation of double contractions for 
future time  

The video for Day 20 of Commitment will help you to understand a common way that many 

English speakers express the future time. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

"They're'nt gonna meet their friends. She'sn't gonna relax tonight." Did you understand these two 

sentences? If not, this lesson will help you to understand a common way that many English 

speakers express the future time. 

 

When English speakers talk about the future, it is common for them to use the expression be 

going to. 

 

I'm going to enjoy this movie. 

 

She's not going to relax tonight. 

 

They're going to meet for coffee. 

 

The word going ends with the letters -ng. These letters make one sound, not two. It is a nasal 

sound. I spoke about this sound in another video, but I'll review it quickly right now. To make 

the sound, make the back of your tongue touch the top of the back of your mouth. Open your 

mouth, and using your vocal cords, let air flow through your nose. So going does not end with 

the /g/ sound: going. It ends with the /ŋ/ sound that I just described: going. Going to. 

 

But sometimes English speakers do not pronounce the expression be going to the way that it is 

written. It is important to know these pronunciations so that you can understand them. I'm not 

recommending that you pronounce be going to in the ways that I'm going to describe, but you do 

need to understand what other people are saying. 

 

First, sometimes English speakers replace the /ŋ/ sound with the /ŋ/ sound.  

 

Instead of saying be going to, they say be goin to. Be going to. Be goin' to. I'm goin' to enjoy this 

movie. 

 

Second, sometimes English speakers omit the /ɪ/ sound represented by the letter i. 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/future-time-tense-double-contractions-and-pronunciation
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Instead of saying be going to, they say be goan to. I'm goan to enjoy this movie. 

 

Third, in the word "to," sometimes English speakers replace the /u/ sound with the schwa sound: 

/ə/. 

 

Instead of be going to, they say be going tuh. I'm going tuh enjoy this movie. Did you hear it? 

I'm going tuh enjoy this movie. 

 

If you combine the other changes with this one, you might hear I'm goin tuh or I'm goan tuh. I'm 

goan tuh enjoy this movie. 

 

But the most common use of be going to in spoken English changes the accurate expression even 

more. So the fourth point is that English speakers often change going to to gonna. 

 

So in the word going, they replace the /ŋ/ sound with the /n/ sound (goin), they omit the /ɪ/ sound 

(goan), and they replace the /u/ sound with the schwa sound: gun. 

 

In the word "to," they replace the /u/ sound with the schwa sound: uh. And they omit the t sound 

/t/. When they combine the word "going" with the word "to," the result is gonna. 

 

I'm gonna enjoy this movie. 

 

She's not gonna relax tonight. 

 

They're gonna meet for coffee. 

 

I'm not recommending that you replace going to with gonna in your own speaking, but again, it 

is important to understand the way that many native English speakers pronounce this expression.  

 

Now, how hard is it to understand the negative forms? 

 

Sometimes, English learners have difficulty hearing the negative form of be going to. One reason 

is that English speakers sometimes make a double contraction with the verbs be and not. 

 

In another lesson, I gave this sentence: They are not going to meet their friends. 

 

You can contract they with are. They're not going to meet their friends. 

 

Or you can contract are with not. They aren't going to meet their friends. 

 

In casual conversation, sometimes English speakers make a double contraction so that they 

contract they, are, and not into a single word: They'ren't. 

 

They'ren't going to meet their friends. And if they make these contractions, they will probably 
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replace going to with gonna. 

 

They'ren't gonna meet their friends. So, "they are not going to meet their friends" becomes 

"they'ren't gonna meet their friends." 

 

The be verb can sometimes become the word is. She is not going to relax tonight. 

 

You can contract she with is. She's not going to relax tonight. 

 

You can contract is with not. She isn't going to relax tonight. 

 

In casual conversation, sometimes English speakers make a double contraction so that she, is and 

not become a single word: she's'nt. 

 

She'sn't going to relax tonight. And if going to becomes gonna, they might say, She'sn't gonna 

relax tonight. 

 

Again, I don't recommend speaking in English this way, but I do want you to understand a 

common way that English speakers express the future time. 

 

Now, I want to hear from you. Some native English speakers are very difficult for English 

learners to understand. I want you answer this question: "How can native English speakers 

change their speaking so that you can understand them better?" 

 

The truth is that some native English speakers are very difficult for me to understand. Now, 

many native English speakers are going to read the comments on the webpage for this video. So 

here is an opportunity for you to tell us how we can help you. 

 

Add your comment to the webpage for this video.  
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Writing Track 

Comment 

Some native English speakers are very difficult for English learners to understand. I want you 

answer this question: "How can native English speakers change their speaking so that you can 

understand them better?" 

 

The truth is that some native English speakers are very difficult for me to understand. Now, 

many native English speakers are going to read the comments on the webpage for this video. So 

here is an opportunity for you to tell us how we can help you. 

 

Add your comment to the webpage for this video. 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day20 in your answer to this question:  

Does Twitter’s 140-character make your writing better or worse? 

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/future-time-tense-double-contractions-and-pronunciation
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Day 21 – The commitment of Harriet Tubman  

The video for Day 21 of Commitment tells the story of Harriet Tubman, a former slave who was 

committed to bringing freedom to other slaves. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

During the first week of this unit, I shared the story of Dalip Singh Saund, a man who was 

committed to helping others. 

 

Today, I want to share the story of another person who was committed to helping others: Harriet 

Tubman. 

 

She lived in the middle of the 19th century, and she and her family members were slaves in the 

state of Maryland. She said, "I had reasoned [this] out in my mind; there was one of two things I 

had a right to, liberty, or death; if I could not have one, I would have [the other]." So she escaped 

from slavery to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

 

But she realized that she was alone. She said, "[There] was no one to welcome me." She told her 

herself that her brothers and sisters were still in slavery, "and [they] should be free also." 

 

So, beginning with her family, Harriet Tubman began helping other people to escape slavery. 

She made 13 trips into lands of slavery to help more than 70 slaves escape. 

 

She showed remarkable commitment and courage. One of the men who helped Harriet Tubman 

was William Still; he noticed that many people were concerned for her safety, but she didn't 

seem to have any fear of being caught. She was focused on her commitment to bring freedom to 

slaves. 

 

You and I may never know the experience of going from physical slavery to freedom. But when 

we experience freedom or any kind of success, it is a wonderful thing to share it with others. 

 

Here is my question for you. As you experience the benefits of learning English, what are some 

ways that you can help other people with those benefits? 

 

Add your comment to the webpage for this video. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

As you experience the benefits of learning English, what are some ways that you can help other 

people with those benefits? 

 

Add your comment on the webpage for this video. 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day21 in your answer to this question:  

Harriet Tubman helped to make some amazing rescues. Share some information about an 

amazing woman from your country's history. 

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day21 Helen Keller was both deaf and blind. But she still learned 

how to communicate and had amazing optimism.  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/harriet-tubman
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Day 22 – Using present tense verbs to express future 
time  

The video for Day 22 of Commitment will show you three ways that present tense verbs can 

express future time. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

I'm going to show you three ways that present-tense verbs can express future time. To express 

future time, speakers and writers normally use will or be going to. But for some situations, you 

can use present-tense verbs. 

 

First, sometimes simple-present verbs can show future time. 

 

When simple-present verbs are in a time clause, they can express future time. What is a time 

clause? Listen to this sentence. 

 

When I get home, I will have lots of energy. 

 

When I get home is a time clause. You probably know that an expression like I will refers to 

future time. But when I get home also refers to a time in the future. The arrival at home is not 

taking place right now. It will happen in the future. Here is another sentence with a time clause. 

 

The ground is going to be softer next week after it rains. What words in this sentence are used for 

the time clause? 

 

After it rains. This clause has a simple-present verb that expresses future time. The rain is not 

falling right now. The rain is going to start falling in the future. 

 

My Facebook friends across the ocean will make status updates while I sleep. What words in this 

sentence are used for the time clause?  

 

While I sleep is a time clause that uses a simple-present verb to express future time. Jennifer can 

say, "I am not sleeping now, but I will sleep in the future. And during that time, my friends 

across the ocean will make status updates." 

 

Second, sometimes present progressive verbs can show future time. 

 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/future-time-tense-present-verbs
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When present progressive verbs are in a time clause that begins with while, they can express 

future time. 

 

While I am working, I'm going to eat a few snacks. The present progressive verb is working 

actually refers to future time. 

 

She will be writing a blog post while you are sleeping. You are not sleeping now, but the present-

progressive verb are sleeping refers to future time, because the time clause begins with the word 

while. 

 

Earlier, you heard this example sentence:  

 

When I get home, I will have lots of energy.  

 

You cannot say when I am getting home for this sentence. You need to say, when I get home. 

 

You also heard this sentence:  

 

The ground is going to be softer next week after it rains. You cannot say after it is raining. You 

need to say, after it rains. 

 

But you also heard this:  

 

My Facebook friends across the ocean will make status updates while I sleep.  

 

Because that time clause begins with the word while, I can say, while I sleep or while I am 

sleeping. Either one is ok.  

 

My Facebook friends across the ocean will make status updates while I am sleeping. 

 

Third, you can use simple present verbs or present progressive verbs to express future time, if 

you also state when the action will occur. 

 

Michael is starting his exercise program on Tuesday.  

 

Is starting is a present-progressive verb, and on Tuesday shows when the action will occur. 

 

My fitness program begins tomorrow. 

 

Begins is a simple-present verb, and tomorrow indicates the time. 

 

Mom and dad are visiting us next month.  

 

Are visiting is a present-progressive verb, and next month shows when the action will occur. 
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Complete these sentences to express future actions by putting verbs in the blanks. 

 

After he (go) __________ to sleep, he (start) _____________ snoring.  

After he goes to sleep, he will start snoring. or he is going to start snoring. 

 

While she (paint) _________ the room, he (prepare) ___________ the rest of the paint.  

 

While she is painting the room (or while she paints the room), he will prepare the rest of the 

paint. (or he is going to prepare the rest of the paint.) 

 

Ginger (start) _________ a new job next Monday.  

 

Ginger starts (or is starting) a new job next Monday. 

 

With this lesson, you can see that sometimes present tense verbs express future action. 

 

Do you have plans for the next week? Mention the day of the week, and use a present tense verb 

to talk about your plans. You can use a simple present verb or a present progressive verb. For 

example, 

 

On Tuesday, I bring my brother home from the airport. 

 

On Saturday, I'm having a party for my friend's birthday. 

 

Add your comment to the webpage for this video. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

Do you have plans for the next week? Mention the day of the week, and use a present-tense verb 

to talk about your plans. You can use a simple-present verb or a present-progressive verb. For 

example, 

 

On Tuesday, I bring my brother home from the airport. 

 

On Saturday, I'm having a party for my friend's birthday. 

 

Add your comment on the webpage for this video. 

 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day22 in your answer to this question:  

Which video from Week 3 of Commitment was the most helpful video? 

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day22 This video was helpful: Using the helping verb will for present 

time. I didn't know you could do that.  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/future-time-tense-present-verbs
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Day 23 – Introduction to future progressive 
(continuous) tense verbs 

The video for Day 23 of Commitment shows how to use the future progressive (continuous) 

tense. 

 

The future progressive expresses an ongoing activity in the future. It says that a particular 

activity will be in progress at a point in the future. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

We will be sailing during sunset tonight. 

 

They are going to be relaxing while their son draws. 

 

The future progressive expresses an ongoing activity in the future. It says that a particular 

activity will be in progress at a point in the future. 

 

In the sentence, We will be sailing during sunset tonight, the verb will be sailing is future 

progressive, and it shows that the activity of sailing will be in progress during sunset. 

 

In the sentence, They are going to be relaxing while their son draws, the expression are going to 

be relaxing is future progressive, and it shows that the activity of relaxing will be in progress 

while their son does something else. By the way, the verb draws is in the present tense, but it 

expresses future time. In another video, I talked about present tense verbs that express future 

time. 

 

There are two forms of future progressive verbs. 

 

One form is the words will, be, and a word that ends with ing. For example, will be sailing or will 

be singing. Michael used will be seeing in his conversation with Jennifer. 

 

Another form is the expression be going to be and a word that ends with ing. The first be is 

actually a form of be like am, is, or are. The second be is exactly that word: be. So example 

sentences that include this form of the future progressive can include these: They are going to be 

relaxing, or He is going to be running. Jennifer used going to be making in her conversation with 

Michael. 

 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/future-time-tense-continuous-progressive
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When should you use regular future-time verbs, and when should you use future-progressive 

verbs? 

 

For example, when should you write, He will feel better tonight and when should you write, He 

will be feeling better tonight or He is going to be feeling better tonight. Sometimes, there is no 

difference, especially if you are not thinking about a specific moment in time.  

 

But if you need to emphasize that an activity will be in progress, you can use the future 

progressive. Someone might ask you, How will he be feeling at 9:00 tonight? To show that your 

activity will be in progress, you can say, He will be feeling better tonight. 

 

You have heard about the meaning, the form, and the use of future-progressive verbs. 

 

Now, it's your turn. Use a future progressive verb to answer this question: What will you be 

doing at this time next week? Here are some example answers. 

 

I am going to be preparing for a trip to the United States. 

 

I will be doing the same thing that I am doing right now: using English. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

Use a future progressive verb to answer this question: "What will you be doing at this time next 

week?" Here are some example answers: 

 

I am going to be preparing for a trip to the United States. 

 

I will be doing the same thing that I am doing right now: using English. 

 

Add your comment to the webpage for this video. 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day23 in your answer to this question:  

How often do you speak with native English speakers? What can you do to practice your 

English with native English speakers more? 

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day23 I speak with them about one time every week. I could try 

using Skype to speak with them more.  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/future-time-tense-continuous-progressive
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Day 24 – Five tips for making nouns plural  

The video for Day 24 of Commitment demonstrates how to make nouns plural. 
 

We make nouns plural when they refer to more than one person or thing. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

We make nouns plural when they refer to more than one. I want to show you how to make the 

plural forms of most nouns. 

 

1. First, most nouns add s to make the plural form. 

 

Hat becomes hats. Ring becomes rings. 

 

2. Second, nouns add es when the singular form ends with ch, sh, s, x, or z. 

 

Watch ends with ch and becomes watches. 

 

Dish ends with sh and becomes dishes. 

 

Dress ends with s and becomes dresses. 

 

Box ends with x and becomes boxes. 

 

Quiz ends with z and becomes quizzes. 

 

3. Third, nouns replace y with ies when a consonant comes before the y. 

 

Family ends with the consonant l and the letter y and becomes families. 

 

City ends with the consonant t and the letter y and becomes cities. 

 

Day ends with the vowel a and the letter y and becomes days. Notice that days does not end with 

ies. The reason is that a vowel a, not a consonant, comes before the y. 

 

4. Fourth, many nouns have irregular plural forms. 

 

Child becomes children. 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/nouns-plurals
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Woman becomes women. 

 

Mouse becomes mice. 

 

I don't recommend trying to follow rules that will help you figure out irregular plural forms. 

Some nouns like child, woman, and mouse have unusual plural forms that you will have to 

memorize. 

 

5. Fifth, most nouns that end with f or fe replace those letters with ves. 

 

Leaf becomes leaves. 

 

Half becomes halves. 

 

Life becomes lives. 

 

These five kinds of plurals probably represent more than 90 percent of the English count nouns 

that you will see. 

 

Several other kinds of nouns have plural forms that follow different rules. 

 

Some nouns that end with o add es to the plural form. Examples include heroes and echoes. 

 

Some nouns that end with a add just e to the plural form. Examples include vertebrae and larvae. 

 

Some nouns that end with us replace those letters with a or i. Examples include alumni and 

corpa. 

 

Some nouns that end with um replace those letters with a. Examples include bacteria and media. 

 

These are just some of the rules for plural nouns that appear less frequently than other nouns. 

Focus on learning the forms of the first five kinds of plural nouns. 

 

Now, it's your turn. In another video, I gave you some vocabulary for clothing and clothing 

accessories. Your writing assignment is simple: list some clothing accessories that are in your 

house. For example, you might write, 

 

In our closet, we have many coats, hats, scarves, and sunglasses. In her jewelry box, my wife has 

several rings, earrings, necklaces, and bracelets. 

 

Your list will probably include nouns that add s for the plural, like coats and rings. It might also 

include nouns that add other letters for the plural, like scarves and necklaces. 

 

Add your comment to the webpage for this video.  
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Writing Track 

Comment 

In another video, I gave you some vocabulary for clothing and clothing accessories. Your writing 

assignment is simple: list some clothing accessories that are in your house. For example, you 

might write,  

 

In our closet, we have many coats, hats, scarves, and sunglasses. In her jewelry box, my wife has 

several rings, earrings, necklaces, and bracelets. 

 

Your list will probably include nouns that add s for the plural, like coats and rings. It might also 

include nouns that add other letters for the plural, like scarves and necklaces. 

 

Add your comment on the webpage for this video. 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day24 in your answer to this question:  

What online games have helped you to learn English? 

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day24 I used to play Word Racer on Yahoo Games, but I haven’t 

played any English-learning games in a long time.  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/nouns-plurals
http://twitter.com/
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Day 25 – How to make nouns possessive 

The video for Day 25 of Commitment shows how to make nouns possessive. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

Lisa's bright red hat and gloves are lots of fun. 

 

The students' classroom is small. 

 

You can make nouns show possession. In the examples that you just heard, Lisa has a hat and 

some gloves, and the students have a classroom. To show possession, nouns use apostrophes. 

Some people like to imagine that the apostrophe is a hand that reaches out to grab what it owns. 

 

Here are some guidelines for showing possession with nouns. 

 

1. Singular nouns add apostrophe and s to show possession. 

 

Lisa becomes Lisa's. 

 

2. Plural nouns ending with s add an apostrophe. 

 

The word students is plural and already ends with s. So just add an apostrophe. 

 

3. Nouns with irregular plural forms add apostrophe and s. 

 

The plural of child is children. To make children possessive, add an apostrophe and s. 

 

The children's toys are very bright. 

 

To show possession, notice that an apostrophe and s is necessary for both irregular plural forms 

and for singular forms. 

 

4. Add apostrophe and s after the last noun in a series if all the nouns possess the same thing. 

 

Bill and Emily's car is old. 

 

 

The apostrophe and s come only after the last noun in the series Bill and Emily because both of 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/nouns-possessive
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them own the old car. 

 

5. Add apostrophe and s after each noun in a series if each one possesses something separate. 

 

Alice's and Gina's laptops are new. 

 

The apostrophe and s come after each noun in the series Alice and Gina because Alice owns a 

laptop, and Gina owns a different laptop. 

 

These five guidelines for apostrophe use can help you to write possessive forms of nouns 

accurately. 

 

Now, it's your turn. Think about some of your friends who recently bought some great things or 

received some amazing gifts. Do those friends own the same thing, or is their ownership separate? 

Follow the principles in this video to write about these items. For example 

 

Jessica and Justin's car is a new model. In this example, Jessica and Justin own the same car. 

Sam's and Tony's houses are on opposite ends of the city. In this example, Sam has his own 

house, and Tony has his own house. 

 

Add your comment to the webpage for this video. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

Think about some of your friends who recently bought some great things or received some 

amazing gifts. Do those friends own the same thing, or is their ownership separate? Follow the 

principles in this video to write about these items. For example 

 

Jessica and Justin's car is a new model. In this example, Jessica and Justin own the same car. 

Sam's and Tony's houses are on opposite ends of the city. In this example, Sam has his own 

house, and Tony has his own house. 

 

Add your comment on the webpage for this video. 

 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day25 in your answer to this question:  

What English-speaking events can you attend that will give you an opportunity to use 

English? 

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day25 A family of English speakers in my city own a restaurant. I 

could practice my English with the workers there.  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/nouns-possessive
http://twitter.com/
http://twitter.com/?status=%23OnTargetEnglish%20%23Day25%20
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Day 26 – Plural nouns that become adjectives  

The video for Day 26 of Commitment demonstrates that in English, you can use nouns to 

describe other nouns. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

"Have you seen my new shoes?"  

"They're great. When did you go to the shoe store?" 

 

In the first sentence, the noun shoe is plural: shoes. In English, you can use nouns to describe 

other nouns. The word shoe describes store in the sentence, When did you go to the shoe store? 

 

Notice that the correct expression is shoe store, not shoes store. Even though there are many 

shoes in the store, we do not make shoe plural to describe store or any other noun.  

 

You can think about the rule this way. A noun like shoe becomes an adjective when it comes 

before another noun, like store. And adjectives do not have plural forms. They do not have s on 

the end. 

 

For each blank, give the correct form of the word in parentheses. 

 

It takes many (brick) __________ to build a house; I think (brick) __________ houses are 

beautiful. 

 

bricks, brick 

 

It takes many bricks to build a house; I think brick houses are beautiful. 

 

I went to the (hat) _________ shop to buy three (hat) __________ for my children. 

 

hat, hats 

 

I went to the hat shop to buy three hats for my children. 

 

Last year, Amy got a couple of (dog) _________ from the (dog) _________ pound. 

 

dogs, dog. 

 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/nouns-adjectives
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Last year, Amy got a couple of dogs from the dog pound. 

 

Here's the important thing to remember: don't make an adjective plural. If a plural noun becomes 

an adjective, take off the s. 

 

Now, it's your turn. You just heard several sentences that use a word as a plural noun and as an 

adjective. Choose one of these words, and use it both as a plural noun and as an adjective in a 

sentence. 

 

computer 

language 

city 

website 

 

For example, I really like large cities; I'm glad that my whole family enjoys city life. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

You just heard several sentences that use a word as a plural noun and as an adjective. Choose 

one of these words, and use it both as a plural noun and as an adjective in a sentence. 

 

computer 

language 

city 

website 

 

For example, I really like large cities; I'm glad that my whole family enjoys city life. 

 

Add your comment to the discussion on the webpage for this video. 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day26 in your answer to this question:  

When you make a commitment to do something, it is important to avoid distractions. An 

ancient Roman proverb says, “A man who chases two rabbits catches none.” How can 

this quotation help English learners? How can this quotation help anyone who has made a 

commitment? 

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/nouns-adjectives
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Day 27 – Practice labeling count and noncount nouns  

The video for Day 27 of Commitment gives you some practice with identifying count and 

noncount nouns. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

Listen to these sentences from the conversation between Michael and Jennifer. The nouns are 

underlined. Identify them as count or non-count nouns. 

 

I do not want bad health and poor energy. 

 

Is health count or noncount? It is noncount. You cannot make health plural and say healths. 

 

Is energy count or non-count? It is also noncount. Energies is a word, but saying energies in 

Michael's sentence would change the meaning of his sentence. Here is an example sentence that 

uses energies correctly: The distracted children ran off their energies during recess. The use of 

energies is rare. Even this sentence can use energy instead of energies. The distracted children 

ran off their energy during recess. Let's look at another sentence. 

 

Well, first, I'll tell you my daily schedule. 

 

Is schedule count or noncount? It is count. You can make schedule plural and say schedules. For 

example, a manager might tell all of her workers: Check your schedules, and let me know if a 

3:00 meeting will work for you. 

 

I eat junk food throughout the day. 

 

Is food count or noncount? It is noncount. Foods is a word, but saying foods in Michael's 

sentence would change the meaning of his sentence. The word foods refers to various types of 

food, as in this sentence: The doctor said that I should eat foods that are high in iron. 

 

Is day count or noncount? It is count. You can make day plural and say days. 

 

But my habits are going to change. 

 

Is habits count or non-count? Well, habits is the plural of habit, so it is clearly a count noun. 

 

You'll need a lot of commitment. 
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Is commitment count or non-count? It is an abstract noun, and it is noncount. Commitments is a 

word, but that plural noun refers to a group of several decisions or promises. Here's an example.  

 

I'm making a commitment to meet more people and develop new friendships. 

 

In this sentence, commitment is a count noun. Jennifer means that she is making a decision to 

meet more people. We can make this word plural for a sentence like this one: Both Michael and 

Jennifer are making commitments to improve. 

 

But when Jennifer says, You'll need a lot of commitment, she means that Michael will need a lot 

of determination or will-power or dedication. These are all noncount nouns. 

 

Ok, let's consider one more sentence. 

 

My fitness program begins tomorrow, so my daily routine is definitely going to change. 

 

Is program count or noncount? It is count. You can make it plural and say programs. 

 

Is routine count or noncount? It is also a count noun. You can make it plural and say routines. 

 

Remember, it may take you a long time to memorize which nouns are count and which nouns are 

non-count. You can follow some general guidelines that I gave in my introduction to count and 

non-count nouns. But the best thing to do is to keep communicating. Keep reading and listening 

to see and hear accurate uses of these nouns. And keep speaking and writing to get practice with 

choosing and using the correct forms. 

 

Now, it's your turn. During the first week of this unit, I asked viewers of these videos, "What 

strategies do you follow for identifying count and noncount nouns?" I have two challenges for 

you. 

 

First, take some time now to read the comments at the bottom of the webpage for that video. 

Here is a link to that webpage. As you read the comments, try to find strategies that will help you 

to identify count and noncount nouns. 

 

Second, add a comment to the webpage for this video. Write about one or more strategies that 

you found. Be sure to include the name of the original person who suggested that strategy. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

During the first week of this unit, I asked viewers of these videos, "What strategies do you 

follow for identifying count and noncount nouns?" I have two challenges for you. 

 

First, take some time now to read the comments at the bottom of the webpage for that video. 

Here is a link to that webpage. As you read the comments, try to find strategies that will help you 

to identify count and noncount nouns. 

Second, add a comment to the webpage for this video. Write about one or more strategies that 

you found. Be sure to include the name of the original person who suggested that strategy. 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day27 in your answer to this question:  

Confucius from ancient China said, “Our greatest glory is not never falling but in rising 

every time we fall.” How can this quotation help those who are struggling to learn 

English? 

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/nouns-count-noncount-practice-exercises
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Day 28 – The commitment of John F. Kennedy  

The video for Day 28 of Commitment tells of the commitment of John F. Kennedy, a man who 

gave his country the momentum to fulfill its mission, even though he never saw that mission 

fulfilled. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

Watching the launch of a rocket or a space shuttle is a powerful experience. One time, when I 

was on vacation in Florida, I turned on the television in the hotel room to see a space shuttle 

about to launch. After it launched, I walked outside and saw the trail of fuel in the sky. 

 

Did you know that a space shuttle uses more than half of its fuel within the first two minutes of a 

mission that might last for weeks? 

 

The reason is that it needs the power, the momentum, to overcome earth's gravity. 

 

Today, I want to talk about a man who gave his country the momentum to fulfill its mission, 

even though he never saw that mission fulfilled. 

 

In the early 1960s the United States was losing the race to explore space. Soon after John F. 

Kennedy began serving as the thirty-fifth president of the United States, he said this: "I believe 

that this nation should commit itself to achieving the goal, before this decade is out, of landing a 

man on the Moon and returning him safely to the earth." 

 

Two and a half years later, John F. Kennedy was shot and killed. But the commitment that he 

made soon after he became President motivated millions of people to work toward his goal, and 

that commitment gave his country the momentum that it needed to fulfill the mission before the 

end of the decade. On July 21, 1969, Neil Armstrong stepped onto the moon. 

 

You are getting near the end of this unit of English Success. If you have done the activities every 

day, then you have probably developed a habit of learning English every day. You now have the 

momentum to continue learning English. I hope that you won't stop because getting started again 

might be a lot of work, just as it takes a lot of fuel to launch a rocket. 

 

Throughout this unit, you have heard about Americans who are great examples of commitment. 

But the truth is that there have been inspiring examples of commitment throughout the world. I'm 

thinking about people like Ghandi from India, William Wilberforce from England, or Nelson 

Mandela from South Africa. 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/john-f-kennedy
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I want to hear from you. What people from your country are inspiring examples of commitment? 

What commitments did they make? 

 

Add your comment to the webpage for this video. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

What people from your country are inspiring examples of commitment? What commitments did 

they make? 

 

Add your comment on the webpage for this video. 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day28 in your answer to this question:  

John F. Kennedy had a vision for his country eight years in advance. What great things 

do you hope that your country will do eight years from now? 

 

Example: 

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day28 I hope that my country will cut poverty in half eight years 

from now.  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/john-f-kennedy
http://twitter.com/
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Day 29 – Expressions of quantity for any nouns 

The video for Day 29 of Commitment discusses expressions of quantity.  

 

Expressions of quantity tell how much or how many. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

Expressions of quantity tell how much or how many. In fact, the words much and many are 

examples of expressions of quantity. 

 

Jennifer wants to meet many new people. 

 

Many expressions of quantity, such as the word many, must be used only for count nouns. Other 

expressions of quantity, such as the word much, must be used only for noncount nouns. The good 

news is that there are some expressions of quantity that you can use for either count nouns or 

noncount nouns. 

 

Here are four of them. 

 

no 

 

some 

 

I'm going to be making some great friendships. 

 

most 

 

all 

 

Here are three more expressions that communicate a large quantity. These three are informal. 

 

a lot of 

 

lots of 

 

plenty of 

 

These seven expressions of quantity are very useful, because you can use them with count nouns 
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or with non-count nouns. 

 

Now, it's your turn. Write a paragraph that describes what is necessary to learn and practice 

English online. In your sentences, write about how much of this stuff or how many of these items 

are necessary to learn English. 

 

commitment 

friends 

coffee 

comments 

time 

website visits 

motivation 

 

I don't want to give examples of full sentences, because I want you to write your own. But you 

might write about lots of motivation and plenty of friends, for example. 

 

Use several of the expressions of quantity that you learned in this video as you add your 

comment to the webpage for this video. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

Write a paragraph that describes what is necessary to learn and practice English online. In your 

sentences, write about how much of this stuff or how many of these items are necessary to learn 

English. 

 

commitment 

friends 

coffee 

comments 

time 

website visits 

motivation 

 

I don't want to give examples of full sentences, because I want you to write your own. But you 

might write about lots of motivation and plenty of friends, for example. 

 

Use several of the expressions of quantity that you learned in this video as you add your 

comment on the webpage for this video. 

 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day29 in your answer to this question:  

Which video from Week 4 of Commitment was the most helpful video? 

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day29 The video on nouns as adjectives. It reminded me not to make 

nouns plural if they are adjectives.  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/nouns-expressions-of-quantity
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Day 30 – Expressions of quantity for count or 
noncount nouns 

The video for Day 30 of Commitment teaches that expressions of quantity, such as some or most, 

can be used with count nouns or noncount nouns. However, most expressions of quantity can be 

used only for count nouns or only for noncount nouns. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

Expressions of quantity express how much or how many. 

 

Some expressions of quantity, such as some or most, can be used with count nouns or noncount 

nouns. However, most expressions of quantity can be used only for count nouns or only for 

noncount nouns. 

 

First, consider some expressions that show a large quantity. Some of them can be used for count 

nouns and some can be used for noncount nouns. 

 

Many, several, and a number of are used for count nouns. 

 

John has several ties that he can choose from. 

 

To emphasize a large quantity, you can insert an adjective like large. 

 

Another expression with count nouns that shows a large quantity is the majority of. But this 

expression is more specific. It means more than half--so 51% or more.  

 

Imagine that 100 students took the TOEFL exam, and 68 of them passed it. We could say, 

 

The majority of students passed the TOEFL exam. 

 

The expressions each and every are often used to show a large quantity. They are like the word 

all, but the focus of each or every is on individual persons or things. Also, each and every come 

before a singular noun. Many, several, and a number of come before plural nouns. 

 

I can say, All watches in this store show the correct time. 

 

But if I want to focus on individual units of the group of watches, I can say, Each watch shows 
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the correct time.  

 

or  

 

Every watch in this store shows the correct time.  

 

You should also know that the word each often does not show a large quantity. When you tell a 

child to wear a shoe on each foot you are talking about only two things, right? 

 

Many, several, a number of, a majority of, each, and every are all expressions for COUNT nouns 

that can show a large quantity. 

 

But there are also expressions that show a large quantity for noncount nouns. 

 

The most common expression that does this is the word much. 

 

The word much often occurs in a question or in a negative statement. 

 

How much commitment is necessary to learn English? 

 

A large amount of and a great deal of also show a large quantity for non-count nouns, but they 

are more formal than the word much. 

 

Camels can drink a large amount of water in one day. 

 

So far in this video, you have heard about expressions to show a large quantity. Now, consider 

expressions to show a small quantity. 

 

Little and a little are used for noncount nouns. 

 

Few and a few are used for count nouns. 

 

With little and few, there is an important difference in meaning when you add the article a. 

Without the article, the meaning is negative, maybe even a complaint.  

 

I wish I could buy that bicycle, but I have little money. 

 

With the article, the meaning is positive. 

 

I have a little money, so I think I will buy that bicycle. 

 

Without the article, you can also add very before little or few to emphasize how small the 

quantity is. 

 

I have very little money. 
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With the article a, however, you cannot use very. 

 

So you cannot say, I'm going to eat a very few snacks. But you can say, 

 

I'm going to eat a few snacks. 

 

Another expression for count nouns that shows a small quantity is a couple of. 

 

What's the difference between a few and a couple of? Both of them mean more than one, but 

both of them also mean a small quantity. The difference is that a couple of often means two, even 

though it may not mean exactly two.  

 

I slept for a couple of hours. 

 

If you think that the quantity is two but you are not exactly sure how many, you can say, a 

couple of. The expression a few is broader. If you say, I slept for a few hours, people will know 

that you certainly slept more than one hour, you probably slept more than two hours, but you did 

not sleep all day or all night. 

 

I should tell you about another expression for count nouns that you can use for either a small 

quantity or a large quantity: numbers. All of the expressions I have taught you so far have been 

estimates or general expressions of quantity. But numbers are precise (that is, specific).  

 

3 blind mice 

12 angry men 

 

Although numbers do not show your opinion about a small quantity or a large quantity, they give 

specific information for the reader or the listener. 

 

Now, it's your turn. Write a paragraph that describes the kind of food or beverage that you 

consume little of--that is, eat or drink little of. If you like what you consume or you are satisfied 

with how much you consume, include the article a before few or little. If you do not like what 

you consume, or you are not satisfied with how much you consume, do not include the article a 

before few or little. You might even write, very few or very little. Here is an example paragraph: 

 

I enjoy eating a few apples through the week, but I eat little fruit, otherwise. I start every day 

with a little cereal and a little coffee. I put very little sugar in my coffee, though. I guess that I eat 

a few snacks throughout the day. 

 

Add your comment to the webpage for this video. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

Write a paragraph that describes the kind of food or beverage that you consume little of--that is, 

eat or drink little of. If you like what you consume or you are satisfied with how much you 

consume, include the article a before few or little. If you do not like what you consume, or you 

are not satisfied with how much you consume, do not include the article a before few or little. 

You might even write, very few or very little. Here is an example paragraph: 

 

I enjoy eating a few apples through the week, but I eat little fruit, otherwise. I start every day 

with a little cereal and a little coffee. I put very little sugar in my coffee, though. I guess that I eat 

a few snacks throughout the day. 

 

Add your comment on the webpage for this video. 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day30 in your answer to this question:  

Do you have a strategy for learning vocabulary words? What is it? 

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day30 I keep a vocabulary list. I include the meaning and sometimes 

the translation, an example sentence, or a drawing.  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/nouns-expressions-of-quantity-count-non-count
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Day 31 – Conclusion to the Commitment Unit 

The video for Day 31 of Commitment gives three tips for remembering what you have learned. 

Video Track 

Watch the video for today that you downloaded. 

Video Transcript 

We have come to the end of this unit. I am recording this video before the start of the unit, but I 

am sure that by the end of this month, you will have met some wonderful people online, you will 

have learned a lot of English, and you will have been inspired by stories of success. 

 

You probably learned a lot during this unit. So on this last day of the unit, I want to give you 

three tips for remembering what you have learned. 

 

First, use it. Use the English that you have learned: the vocabulary, the pronunciation, the 

grammar, and everything else. 

 

Sometimes when people talk about learning a language, they say, "Use it, or lose it." In other 

words, if you don't use what you learned, you might forget it. 

 

Second, repeat it. In my video on "Improving your English speaking," I said that learning to 

speak another language is like learning to play an instrument. Sometimes, I am amazed at how 

piano players can remember hundreds of notes. One of the reasons that they can remember those 

notes is that they repeated those notes again and again while they were practicing the music. 

 

If you are still having some difficulty with the English principles that you heard and used in this 

unit, you can repeat the entire unit, or you can repeat just the days that you especially need. 

 

Third, teach it. 

 

I have been teaching at a university for more than ten years. During this time, I have realized that 

I really learn something after I teach it. Sometimes, I don't need to look at my notes for the entire 

class hour that I am teaching because I have learned the topic so well. If you are a teacher, you 

know what I am talking about. If I listen to it, I'll remember for now. But if I teach it, I'll 

remember it much longer. 

 

These are three tips for remembering what you learn. But I am sure that there are other methods. 

What is another strategy that you follow for remembering what you learn? Add your comment to 

the webpage for this video. 
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Before I finish, I want to say, thank you. Thank you for joining me for this unit of English 

Success. I hope that you will stay connected to OnTargetEnglish.com. Subscribe to our Video 

Newsletter, like us on Facebook, and follow us on Twitter. When we have new English-learning 

resources, you will be one of the first to know about them. Thank you for watching the videos, 

for writing comments on the webpages, and for your interaction through social media. We have 

enjoyed your participation in this English-learning event, and I hope that you have, too. 
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Writing Track 

Comment 

On the webpage for this video, share with us another strategy that you follow for remembering 

what you learn. 

Add your comment to the discussion. 

Tweet 

On Twitter, use the hash tags #ontargetenglish and #day31 in your answer to this question:  

What has been the most helpful thing about this unit of English Success? 

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day31 Listening to a native English speaker who speaks clearly has 

helped me a lot.  

 

Example:  

 

#OnTargetEnglish #day31 The challenge to show commitment was what I needed.  

Tweet it now! 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/commitment/conclusion
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Unit 2: Adventure 
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Day 1 – Learning English is an adventure 

The video for Day 01 of Adventure shows a conversation modeling grammar and vocabulary 

from this unit. 

Video 

Watch the video for Day 1. At the end of the video, Alfredo asks you to add a comment to the 

webpage for this video: 

 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/adventure 

Video Transcript 

Welcome to the second unit of English Success, a course that uses video and practice activities to 

teach you English. 

  

My name is Alfredo, and I will be your teacher for this unit. The theme of this unit is Adventure. 

How is learning English similar to other adventures? 

  

When people go on an adventure, they face challenges and earn rewards. Even though they have 

difficulties, the adventure is a rewarding experience. Learning English can be challenging, but 

some of the rewards that you might enjoy include becoming fluent in English, passing an 

important English test, traveling to English-speaking countries, getting a better job, and making 

new friends who speak English. For some English learners, the biggest reward is the enjoyment 

of learning. 

  

People who go on an adventure often have a guide. The guide is someone who can help you to be 

successful in your adventure. For your English-learning adventure, I will be your guide. 

  

Most importantly, an adventure has a destination. Your destination is knowing English--in other 

words, becoming fluent in English. 

  

Today, I want to introduce you to Jeremiah and Jon. They are going to talk about their 

adventures. Listen to their conversation. If you don't understand everything that they say, that's 

ok. I will use examples from this conversation throughout this unit as I teach English 

pronunciation, vocabulary, and grammar. 

  

Listen closely to their conversation. What adventure did Jeremiah have recently? What adventure 

is Jon having right now? 

  

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/
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Conversation:  

 

Jon: Did you enjoy your trip to New York City? 

 

Jeremiah: Yes, absolutely. What a city. 

 

Jon: Tell me about it. 

 

Jeremiah: From the beginning? 

 

Jon: Sure. 

 

B: Well, my flight arrived at the JFK airport on Friday night. So I took a taxi to my hotel 

on Fourth Avenue. I checked in just after midnight. And let me tell you, I was ready to 

sleep. But Saturday morning, I was ready to go. I had a blast. Visiting New York is so 

much fun. I walked around, went shopping, and visited the Statue of Liberty. I also went 

to Ellis Island, Wall Street, Coney Island, Rockefeller Center. 

 

Jon: I'm amazed at how many activities you packed into one day. 

 

Jeremiah: Yeah.  

 

Now, I did have some problems on my way back. First, I missed my original flight. 

Before I got onto another flight, I waited three hours at the airport. No big deal. But then, 

I was flying from New York when I remembered my brother's birthday. Argh! It was too 

late to send him anything. So I called him later, and wished him a happy birthday. 

Finally, I was driving my car during the storm last night, and I bumped into another 

vehicle. Another problem, but thankfully, it was just a fender bender.  

 

Well, here I am, ready to get back to work after a fun, crazy weekend. 

 

Jon: That sounds like an adventure. 

 

Jeremiah: It was a thrill. 

 

Jon: No more adventures for me, I guess. 

 

Jeremiah: What? Why? 

 

Jon: Well, you know. I have a family to take care of. Our adventures are limited. 

 

Jeremiah: Are you kidding?  

 

If you want adventure, you just need to think about life as an adventure. You don't have 
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to go somewhere to have an adventure. A wise man once said, "Adventure is not outside 

man; it is within." 

 

Jon: That's true. I like that perspective. In one sense, having a family is an adventure. I 

keep learning new things about my wife. And helping my kids grow up is challenging 

sometimes, but it's also rewarding. That's an adventure, too. 

 

Jeremiah: Well, yeah. Most adventures have at least a little bit of challenge. In fact, I 

believe that some difficulty makes an activity even more adventurous. My next adventure 

is to learn a new language. To learn Spanish, I may not travel a lot, but it will still be an 

adventure. There will be challenges, but there will also be new discoveries. 

 

Jon: I guess adventure is a choice. 

 

Jeremiah: Yeah, man. Make every day an adventure 

  

What adventure did Jeremiah have recently? Jeremiah went to New York City. He visited a lot of 

famous places there, and he faced some challenges while he was returning. 

  

What adventure is Jon having right now? Well, he discovered that having a family is an 

adventure. There are challenges, rewards, and new things to learn. 

  

What challenges are you facing right now? What rewards will you experience if you face those 

challenges successfully? 

  

Add a comment to the webpage for this video. 

 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/adventure 

 

  

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/adventure
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Practice Activities 

Write about your adventure. 

 

1. Think about a recent adventure you experienced. Where did you go? 

2. Who went with you on the adventure? 

3. Can you describe what happened in English? 

4. Tell the story of your adventure to a friend in English, or post it here:  

 

http://bit.ly/oteyourstory 

http://bit.ly/oteyourstory
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Day 2 – Simple past tense – introduction and negative 
forms 

The video for Day 2 of Adventure introduces the simple past tense and its negative forms. 

We use past-tense verbs to talk about things that happened in the past. These are actions that 

happened before the present time. 

Video 

Watch the video for Day 2. 

 

Video Transcript  

Are you going to reserve a hotel room? Actually, I already reserved it. 

 

That's good. Are you going to fix your car? I already fixed it. 

 

Reserved and fixed are verbs that use the simple past tense. We use past-tense verbs to talk about 

things that happened in the past. These are actions that happened before the present time. 

 

In this video, I am going to talk about using the simple past tense and using negative forms of 

simple past-tense verbs. 

 

Add ed to a verb to make it past tense.  

 

The verb fix becomes fixed. 

 

Add just d to a verb that already ends with e. 

 

The verb reserve becomes reserved. 

 

Some verbs are irregular. Irregular verbs form the past tense in different ways. For example, the 

past tense of have is not haved but had. Make sure that you can access a list of common irregular 

verbs. After all, the most frequently used verbs in the English language are irregular verbs. 

 

I am going to ask you what you are going to do today. But you already did everything I am 

asking you about. Use a past-tense verb for each question.  

 

For example, I say . . . 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/
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Are you going to play your guitar today? 

 

You say . . . 

 

I already played it. 

 

Are you going to start your car now? 

 

I already started it. 

 

Are you going to use the shovel today? 

 

I already used it. 

 

Are you going to move your bedroom furniture today? 

 

I already moved it. 

 

While you were responding, maybe you were wondering whether you were pronouncing the 

past-tense verbs correctly: started, used, moved. This unit will include other videos that focus on 

the pronunciation of past-tense verbs. 

 

For now, I also want you to know how to make negative forms of past-tense verbs. 

 

Consider this sentence.  

 

I wanted to visit the cheese factory during my tour of Wisconsin. 

 

How can you change this sentence to express a negative idea? 

 

To make the negative form of a past-tense verb, follow these steps. 

 

First, add the words did not before the verb. 

 

Second, change the past-tense verb to the simple present-tense form. 

 

So . . .  

 

I wanted to visit the cheese factory during my tour of Wisconsin.  

 

becomes . . . 

 

I did not want to visit the cheese factory during my tour of Wisconsin. 
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You can also contract did not so that these words become didn't. 

 

I didn't want to visit the cheese factory during my tour of Wisconsin. 

 

Place the apostrophe between the n and the t. That is the position where we take the o out of the 

word not. 

 

Complete each conversation with the negative form of the past-tense verb that is underlined. 

 

For example, you hear, . . . 

 

We visited Stone Mountain in Georgia. 

 

Notice that visited is underlined. You see this: 

 

[Really? We _____ Georgia on our trip to America.] 

 

You respond by saying this:  

 

Really? We didn't visit Georgia on our trip to America. 

 

Or did not. 

 

I just heard a really scary noise! 

 

[What noise? I _____ anything.] 

 

What noise? I didn't hear anything. 

 

Emily bought every kind of sock in the store. 

 

[But she _____ any shoes.] 

 

But she didn't buy any shoes. 

 

Check the Complete Course Guide for more practice with simple past-tense verbs. 

 

Also, learn more about simple past-tense verbs and past-progressive verbs by watching the 

videos for Week 2 and Week 3 of this unit. 
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Practice Activities 

1. Write the past tense form of each verb in the second column. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Answers are on the next page. 

 

  

Take                      

Change  

Wave  

Run  

Finish  

Make  

Break  

Attach  

Draw  

Assign  
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Answers: 

 

 Took 

 Changed 

 Waved 

 Ran 

 Finished 

 Made 

 Broke 

 Attached 

 Drew 

 Assigned 

 

 

2.  Change each sentence to the negative aspect of the verb: 

 

a. James wrote a letter to the governor. 

 

b. He asked for more funding for ESL programs in his state. 

 

c. The letter included information on the cost of existing programs at his school. 

 

d. The governor responded quickly to his letter. 

 

e. James was happy with the governor’s response. 

 

Answers are on the next page. 
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Answers: 

 

a. James didn’t write a letter to the governor. 

 

b. He didn’t ask for more funding for ESL programs in his state. 

 

c. The letter didn’t  include information on the cost of existing programs at his school 

 

d. The governor didn’t respond quickly to his letter. 

 

e. James wasn’t  happy with the governor’s response. 
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Day 3 – Pronunciation of the past-tense verb endings 
–ed and -d  

The video for Day 3 of Adventure tells you how to pronounce words that end with -ed or -d. 

Video  

Watch the video for Day 3. 

Video Transcript 

If you want to make a regular verb past tense, add ed to the verb. But how do you pronounce the 

new word? The suffix ed can have three different pronunciations. 

 

It might have the t sound /t/. For example: missed. 

 

I missed my original flight. 

 

[Jeremiah]: First, I missed my original flight. 

 

It might have the d sound /d/. For example: remembered.' 

 

Then, I was flying from New York when I remembered my brother's birthday 

 

Or it might have a vowel sound with the d sound. For example: limited. 

 

Our adventures are limited. 

 

[Jon]: Our adventures are limited. 

 

How can you know when the suffix ed will have the t sound, the d sound, or the vowel sound 

with the d sound? Well, you need to pay attention to the last sound before theed suffix. 

 

First, use the t sound /t/ if the word ends with a voiceless consonant sound. These sounds include 

the ch, f, k, p, sh, and s sounds. 

 

Watch becomes watched. 

Laugh becomes laughed. 

Pack becomes packed. 

Snap becomes snapped. 

Wash becomes washed. 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/
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Guess becomes guessed. 

 

Second, use the d sound /d/ if the word ends with a voiced consonant sound. Do you remember 

the difference between voiced and voiceless sounds? When you make a voiced sound, your vocal 

chords vibrate. Sometimes, you also hear a buzz in voiced sounds such as /z/ in a word 

like buys or /th/ in a word like then. Voiced consonant sounds include the b, g, j, l, m, ng, r, v, 

z, and voiced th sounds. Again, if the consonant on the end of a verb is a voiced consonant, 

the ed suffix has a /d/ sound. 

 

Sob becomes sobbed. 

Tag becomes tagged. 

Bill becomes billed. 

Slam becomes slammed. 

Pin becomes pinned. 

Breathe becomes breathed. 

 

Third, use the d sound /d/ with an extra vowel sound if the regular verb already ends with the d 

sound or the t sound in the present tense. 

 

Mold becomes molded. 

Protect becomes protected. 

 

This extra vowel sound on the end of the word makes an unstressed syllable. The vowel sound 

for many unstressed syllables is the schwa sound, but the last syllable 

ofmolded or protected does not really have the schwa sound. We don't say mold-uhhd or protect-

uhhd. The vowel sound is closer to a short I sound: molded, protected. 

 

Listen to each word. Does it end with the t sound, the d sound, or the d sound with an extra 

syllable? 

 

rammed 

 

My truck rammed into another truck. 

 

Rammed ends with the d sound. Rammed. 

 

blared 

 

The siren blared throughout the neighborhood.  

 

Blared ends with the d sound. Blared 

 

coughed 

 

She coughed throughout the meeting.  
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Coughed ends with the t sound. Coughed. 

 

picked 

 

She picked up a pear in the produce section.  

 

Picked ends with the t sound. 

 

predicted 

 

My fortune cookie predicted success for me.  

 

Predicted ends with the schwa-plus-d sound.  

 

Pronounce each word. Then read the sentence out loud. 

 

dragged 

 

They dragged a tree through the snow.  

 

blazed 

 

The camp fire blazed while we told stories.  

 

stopped 

 

The police officer stopped a speeding driver.  

 

called 

 

He called his friend in the morning.  

 

crafted 

 

He crafted a beautiful vase.  

 

This unit includes several videos on pronunciation, including a video that will give you some 

great practice in pronouncing past-tense verbs. 
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Practice Activities 

Put each word in the column showing the correct pronunciation for the ending of each word: 

 

 -t -d -ed 

Warmed    

Hatched    

Dreaded    

Visited    

Wrapped    

Missed    

Wired    

Plotted    

Walked    

Believed    

Hatched    

 

Answers are on the next page.  
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Answers: 

 

 -t -d -ed 

Warmed  x  

Hatched x   

Dreaded   x 

Visited   x 

Wrapped x   

Missed x   

Wired  x  

Plotted   x 

Walked x   

Believed  x  

Loaned  x  
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Day 4 – English articles a, an, and the 

The video for Day 4 of Adventure helps you choose when to use the articles a, an, and the. Learn 

how to use each of them correctly in this lesson. 

Video 

Watch the video for Day 4. 

Video Transcript 

Conversation 1 

 

Alfredo: Did you watch the game last weekend? 

 

Holly: Which game? 

 

Conversation 2 

 

Alfredo: Did you watch a game last weekend?  

 

Holly: Yes, I watched Brazil playing against Japan. 

 

When should you use the article the and when should you use the article a? Choosing articles has 

always been a challenge for English learners. 

When English speakers use the definite article the, they're thinking about something specific. 

And they think that their listeners also have something specific in mind.  

English speakers use a or an for three kinds of situations. 

The speaker is not thinking about something specific, or the listener is not thinking about 

something specific, or neither the speaker nor the audience is thinking about something specific. 

 

By the way, some people call these words /ay/ and /an/, but because most people pronounce 

them as a or an, I will call them a and an. 

 

Now, watch how Holly responds differently when I change the article in my sentence. 

In Conversation 1, I said, “Did you watch the game last weekend?” 

Notice the article the. 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/
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Holly said, “Which game?” 

 

Alfredo: Did you watch the game last weekend? 

 

Holly: Which game? 

In Conversation 2, I said, "Did you watch a game last weekend?" 

Notice the article a. 

Holly said, “Yes, I watched Brazil playing against Japan.” 

 

Alfredo: Did you watch a game last weekend?  

 

Holly: Yes, I watched Brazil playing against Japan. 

In Conversation 1, why did I use the article the when I said, "the game"? 

Well, I was thinking that Holly knew which game I was talking about. 

In Conversation 2, why did I use the article a when I said, "a game"? 

I wanted to know whether Holly had watched any game. I did not have a specific game in mind. 

In Conversation 1, why did Holly say, "Which game?" 

Holly asked, "Which game?" because she did not know which game I was talking about. 

So when do speakers use the definite article the? English speakers use the definite article 

the when two things are true. 

1. When they are thinking about something specific, and . . . 

2. When they think that their audience will know about it. 

 

English speakers use the article a when either 1 is not true, or 2 is not true, or both are not true. 

 

Look at this chart. 

 

To use the definite article the, you need to talk about something that is specific both for you, the 

speaker, and for your listener. 

 

Did you watch the game? 
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Maybe what you are talking about is specific for the listener but not for you. 

 

If you say, I heard that you watched a game, then you are not thinking about a specific game. 

But you think that your listener has a specific game in mind. 

 

If you are thinking about the game but your listener does not know about the game, you might 

say, I watched a game. 

 

In that sentence, the game is specific for you, the speaker, but not for your listener. 

 

Sometimes, neither the speaker nor the listener has something specific in mind. If you say, I did 

not watch a game, you did not have a specific game in mind, and your listener does not have a 

specific game in mind. 

 

So there are many situations for using the article a. But use the article the when both you and the 

listener are thinking about something specific. 

 

If I show you example sentences without articles, could you supply the articles? 

 

During Week 4 of this unit, in another video, I am going to talk about the conversation that you 

see on the screen. I'll also talk about two more conversations that require you to supply articles. 

 

There are actually many other rules for choosing the or a. Sometimes, you need to follow 

additional rules. 

 

So during Week 4, I will introduce other things that you should consider when you are trying to 

choose which article to use or whether you should use an article at all. I will also take more time 

to talk about the pronunciation of all three articles. 

 

Also, you can check the Complete Course Guide right now for some practice with articles. 
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Practice Activities 

Fill in the blanks with the correct article: 

 

1. Jamal: I heard you’re taking ___________ English class. 

 

2. Selina: Yes, I really like ___________ teacher. He’s very friendly and easy to    

      understand. 

 

3. Jamal: And how about ___________ other students? Is it a big class?  

 

4. Selina: No, it’s a small class. I like it because I get to talk to everyone  

else. Have you ever taken ___________ foreign language, Jamal? 

 

5. Jamal: Yes. I took ___________ Spanish class for four semesters in college. 

 

6. Selina: Did you like ___________ class? 

 

7. Jamal: Yes, but it was ___________ big class.  

 

Answers are on the next page. 
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Answers:  

 

1. an 

2. the 

3. the 

4. a 

5. a 

6. the 

7. a 
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Day 5 – Pronunciation of th 

The video for Day 5 of Adventure gives you the opportunity to learn and practice correct 

pronunciation of the th sound. 

Video 

Watch the video for Day 5. 

Video Transcript 

At the end of the video on the pronunciation of s and es endings, I asked you, "What sound in the 

English language is the most difficult to pronounce?" 

You wrote a huge number of comments for that video, but the comment that you made the most 

said that the th sound is the most difficult sound in the English language. You can hear 

the th sound in words like thing, this, birthday, father, health, and smooth. This sound is 

frustrating English learners like you. 

I have good news. You can learn to pronounce the th sound, the sound that English learners say 

is the most difficult sound in the English language. I know you can pronounce the th sound, so 

let's do it! 

The first thing that you should know is that there are actually two th sounds. Here they are: θ and 

ð. I'll say them again: θ and ð. Many people think that there is one th sound because we use the 

letters th for both sounds. 

The combination of letters is not the only thing that is the same for both sounds. The position of 

the mouth, including the lips, the tongue, and the teeth, is also the same for both sounds. 

The only difference is that one of the sounds is voiced and the other is voiceless. Specifically, ð 

is voiced and θ is voiceless. I talked about voiced and voiceless sounds in another video, but I'll 

also talk more about these sounds later in this video. 

So what is the position of the mouth for these sounds? The front of your tongue, also called the 

tip of your tongue, should be between your top and your bottom teeth. Don't bite down on your 

tongue. That hurts, ok? Just let your tongue relax on your bottom teeth. Let your top teeth relax 

on your tongue. 

You do need a little bit of space above your tongue so that you can push air over your tongue. θ 

Go ahead and do that right now. Pronounce the voiceless th sound. θ 

http://www.ontargetenglish.com/success/
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A common error that English learners make is that they pronounce the t sound instead of the 

voiceless th sound. 

Say thing. Not ting, thing. 

You need to allow air to continue flowing over your tongue. 

Say both. Not boat, both. 

When you say boat, the sound stops, and the air stops. But you can let the air flow for as long as 

you can breathe, when you say, both. 

Another common error is to say sing instead of thing. 

Not sing. Thing. 

Say path. Not pass, path. 

I understand that in some cultures, it may be rude to show your tongue. So some English learners 

think, I'm not supposed to do that. You really do need to push your tongue out a little bit in order 

to practice this sound. As you improve, you'll be able to pronounce the sound so quickly that 

people won't really see your tongue. 

But right now, I actually recommend that you exaggerate the sound. 

Thing. Both. 

Go somewhere private where people won't think you're weird, and exaggerate the th sound. It's 

ok. I will be weird in public to help you so that you don't have to be weird in public. 

Thin. Health. 

If you are watching this with your teacher or if you are watching this in a classroom with other 

students, have fun with it. You can laugh at each other. You can all be weird together. It's fun. 

Think. Path. 

That's the voiceless th sound. For the voiced th sound, the position of your mouth is the same. 

Let's review. The tip of your tongue, should be between your top and your bottom teeth. 

Now, add voicing to the θ sound so that you say ð. Let the vocal cords in your neck vibrate. You 

can feel the vibration in your neck, especially if you place your hand there. ð 

Again, there are common errors with this sound. Don't say the z sound or the d sound. I talk 

about those sounds in other videos. 
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So, for example, say those, not doze. Those. 

Say bathe, not bade. Bathe. 

Say then. Not zen, then. 

Say teethe. Not tease, teethe. 

By the way, teeth and teethe are different. I talked a lot about teeth in this video. Teethe is a verb. 

When babies start to get teeth, they teethe. Not tease, teethe. 

Keep practicing both th sounds. Again, I know you can do this. I have studied other languages, 

and for me, it is difficult to pronounce a sound that is not in English. It's difficult AT FIRST, but 

as I continue to practice, it becomes easier and easier. Eventually, you will be able to pronounce 

both th sounds very well. 

This unit includes several videos on pronunciation, including a video that will give you some 

great practice with the th sounds. 

In that video, you will practice voiced and voiceless th sounds at the beginning of words, at the 

end of words, and inside of words like author and brother. 

You will also practice combinations of th sounds with other consonant sounds in words 

like width, worthy, through, and thirteenth. Are you able to pronounce those words? 

I hope that you will join me as we continue practicing the th sounds later in this unit. 
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Practice Activities  

Say these words aloud, and then mark whether they are voiced or unvoiced: 

 

 Voiced Unvoiced 

south   

though   

thing   

breath   

bathe   

mother   

 

Answers are on the next page. 
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Answers: 

 

 Voiced Unvoiced 

though x  

south  x 

thing  x 

breath  x 

bathe x  

mother x  

 

 

The pronunciation of these words is commonly confused. Circle the words with the voiced th. 

 

1. Choose one:  breathe  breath  bread 

 

2. Choose two: bath  bathe  bathing suit 

 

3. Choose one: though  thought through 

 

4. Choose two: there  the  thing 

 

5. Choose two: teeth  teethe  this 

 

Answers are on the next page. 
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Answers: 

 

1. breathe breath  bread 

 

2. bath bathe  bathing suit 

 

3. though thought through 

 

4. there the  thing 

 

5. teeth teethe  this 
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Day 6 – Vocabulary for reserving a hotel room and 
arriving at a hotel 

The video for Day 6 of Adventure introduces common vocabulary for traveling to and staying at 

a hotel. 

Video  

Watch the video for Day 6.  

Video Transcript 

If you want to stay at a hotel while you are traveling, it is a good idea to reserve a room. 

 

You can still reserve a room by phone, but most hotel reservations take place online. You can 

compare hotels online by reading reviews that other guests have written. 

 

Hotels usually cost more if they have more stars. A five-star hotel has the most luxury, so it 

costs the most. If your destination attracts a lot of tourists, prices for hotel reservations may be 

higher on the weekend: Friday night and Saturday night. If your destination attracts a lot of 

business people, costs for reservations may increase during the week: Sunday night through 

Thursday night. 

 

Think about the location of the hotel. Do you plan to walk to restaurants or shops? Is the hotel 

close to public transportation? Does it have a free shuttle to the airport or perhaps to a metro 

station? 

 

After you arrive at the hotel, go to the front desk in the lobby where you can check in and get 

the key for your room. If you have a lot of luggage, you may wish to use a luggage cart or ask 

a bellhop to move the luggage for you. It is customary to give the bellhop one dollar for each 

piece of luggage that he helps you with, or two dollars if you have only one piece of luggage. 

Take the elevator or the stairway to the floor where your room is. 

 

After you enter your room, you can unpack and get ready for a good night of sleep. 

 

Now, apply your knowledge of vocabulary about hotels. 

 

Which vocabulary term or expression does the picture show? 

 

the lobby 
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luggage carts 

 

bellhop 

 

the stairway 

 

entering your room  

 

Check the Complete Course Guide for practice with vocabulary for reserving a hotel and arriving 

at a hotel. 
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Practice Activities 

Choose from the vocabulary terms below from Day 6. Fill in the blanks and complete the 

conversation. Some words may be used more than once. 

 

a bellhop 

check in 

during the week 

the elevator 

a five-star hotel 

a free shuttle 

the front desk 

a hotel 

the lobby 

the location 

a luggage cart 

on the weekend 

reserve 

reservations 

the stairway 

tourists 

unpack 

 

A: Hello, this is The Grand Parkway Hotel. Would you like to (A)____________ a room? 

 

B: No thank you, I’m calling to confirm the (B)________________ I made online. My name is 

Bob White. 

 

A: What day are you planning to arrive? 

 

B: This Thursday and I am staying until Sunday. 

 

A: Thank you, Bob. I do have a (C)__________________ for you. When you arrive, please visit 

the (D)___________________________ to (E)________________. Will you need a (F) 

__________________________ when you arrive? 

 

B: Yes, I will have luggage for four people. 

 

A: Ok, I will make sure we have one available for you when you arrive. Will there be anything 

else? 

 

B: No, thank you. Good bye 

 

A: Have a nice day. Goodbye.  

 

Answers are on the next page. 
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Answers: 

 

A. reserve 

B. reservation 

C. reservation 

D. front desk 

E. check in 

F. luggage cart/bellhop 
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Day 7 – An English-learning adventure (listening,   
part 1) 

The video for Day 7 of Adventure gives you an opportunity to practice your listening skills.  

Video  

Before you watch the video, read the section called "Preview of the Conversation with Matthew 

Weathers" in the Practice Activities for Day 7. Then watch the video for Day 7. 

Video Transcript 

In this unit, you are going to see several conversations. At the beginning of this unit, you saw a 

conversation between actors. They memorized the words. But throughout the rest of this unit, 

you are also going to see and hear real conversations. For these real conversations, there were no 

scripts and no rehearsals. 

  

Use these conversations and their exercises to improve your listening skills and your writing 

skills. Some of the discussions apply the vocabulary that you are learning for this unit. But two 

of the conversations, including that you are about to watch now, continue the theme for this unit. 

That theme is adventure. 

  

Pause this video, and read the section called "Preview of the Conversation with Matthew 

Weathers" in the Complete Course Guide. 

  

Conversation 
 

Alfredo: Recently, we've had a focus at OnTargetEnglish.com on adventure and learning English 

as an adventure. Now, a lot of times, when we think about adventure, we think about going 

places. Before we talk about learning English as an adventure, I understand that you're someone 

who likes to travel. 

 

Matthew: Yes, sir. 

 

Alfredo: Yeah? So you've been to China. You've been to many places in China. And often--what 

is it about traveling that is especially appealing for you or something that you enjoy doing? 

 

Matthew: Well, just the word you used: adventure. I love adventure. I love traveling. I love 

extreme sports like snowboarding . . . 

 

Alfredo: Really? I didn't know that. 
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Matthew: . . . mountain biking, cycling. In fact, this week, I'll leave in three days to return to 

Asia. I'll go to Singapore, I'll be in Thailand, Cambodia, the Philippines, and some other places. 

 

Alfredo: Wow, I had no idea. 

 

Matthew: I love travel. I love the adventure involved in that. 

 

Alfredo: Ok. When you think about adventure, sometimes I think about new discoveries. Or 

maybe even a little bit of difficulty, a little bit of challenge. How might someone approach 

learning English as an adventure? 

 

Matthew: Anything difficult can often be viewed as an adventure. For example, a few years ago, 

I was in New Zealand, and my friends and I, we were hiking up a mountain. And there was snow. 

It was cold. We were hiking through the snow. It was difficult, and it became very dark. But we 

had to continue to the top of the mountain. That was our end goal. And it was a very big 

adventure. But we could not always look at our end goal. We had to look down where we were 

going to focus on the next step in front of us. And I would say for learning English, if you look at 

the end goal of being fluent in a language, sometimes it's very overwhelming. It's very difficult to 

think about. And maybe you will think, there is no way I can be fluent and reach that goal. Well, 

I would encourage you, as you're learning English, don't always think about being fluent. Think 

about the next step in front of you. And just as an adventure--hiking up a snowy mountain--you 

have to focus on the next step, also with learning a language, focus on the next step: maybe the 

next vocabulary word, maybe the next grammatical concept. And just focus on the small things, 

one at a time. And, eventually, one day, you will reach fluency--your final goal. 

 

Alfredo: These are great suggestions. Now I gotta know. You mentioned that you were up the 

mountain. It was getting dark. Did you get to the top? 

 

Matthew: We made it to the top. 

 

Alfredo: Ok, good. Glad to hear that. 

 

Matthew: And at the top, we were able to make a fire, to cook food, and enjoy a wonderful time 

together. 

 

Alfredo: And that was all in the same day, in the same night. Ok, great, so there's an example of 

success with an adventure. And I hope that you'll have success with your own adventure of 

learning English and all of your other goals that you have. Certainly the reason that you're 

watching this video is that you want to improve in learning English. And these have been great 

suggestions that we've heard today. And I hope that our learners will be able to take many of 

them and apply them. 

 

Matthew: I hope so, too, and thank you for the opportunity. I enjoyed interacting and giving 

advice for learning English. I know it's difficult, but continue working in the small things, and 
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one day, I believe you will be able to be fluent in English. 

 

Alfredo: Thank you very much, Matthew Weathers, for visiting us today. 

 

You're welcome. Thank you. 

To test your listening, answer a question about this conversation in the Complete Course Guide. 

See the section called "Test Your Listening About the Conversation with Matthew Weathers." 
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Practice Activities  

Preview of the Conversation with Matthew Weathers 

Matthew teaches English in Asia and loves adventure. He has recently visited places such as 

Guam, the Philippines, Singapore, Cambodia, Thailand, and China. 

  

But you don't need to travel to have an adventure. Any challenge that you face can be an 

adventure. As you watch the conversation for Day 7, try to answer this question:  

  

How can learning English be an adventure for an English learner? 

Test Your Listening About the Conversation with Matthew Weathers 

How can learning English be an adventure for an English learner? Try to write down your own 

answer before looking at the answer below. 

  

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The answer is on the next page.  
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Answer: 

  

Anything difficult might be an adventure. Just as hiking up a mountain includes a goal of 

reaching the top, studying English includes a goal of becoming fluent. But an adventure often 

requires you to take one step at a time. English learners may need to focus on learning the next 

vocabulary word, learning the next grammatical concept, or doing another English-learning 

activity. As they do so, they eventually reach fluency. 
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Day 8 – Vocabulary for hotel amenities 

The video for Day 8 of Adventure introduces English vocabulary  

Video  

Watch the video for Day 8. 

Video Transcript 

When travelers reserve hotel rooms, they often ask for certain amenities. For example, you might 

ask for a certain bed size or a certain number of beds. Whether you can choose bed arrangements 

often depends on the star level. But it is common for a hotel room to have either two queen-

sized beds or one king-sized bed. Travelers often request a non-smoking room; in many hotels, 

all of the rooms are non-smoking. 

 

If you want more space than a small hotel room allows, you might reserve a suite. A suite has 

more than one room, and these rooms are connected to one another.  

 

There are many other kinds of amenities that travelers look for.  

 

If you need a place to exercise, find out whether the hotel has a fitness center and a swimming 

pool, perhaps an indoor pool or an outdoor pool. 

 

Will be leaving or arriving late at night? You will need a hotel that has a 24-hour front desk. 

 

Amenities that may serve your daily needs include room service, a restaurant, laundry 

machines that you can use to wash your clothes, an iron in the room, and a jacuzzi. 

 

Maybe you want to avoid walking a lot. If so, find out where the parking is and whether the hotel 

has an elevator. 

 

If you are traveling for business, do you need wireless internet access or Wi-Fi? Do you need 

an ATM machine, which allows you to withdraw money from your bank? Often, hotels will 

have a business center with computers, a printer, and maybe even a photocopier that guests can 

use. For your business clothing, maybe you will use a dry-cleaning service. If you need a place 

to discuss business, look for conference rooms.  

 

Before you leave, you might want to go by the gift shop. Purchase a gift for a friend or relative, 

or buy a souvenir for yourself to preserve the memories of your trip. 

 

Which vocabulary term or expression does the picture show? 
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a fitness center 

an indoor pool 

laundry machines 

a jacuzzi 

an ATM machine 

a conference room 
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Practice Activities 

Underline the correct word(s) to complete each statement. 

 

Ex. When I travel I always bring home a suite/gift for my son. 

 

1. To get cash while traveling, visit the ATM machine/ jacuzzi. 

2. Jim likes to get up early to exercise in the conference room/fitness center. 

3. Sheila asked about the dry cleaning service/restaurant because her blouse was stained. 

4. Please plug in the iron/elevator.  

5. Take the front desk/stairs to get to the lobby. 

6. I prefer swimming in an indoor/outdoor pool so I don’t have to wear sunblock. 

7. I’ll print copies of the itinerary at the business center/room service. 

8. Let’s order suite/room service and eat in tonight. 

9. I’d like to reserve a jacuzzi/non-smoking room with a king-size bed. 

10. I need to wash my clothes. Can you call the front desk and ask them where the laundry 

room/swimming pool is? 

 

Answers are on the next page. 
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Answers: 

 

1. ATM machine 

2. fitness center 

3. dry cleaning service 

4. iron 

5. stairs 

6. indoor pool 

7. business center 

8. room service 

9. non-smoking 

10. laundry room 
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Day 9 – Vocabulary for hotel types (listening, part 2) 

The video for Day 9 of Adventure uses some vocabulary terms about hotels. These 

terms appeared in the video from Day 8, "Vocabulary for hotel amenities." 

  

As you watch the video for Day 9, listen for these vocabulary terms: 

 a bed 

 a pool 

 a fitness center (a fitness room) 

 internet access (internet service)  

Video  

Before you watch the video, read the section called “Preview About Cheap and Expensive 

Hotels” in the Practice Activities for Day 9. Then watch the video for Day 9. 

Video Transcript 

Before you watch the conversation for today, pause the video and look at the Complete Course 

Guide. 

  

What is the difference between a cheap hotel and a more expensive hotel? 

  

More expensive hotels are just going to be nicer quality overall. They're gonna have nicer beds 

and nicer furniture, and a nicer TV. They'll also have better amenities, a nice pool, and a nice 

fitness room, and faster Internet, and things like that generally at a nicer hotel and better service 

probably. You'll get all of those things, but you'll also spend a lot more money. 

  

Now, go to the Complete Course Guide again, and answer a question to test your listening. 
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What are some things that you can ask a concierge about? 

  

You could ask whether there--what there is--what restaurants you could eat at in the area. You 

could ask them to, you know, get you a cab or if there's a car rental service around, or where the 

closest coffee shop is. Things like that. And that's what they would be able to help you out with 

that. I don't think that I've ever had to do that. Usually I just use the internet on my phone, but 

they're pretty helpful if you need that, too. 

  

In the Complete Course Guide, answer a question to test your listening. 
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Practice Activities 

Preview About Cheap and Expensive Hotels 

A hotel has a certain number of stars to show its level of quality. The number ranges from 1 all 

the way to 7. A hotel with one star has the lowest quality, and a hotel with 7 stars has the highest 

quality. Hotels with more than 4 or 5 stars are very rare. Most hotels in America are 2-star or 3-

star hotels. Of course, hotels with more stars also cost more. 

  

Now, watch the conversation in the video for Day 9. As you watch this video, try to answer this 

question. What are some benefits of a more expensive hotel?  

Test Your Listening About Cheap and Expensive Hotels 

What are some benefits of a more expensive hotel? Try to write your own answer before you 

read the answer below. 

  

  

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

  

The answer is on the next page. 
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Answer:  

  

Jon said that more expensive hotels generally have these: 

 a better bed 

 better furniture 

 a better TV 

 a nice pool 

 a nice fitness room 

 faster Internet service  

Preview About Using a Concierge 

A concierge is a hotel worker who is prepared to answer questions about the local area. This staff 

member is usually separate from the staff at the reception desk. Not all hotels have a concierge, 

but some hotels with 3 stars or more do have a concierge. 

  

Now watch the rest of the video, and try to answer this question: What are some things that you 

can ask a concierge about?  

Test Your Listening About Using a Concierge 

What are some things that you can ask a concierge about? Try to write your own answer before 

you read the answer below. 

  

  

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

  

The answer is on the next page. 
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Here are some examples of things that you can ask a concierge about:  

 what restaurants are in the area 

 calling a cab (a taxi) for you 

 whether a car-rental service is close by 

 where the closest coffee shop is 
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Day 10 – Yes-no questions, part 1 

The video for Day 10 of Adventure explains how to create questions from statements. 

 

To make the negative form, add a form of do and the word not before the verb. 

Video  

Watch the video for Day 10. 

Video Transcript 

Jon: Did you enjoy your trip to New York City? 

 

Jeremiah: Yes, absolutely. What a city! 

 

In this video and the next one, I am going to talk about yes-no questions. They are called "yes-no 

questions" because the answer to them is either "yes" or "no." Now, I have a question for you. 

 

Can you change this question to a regular statement? 

 

Here it is. 

 

You can change this question to a regular statement. 

 

Look at both of these sentences. What is the difference between them? 

 

When we change questions to statements or change statements to questions, we usually need to 

move part of the verb to another place in the sentence. 

 

Consider changing a statement to a question. If a helping verb appears with the main verb, the 

helping verb becomes the first word of the sentence. 

 

Jimmy was eating dessert again. 

 

becomes 

 

Was Jimmy eating dessert again? 

 

But what happens when no helping verb appears with the main verb? We need to add a helping 

verb: a form of do. This helping verb will appear at the beginning of the sentence. 

 

They read the newspaper. 
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becomes 

 

Do they read the newspaper? 

 

Jimmy eats dessert every evening. 

 

becomes . . . 

 

Does Jimmy eat dessert every evening? 

 

Notice that you need to add do or does for simple present-tense verbs.  

 

You enjoyed your trip to New York City 

 

becomes . . .  

 

Did you enjoy your trip to New York City? 

 

Jon: Did you enjoy your trip to New York City? 

 

You need to add did for simple past-tense verbs. 

 

Notice that when a form of do appears with the main verb, any mark of the verb tense appears 

with the form of do instead of the main verb.  

 

In the first statement and question, read did not change because the simple-present form was 

necessary for both the statement and the question. 

 

In the second statement and question, eats became eat, even though the verb does eat is third-

person singular. 

 

Change the following sentences to questions. 

 

The reporter asked the President a question. 

 

Did the reporter ask the President a question? 

 

Bob was trying to read a different book every night. 

 

Was Bob trying to read a different book every night? 

 

Jill relaxes during weekends. 

 

Does Jill relax during weekends? 
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Check the Complete Course Guide for more practice with yes-no questions. 

 

Also, watch the next video, which gives some exceptions to principles that I taught in this video 

about yes-no questions. 
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Practice Activities 

Change the following statements to questions that can be answered with yes or no.  

 

1. Employees may park in the new parking lot. 

 

2. Large trucks carried tons of dirt. 

 

3. Travelers can call the hotel to reserve a room. 

 

4. There is an elevator across the hall from our room. 

 

Answers are on the next page. 
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Answers: 

 

1. May employees park in the new parking lot? 

2. Did large truck carry tons of dirt? 

3. Can travelers call the hotel to reserve a room? 

4. Is there an elevator across the hall from our room? 
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Day 11 – Yes-no questions, part 2 

The video for Day 11 of Adventure tells about some exceptions to the rule for creating yes-no 

questions. 

 

When do not becomes a contraction, it looks like this: don't.  

Video 

Watch the video for Day 11. 

Video Transcript 

Jon: Our adventures are limited. 

 

Jeremiah: Are you kidding? 

 

In my first video about yes-no questions, I said that they need to begin with a helping verb. This 

video is about two exceptions to that rule. 

 

But first, let's review. If you want to change a statement to a question, move the helping verb to 

the beginning of the sentence. For example: 

 

Jimmy was eating dessert again. 

 

becomes 

 

Was Jimmy eating dessert again? 

 

But if the statement does not have a helping verb, you need to add a form of the word do. For 

example: 

 

They read the newspaper. 

 

becomes 

 

Do they read the newspaper? 

 

I want to tell you about the first exception. Before I explain the exception, I will show you an 

example of it. 

 

You are kidding. 
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becomes 

 

Are you kidding? 

 

Jeremiah: Are you kidding? 

 

Notice that the sentence You are kidding does not have a helping verb. We moved the main verb, 

which is the only verb, to the beginning of the sentence. 

 

So here is the first exception. If the main verb is a be verb (that is, a form of be), just move it to 

the beginning of the sentence even though there is no helping verb.  Do not supply a do verb if 

the only verb is a be verb. 

 

Be verbs include these words: am, is, are, was, and were. You can move these linking verbs to 

the beginning of the sentence to make a question. 

 

Look at the example again: 

 

You are kidding. 

 

becomes 

 

Are you kidding? 

 

Now, I want to tell you about the second exception. Again, before I explain the exception, I want 

to show you an example of it. 

 

Bob doesn't read comic books. 

 

becomes 

 

Doesn't Bob read comic books? 

 

Notice that the helping verb does moves to the beginning of the sentence. But the contracted 

form of not also moves to the beginning of the sentence. Now, notice how this example is 

different. 

 

Bob does not read comic books. 

 

becomes 

 

Does Bob not read comic books? 

 

Here, the word not remains after the subject. It does not move to the beginning of the sentence 

with the helping verb does. 
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So here is the second exception. 

 

If the question is a negative question, move only the helping verb unless the particle not gets 

contracted with the form of do. 

 

Change the following sentences to questions: 

 

Snow does not remind her of coconut. 

 

Does snow not remind her of coconut? 

 

Snow in Atlanta, Georgia, is rare. 

 

Is snow in Atlanta, Georgia, rare? 

 

Her roommate couldn't concentrate. 

 

Couldn't her roommate concentrate? 

 

Check the Course Guide for more practice with exceptions to principles about yes-no questions. 
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Practice Activities 

Change the following statements to questions that can be answered with yes or no. 

 

1. Jamie does not like to get wet. 

 

 

2. It isn’t raining outside. 

 

 

3. Rare birds shouldn’t be exported from their natural habitat. 

 

 

4. Marvin can’t wait to get to the hotel. 

 

 

5. The bellhop will get his luggage. 

 

Answers are on the next page. 
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Answers:  

 

1. Does Jamie not like to get wet? / Doesn’t Jamie like to get wet? 

2. Is it not raining outside? / Isn’t it raining outside? 

3. Should rare birds not be exported from their natural habitats? / Shouldn’t rare birds be 

exported from their natural habitats? 

4. Can Marvin not wait to get to the hotel? / Can’t Marvin wait to get to the hotel? 

5. Will the bellhop get his luggage? 
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Day 12 – Past-progressive verbs, part 1 

The video for Day 12 of Adventure introduces the past progressive tense. 

 

Present progressive verbs express what is happening right now. They begin with the helping verb 

am, is, or are. They end with the letters -ing on the main verb. 

Video  

Watch the video for Day 12. 

Video Transcript 

I was flying from New York when I remembered my brother's birthday.  

 

I was driving my car during the storm this morning.   

 

We use past-progressive verbs for ongoing activities in the past. The past-progressive tense is 

also called the past-continuous tense. 

 

To form past-progressive verbs, use was or were and a verb that ends with ing. 

 

   Singular – was (first and third)  Plural – were 

 First person  I was singing.  We were singing. 

 Second person  You were singing.  You were singing. 

 Third person  She was singing. 

 He was singing. 

 It was singing. 

 They were singing. 

 

These verbs emphasize a past activity in progress. They are unfinished actions.  

 

Let's look at this sentence again.  

 

I was flying from New York when I remembered my brother's birthday.   

 

Both of these actions, flying and remembering, happened at the same time. But flying began 

before remembering and continued afterward. 

 

Consider this conversation. 

 

Holly: What were you doing when I called you? 
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Alfredo: I was eating breakfast. 

 

Holly: I see. You were enjoying some oatmeal, right? 

 

Alfredo: Actually, I was trying out some new cereal. I kind of like it. 

 

This conversation needs past-progressive verbs to show an activity that began but had not 

finished when the phone call happened. Compare these two sentences: 

 

I was eating breakfast. 

 

I ate breakfast. 

 

The first sentence, I was eating breakfast, means that I had not yet finished eating my meal. The 

second sentence, I ate breakfast, means that I did finish eating breakfast. 

 

When someone interrupts you, you can use past progressive to describe actions in progress. 

Complete a sentence to show both the past-progressive action and the interruption. 

 

For example, you see . . . 

 

I and complete your order and you and call 

 

You say . . . 

 

I was completing your order when you called.   

 

I / relax on the back porch / the phone / ring 

 

I was relaxing on the back porch when the phone rang.   

 

I / walk down the hall / Bob / call me 

 

I was walking down the hall when Bob called me.   

 

I / write an email / my client / contact me 

 

I was writing an email when my client contacted me.  

 

Check the Complete Course Guide for more practice with past-progressive verbs. 

 

Also, watch the next video, which is a very special video. You are going to hear real answers to 

questions like, "What were you doing last night?" and "What were you doing on New Year's 

Eve?" In other words, you are going to hear actual uses of the past-progressive tense in natural, 

conversational English. Don't miss that video.  
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Practice Activities 

Find the verbs that need to be changed to the past tense or past progressive. Some examples are 

correct. 

 

1. I washed my hair when the doorbell rang. 

2. He was listening to music when his mother was calling him. 

3. Joel stopped his car when the accident happened. 

4. Darla was doing laundry while she cooked dinner. 

5. Marco planted corn when the storm came. 

6. You began taking your test when the bell was ringing. 

7. Leo was throwing the ball at me when I was walking across the field. 

8. Were you sitting down when the earthquake was shaking the building? 

9. Heather was driving her car home when she heard the news. 

10. Bill left work when his boss called him in to his office to talk about the merger. 

 

Answers are on the next page. 
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Answers:  

 

1. was washing 

2. called 

3. correct 

4. correct 

5. was planting 

6. rang 

7. threw 

8. shook 

9. correct 

10. was leaving  
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Day 13 – Past progressive – part 2 

The video for Day 13 of Adventure demonstrates the past progressive tense in conversation. 

Video 

Watch the video for Day 13. 

Video Transcript 

You are going to hear real answers to questions like, "What were you doing last night?" In other 

words, you are going to hear actual uses of the past-progressive tense in natural, conversational 

English. 

 

What were you doing about this time last year? 
 

Jeremiah: Well, Jon, about this time last year, I was getting back from a great trip in Las Vegas. 

I went to Las Vegas for Christmas, and it was my first time in the city. So I visited some friends 

that live in the area in Nevada. And I also went to the strip and saw a lot of hotels and casinos 

and was just able to enjoy the experience. 

 

Jon: Cool. This time last year, I was getting ready to quit my job, actually, trying to start a 

business of my own with a friend of mine--you, actually. 

 

Jeremiah: I'll be. 

 

Jon: Yeah, look at that. So, yeah, I was in a lot of stress, stressed out a lot, trying to figure out 

how I was going to tell my boss that I wasn't going to work for him anymore. 

 

Jeremiah: I remember during those times, you had a lot to juggle between doing the new business 

and working with the old business.  

 

Jon: All at the same time.  

 

Jeremiah: How was that? 

 

Jon: It was hard. It was stressful, but it turned out good so far. I'm glad I made the decision. 

 

What were you doing last night? 
 

Now, Jon, last night, I was hanging out with my girlfriend. I went over to her place, and we were 

both working on homework basically. I had work from our business that I had to get done last 

night, working on a video. And she was doing work for her psychology class. 
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A story from Matthew Weathers 
 

A few years ago, I was in New Zealand, and, my friends and I, we were hiking up a mountain. 

And there was snow. It was cold. We were hiking through the snow. It was difficult, and it 

became very dark. But we had to continue to the top of the mountain. That was our end goal. And 

it was a very big adventure. 

 

Visit http://bit.ly/otepastprogressive to answer similar questions and to practice using past-

progressive verbs. 

  

http://bit.ly/otepastprogressive
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Practice Activities 

We use the past progressive to talk about an action that was ongoing at a specific point in time. 

Think about a major event that happened in your life. Look at the example below and then write 

your own paragraph describing where you were and what you were doing during a momentous 

event in your life. Share your paragraph in the comments at the bottom of the page at 

http://bit.ly/otepastprogressive. 

 

Example: 

 

During the September 11, 2001, attacks on the World Trade Center I was visiting New Jersey 

right across from Manhattan Island. Traveling south on the road that day, I could see smoke and 

ash from New York City but couldn’t see the buildings of the Manhattan skyline. It was a day I 

will never forget.  

 

It’s your turn! Here are some ideas to get you started, but you can write about whatever 

experience you want to write about. 

 

During the summer Olympics I was . . . 

When my wife told me she was pregnant, I was . . . 

During the Tsunami of 2004 I was . . . 

When I awoke this morning . . . 

I saw ________________ when I was . . . 

 

Visit http://bit.ly/otepastprogressive to post your comment. 

http://bit.ly/otepastprogressive
http://bit.ly/otepastprogressive
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Day 14 – Vocabulary for hotel types (listening, part 3)  

The video for Day 14 of Adventure uses some vocabulary terms about hotels. These terms 

appeared in the video from Day 6, "Vocabulary for reserving a hotel room and arriving at a 

hotel," and from Day 8, "Vocabulary for hotel amenities." 

 

As you watch the video for Day 14, listen for these vocabulary terms: 

 From Day 6: a bellhop 

 From Day 8: a pool 

 From Day 8: internet access (an internet connection) 

Video 

Before you watch the video, read the section called “Preview About Using a Bellhop or a 

Doorman” in the Practice Activities for Day 14. Then watch the video for Day 14. 

Video Transcript 

Before you watch the conversation for today, pause the video and look at the Complete Course 

Guide. Read the section called "Preview About Using a Bellhop or a Doorman." 

Have you used a bellhop or a doorman to help you with luggage? 

Some places, the doorman or the bellhops are very--they're go-getters. They go right to you and 

ask you to help, so usually I'll just let them help. That's usually at the more expensive, the nicer 

hotels. And, of course, they also expect you to tip them a little bit. So I don't carry cash with me a 

lot; I usually use a debit card. So that sometimes causes a problem. And I have to remember 

before I go to a hotel like this that I've got to carry, you know, some 5's or 10's with me so that I 

can tip bellhops, and--not waiters, but doormen and things like that, because they have helped 

me. And they will try to help me because they want the tips. 

  

Now, go to the Complete Course Guide again, and answer a question to test your listening. Pause 

the video, and read these two sections: "Test Your Listening About Using a Bellhop or a 

Doorman" and "Preview About Hotels for Business People." 

What are some differences between what a business person looks for 
and what a tourist looks for in a hotel? 

I think there are differences. I think business people are less likely to care about the amenities 

like a pool or a continental breakfast or things like that. Recreational people more like that kind 

of stuff because they're going to spend more time in the hotel and have more free time. Business 
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people really just want a nice, comfortable, quiet place to sleep. They want a fast internet 

connection, a TV maybe so that they can watch it, but they're probably not gonna be in their 

hotel as long as a recreational visitor. So they don't need some of that other stuff. They just want 

a quiet, nice place to sleep after their long day of meetings and some fast internet so they can get 

on the computer when they're there. 

  

In the Complete Course Guide, answer a question to test your listening. Read the section 

called "Test Your Listening About Hotels for Business People." 
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Practice Activities 

Preview About Using a Bellhop or a Doorman 

Some hotels have bellhops. A bellhop is a hotel employee who helps travelers with their luggage. 

The bellhop may also need to park cars for travelers and fulfill other basic requests to make sure 

that the travelers are happy with their hotel rooms.  

In English speaking countries other than the United States, a bellhop is called a porter. 

A doorman is a hotel employee who may perform the same duties that a bellhop performs. A 

doorman stands at the entrance of the hotel and also helps travelers with luggage. The doorman 

might also hail a cab for a traveler. 

If you are a traveler, you are expected to give a bellhop or a doorman a tip for helping with 

luggage. The custom is to give them one dollar ($1) for each piece of luggage that they help with. 

But tip bellhops at least $2 for their help with your luggage, even if they help you with only one 

bag. 

Now, watch the conversation in the video for Day 14. As you watch this video, try to answer this 

question. How does Jon prepare for traveling to a hotel? 

Test Your Listening About Using a Bellhop or a Doorman 

How does Jon prepare for traveling to a hotel? Try to write your own answer before you read the 

answer on the next page. 

 

  

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

The answer is on the next page. 
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Answer: 

 

Jon prepares for traveling by carrying some cash with him. He wants to carry cash, instead of 

just a debit card, so that he can tip bellhops and doormen. 

 

Preview About Hotels for Business People 

People go to hotels for a variety of reasons. Some people go for fun. We can call them tourists, 

vacationers, or recreational travelers. Some people stay at a hotel because their jobs require them 

to travel. Or perhaps they are traveling for other professional reasons such as applying for a job 

or seeking new clients for their small business. 

  

Now watch the rest of the video, and try to answer this question: What are some things at a hotel 

that business people might want?  

Test Your Listening About Hotels for Business People  

What are some things at a hotel that business people might want? 

  

Try to write your own answer before you read the answer below. 

 

  

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

  

The answer is on the next page. 
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Answer: 

  

Here are some examples of things that business people might want at a hotel:  

 a comfortable bed 

 a quiet place to sleep 

 a fast internet connection 

 a TV  
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Day 15 – Vocabulary for vehicles and vehicle parts 

The video for Day 15 of Adventure teaches you the correct vocabulary for different types of 

vehicles and vehicle parts. 

Video 

Watch the video for Day 15. 

Video Transcript 

People drive a variety of vehicles. The most common ones are a car, a truck, a van, and 

an SUV. 

 

Of course, you can also drive a motorcycle or a moped, which is smaller. 

 

Consider the parts of a vehicle. The front of the vehicle includes the front bumper, the 

front lights, the hood, and the windshield along with the windshield wipers. The 

car engine or motor is under the hood. 

 

On the side of the car, you can see a door and some wheels, which include the tires and 

the hubcaps. This particular car has a very small window. 

 

At the back of the car, you can see the rear bumper, the rear lights, and the trunk. 

 

Let's go inside the car. You can adjust the window manually with a window crank or 

automatically with a window button. 

 

The dashboard includes the gas gauge and the speedometer. The odometer shows how many 

kilometers or miles you have driven. 

 

Drivers get in the driver's seat where they can control the steering wheel. They can see what's 

behind them with the rearview mirror or the side view mirror. To make sure the passengers 

are safe, all passengers should fasten their seat belts and check the locks to make sure the doors 

are locked. The driver then turns the key in the ignition, pushes the brake pedal, adjusts 

the gears, and pushes the gas pedal. The driver also activates the turning signal before turning. 

The driver or a passenger might also play the car stereo and adjust the air conditioning. 

 

You have heard a lot of terms for vehicles. Now, let's see how well you can label the vehicles 

and vehicle parts. 

 

Choose a picture to answer each question. 
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1. Which one is an SUV? 

 

2. Which one is a truck? 

 

3. Which picture shows hubcaps? 

 

4. Which picture shows most of the steering wheel? 

 

5. Which picture shows the sideview mirror? 

 

Check the Complete Course Guide for more practice with vocabulary for vehicles and parts of 

vehicles. 
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Practice Activities 

Match each picture with the correct vocabulary word: 

 

 

car 

 

 

 

 

truck 

 

 

 

 

SUV   

 

 

 

 

motorcycle   

 

 

 

 

moped 
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Answers are on the next page. 
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Answers: 

 

 

car 

 

 

 

 

truck 

 

 

 

 

SUV   

 

 

 

 

motorcycle   

 

 

 

 

moped 
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Day 16 – Vocabulary for getting a driver’s license 

The video for Day 16 of Adventure explains the vocabulary used when getting a driver’s license. 

Video 

Watch the video for Day 16. 

Video Transcript 

In this video, I am going to give you some vocabulary for getting a driver's license, but I am also 

going to give the basic steps for getting a driver's license in the United States. 

 

Listen closely so that you can answer questions about getting a driver's license at the end of this 

video. 

 

In the United States, every state has a Department of Motor Vehicles or DMV that helps 

drivers to get a driver's license.  

 

Some states require young drivers to get drivers' education, which is also called drivers' ed. 

Sometimes young drivers want drivers' education so that they can lower their vehicle 

insurance costs. Drivers' insurance can protect a driver from some financial loss if the vehicle 

becomes damaged. The damage usually comes from an accident. Most states in the United 

States require vehicle insurance. There are different types of insurance. Some types will pay for 

damages only if the accident is not your fault. Other types will pay for damages, even if the 

accident is your fault. To maintain insurance, you will probably need to pay a fee once a month 

or twice a year. 

 

In most states, you can get a learner's permit by passing a written test. The learner's permit 

allows you to drive a vehicle as long as someone with a driver's license is in the passenger seat. 

After a certain amount of time, you can take a driver's test to see whether you can earn 

your driver's license. 

 

If you fail the test for your learner's permit or if you fail the driver's test, you need to wait a 

certain amount of time before you can take the test again. 

 

Now answer some questions about getting a driver’s license. 

 

Where can you get a driver's license? 

a. City Hall 

b. the Department of Motor Vehicles 

c. a court 
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The answer is b. the Department of Motor Vehicles 

 

What is a benefit of vehicle insurance? 

a. It protects a driver from some financial loss. 

b. It makes the vehicle better. 

c. It helps the driver to drive better. 

 

The answer is a. It protects a driver from some financial loss. 

 

When does a person have to pass the learner's permit? 

a. Before earning the driver's license 

b. After earning the driver's license 

 

The answer is a. Before earning the driver's license 

 

Check the Complete Course Guide for more practice with vocabulary for getting a driver's 

license. 
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Practice Activities 

Fill in the blanks with the correct vocabulary word(s). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cara: Dad, I’ll finish my (A)_____________________ course next week. The instructor is taking 

each student in the class to the (B)_____________________ so we can take our driver’s test. 

When I pass the test, I’ll have my (C)_____________________!

 

Dan: That’s great, Cara!  

 

Cara: Dad, did you hear what I just said? I’ll have my license, which means I can drive. All by 

myself. 

 

Dan: Oh, uh, yeah. That’s great. But what if you (D)_____________________? 

 

Cara: I’ve had my (E)_____________________ for a year. I’ve driven with you lots of times and 

my instructor says I’m the safest driver in the class. I know I’ll pass the test and I think it’s time 

for a car of my own. 

 

Dan: Well, let’s not rush into things. The law requires you to have (F)_____________________, 

in case you are in an (G)_____________________. How will you pay for that? 

 

Cara: I’ve been working part time at the mall for two years and saving a lot of what I earned. If 

you’ll help me get a car I can pay for it and the insurance, too. And you won’t have to take me to 

work anymore. 

 

Dan: Well, when you get your license I’ll take you car shopping. 

 

Cara: Thanks, Dad! 

 

 

Answers are on the next page. 

  

accident    DMV   driver’s ed 

 

driver’s license    fail   learner’s permit 

 

vehicle insurance 
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Answers: 

 

A. driver’s ed 

B. DMV 

C. driver’s license 

D. fail 

E. learner’s permit 

F. vehicle insurance 

G. accident 
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Day 17 – Vocabulary for vehicle traffic 

The video for Day 17 of Adventure includes a monologue using vocabulary vehicle traffic so 

you can listen to the terms in context. 

Video 

Watch the video for Day 17. 

Video Transcript  

In this video, you are going to hear from Dave, who had a rough day on the road. Halfway 

through Dave's story, I will talk about his story. 

 

Now, Dave is going to describe the stress that he experienced while he was in a lot of traffic. 

Now, prepare yourself, because he's not very happy. 

 

Dave’s Story, Part 1 
 

What a day! I left for work especially early because construction on the bridge started overnight. 

I was actually kind of excited because I got a new album, and I wanted to listen to the whole 

thing. Have you heard The Screaming Sisters? They're awesome. 

 

Well, I got onto the road, and everyone was driving really slowly. At 7:30, just a mile before the 

bridge, there was already a complete traffic jam. Thankfully, my car didn't break down. I love 

my car, but sometimes, the engine gets really hot when the car is in bumper-to-bumper traffic. I 

expected to go faster after the bridge, but the rest of the trip was filled with stop-and-go traffic. 

 

Right after the bridge, my album finished, so I started it again. And then I passed a couple of 

vehicles that had been in an accident. Nothing big, just a fender bender.  

 

Between the bridge and the city, I saw that police had pulled over at least two vehicles. The 

drivers of those vehicles certainly weren't speeding; going over the speed limit was impossible in 

that kind of traffic.  

 

Review of Part 1 

 

Dave used three terms to describe traffic congestion: traffic jam, bumper-to-bumper traffic, and 

stop-and-go traffic. 

 

 The last one, stop-and-go traffic, means that some progress is happening, but drivers must 

frequently stop because of the traffic congestion. 
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 Bumper-to-bumper traffic is even slower than stop-and-go traffic. 

 And a traffic jam often means that there is no movement at all. 

 

Choose an explanation for each vocabulary term that you see at the top of the screen. 

 

[These options appear in the video. 

 

a. You are in an accident that causes minor damage. 

b. You are in an accident that stops all traffic. 

c. Your vehicle stops working. 

d. You must stop your vehicle because of traffic congestion. 

e. The police require you to move your vehicle to the side of the road.] 

 

What does breaking down mean? 

 

Thankfully, my car didn't break down. I love my car, but sometimes, the engine gets really hot 

when the car is in bumper-to-bumper traffic. 

 

The answer is c. Your vehicle stops working. 

 

What does getting into a fender bender mean? 

 

And then I passed a couple of vehicles that had been in an accident. Nothing big, just a fender 

bender. 

 

The answer is a. You are in an accident that causes minor damage. 

 

What does getting pulled over mean? 

 

Between the bridge and the city, I saw that police had pulled over at least two vehicles. 

 

The answer is e. The police require you to move your vehicle to the side of the road. 

 

Now, listen to the rest of Dave's story. 

 

Dave’s Story, Part 2 
 

When I finally got to work twenty minutes late, I was too tired to do anything.  

 

And too angry! That's right, I got a parking ticket--$150 fine. I could buy 10 more Screaming 

Sisters albums with that! I parked in a reserved spot because I didn't have time to drive to the top 

of the parking garage. $150! I'm just glad that I don't have to go to traffic court, I guess. 

 

An eight-mile trip took over an hour. What a waste of my time! I did get to listen to my 

Screaming Sisters album twice. But I wish the city would do more to encourage public 
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transportation and bicycling. That would reduce traffic--and pollution! My company is creating 

two new telecommuting jobs, and I'm definitely going to apply. I would love to work from home. 

If I could telecommute, I could wake up later, and I wouldn't be so stressed out when it's time to 

start working in the morning. My girlfriend says that I have road rage. She says, I shouldn't 

listen to The Screaming Sisters while I drive. Whatever. 

 

[Singing], "Get in the car, and drive, drive, drive!" 

 

Review of Part 2 
 

Choose an explanation for each vocabulary term that you see at the top of the screen. 

 

[These options appear in the video. 

 

a. The police tell you that you did not obey a law. 

b. You get very angry while you are driving. 

c. You get into an accident. 

d. You work for your company from home. 

e. You fail to arrive to your job on time.] 

 

What does getting to work late mean? 

 

When I finally got to work twenty minutes late, I was too tired to do anything. 

 

The answer is e. You fail to arrive to your job on time. 

 

What does getting a ticket mean? 

 

That's right, I got a parking ticket--$150 fine. 

 

The answer is a. The police tell you that you did not obey a law. 

 

What does telecommuting mean? 

 

If I could telecommute, I could wake up later, and I wouldn't be so stressed out when it's time to 

start working in the morning. 

 

The answer is d. You work for your company from home. 

 

What does having road rage mean? 

 

My girlfriend says that I have road rage. She says, I shouldn't listen to The Screaming Sisters 

while I drive. 
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The answer is b. You get very angry while you are driving. 

 

Check the Complete Course Guide for more practice with vocabulary for vehicle traffic. 
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Practice Activities 

Complete the crossword puzzle using the clues below:  

 

                   
1
   

2
  

                        

   
3
  

4
   

5
            

6
    

                        

7
                        

              
8
 

9
           

                        

      
10

                  

 

 

                       

              
11

          

                        

                        

           
12

             

                        

           
13

  
14

           

                        

                        

                        

 
Across: 

1. to go around 

4.   vehicles stopped on  

the road because of excess traffic 

7.   vehicle does not  

work properly 

 10.  building in a city where many 

vehicles can be parked 

11.  payment required for disobeying 

traffic regulations 

12.  building 

13.  working from home 

 

Down: 

2.  driving faster than allowed 

3.  anger at other drivers 

5.   a minor accident 

6.  one or more vehicles damaged in a 

collision 

      8. the highest speed  

at which a vehicle may be driven on 

a particular area of road. 

9.  given by a police officer for 

disobeying traffic regulations 

10.  stopped by police 

14.  after the expected time  
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Answers: 

 

Across: 

1. pass 

4. traffic jam 

7. break down 

10. parking garage 

11. fine 

12. construction 

13. telecommute 

 

Down: 

2. speeding 

3. road rage 

5. fender bender 

6. accident 

8. speed limit 

9. parking ticket 

10. pulled over 

14. late
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Day 18 – Simple past verbs or past-progressive verbs  

The video for Day 18 of Adventure explains the difference between the simple past and past 

progressive tenses. 

Video 

Watch the video for Day 18. 

Video Transcript 

Use simple-past verbs for activities that started and finished.  

 

I remembered my brother's birthday this morning. 

 

Use past-progressive verbs for ongoing activities in the past. 

 

I was flying from New York when I remembered my brother's birthday.   

 

Complete these sentences with past-progressive or simple-past verbs. 

 

For example, you see this. 

 

[What were you doing when the snow began falling last night? I (try) ___________ to fall 

asleep.] 

 

You complete the sentence by saying,  

 

I was trying to fall asleep. 

 

[Jennifer (load) ____________ her luggage when her daughter and her husband (greet) 

____________ her at the airport.] 

  

Jennifer was loading her luggage when her daughter and her husband greeted her at the airport. 

  

The action of loading the luggage was in progress when two people greeted her. This sentence 

emphasizes that the greeting is a completed action. 

 

[Arnold's wife (remind) ___________ him to watch the road while he (drive) _____________ 

the car.] 

  

Arnold's wife reminded him to watch the road while he was driving the car. 
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The action of driving was in progress when Arnold's wife made this reminder. The sentence 

emphasizes that the reminding is a completed action. 

 

[Amanda got a lot done in her hotel room this morning. After she (finish) ___________ her 

breakfast, she (prepare) _____________ her presentation and (call) ______________ three 

customers.] 

 

All of these actions are in the simple past. She finished, prepared, and called. The sentence does 

not show that one of these actions was in progress when another one happened. All of the actions 

are separate, completed actions. 

  

Sometimes, English speakers will use simple-present verbs or present-progressive verbs to 

narrate past actions. This narration or story-telling might also include past-tense verbs. 

  

So, I was working this afternoon at the coffee shop, and I see Paul. He's looking at the menu, you 

know. So I told him to try our new cappuccino. Well, he turns around, and he walks out the 

door. He didn't say anything. 

 

The speaker used both past-tense expressions and present-tense expressions to refer to past 

activities. She used simple-present verbs in the expressions I see Paul, he turns around, and he 

walks out. She also used a present-progressive verb He's looking. 

  

Why do English speakers do this? Why do they use the present tense to talk about things that 

already happened? 

  

One answer to those questions is that people use present verbs to refer to past activities when 

they are using informal English. Standard English does not use the present tense to talk about 

past activities. 

  

So why does it appear in informal conversation and writing? 

  

Some people believe that it helps the listener to understand the story better. Because listeners 

picture the stories in their minds, the present tense may encourage them to imagine the details of 

the story. 

 

Listen to the speaker again. She uses both past-tense verbs and present-tense verbs, but 

remember that all of these actions are past events. 
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So, I was working this afternoon at the coffee shop, and I see Paul. He's looking at the menu, you 

know. So I told him to try our new cappuccino. Well, he turns around, and he walks out the 

door. He didn't say anything. 

 

Check the Complete Course Guide for more practice in choosing between simple-past verbs and 

past-progressive verbs. 
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Practice Activities 

Look at the pictures below. Use the simple past tense to write about each family’s activities 

while on vacation. 
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1._______________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

__ 2._______________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

__ 3._______________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

__ 
4._______________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

__ 
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Answers will vary. Below is a summary of the activity for each picture. 

 

1. had a pillow fight 

2. went sledding 

3. swam in a pool 

4. played baseball 

 

 

Use the past progressive to write about an experience you had last weekend. 

 

Example:  

  

Last weekend, I was playing soccer with some friends when it began raining. Our game 

was going really well so we decided to continue playing. I start sliding around in the 

wetness and getting all muddy. My friend says to me, “Your car windows are down,” so I 

race to the car and get mud all over the driver’s side door. I was thinking I would have to 

wash the car later, but it was raining so hard that it didn’t take long for the mud to get 

washed away. 

 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

  

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Answers will vary. 
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Day 19 – Practice your pronunciation of the past tense 

The video for Day 19 of Adventure teaches how to identify and pronounce the various sounds of 

the suffix ed. 

Video 

Watch the video for Day 19. 

Video Transcript 

In an earlier video, I introduced the pronunciation of regular verbs in the past tense. For 

example, watched. 

 

In this video, you will practice identifying and pronouncing the various sounds of the suffix -ed.  

 

But first, let's review. 

 

First, use the t sound /t/ if the word ends with a voiceless consonant sound. For 

example, laugh becomes laughed. 

 

Second, use the d sound /d/ if the word ends with a voiced consonant sound. For 

example, slam becomes slammed. 

 

Third, use the d sound /d/ with an extra vowel sound if the regular verb already ends with 

the d sound or the t sound in the present tense. For example, protect becomes protected. 

 

Now, listen to these sentences. Pay attention to words that end with the letters ed, and repeat 

them. For these words, do you hear the t sound, the d sound, or the extra syllable with 

the d sound? 

 

Well, my flight arrived at the JFK airport on Friday night. 

 

Jeremiah: Well, my flight arrived at the JFK airport on Friday night. 

 

Arrived ends with the d sound. 

 

I checked in just after midnight. 

 

Checked ends with the t sound. 
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Jeremiah: I checked in just after midnight. 

 

Before I got onto another flight, I waited three hours at the airport. 

 

Jeremiah: Before I got onto another flight, I waited three hours at the airport. 

 

Waited ends with an extra syllable and the d sound. Waited. 

 

Now, you are going to see two forms of a verb: the root verb, which is also used for the present 

tense, and the verb with the ed ending--that is, the past-tense verb. Pronounce the word with 

the ed ending. For example, you see these two words: 

 

(guess, guessed) 

 

You pronounce the second word, guessed, which ends with the t sound. Notice that guess ends 

with the s sound. In an earlier video on pronouncing ed endings, I said that the t sound follows ch, 

f, k, p, sh, and s sounds. 

 

The d sound follows vowel sounds, which are voiced, and many other consonants sounds that are 

voiced. The sounds for the consonants b, g, l, m, n, ng, r, v, and z are voiced. Sometimes, the 

letters th also make a voiced sound. 

 

Now, look at the words, and pronounce the one with the letters ed on the end. 

 

(walk, walked) 

 

Walked ends with the t sound. Walked. 

 

I walked around the city. 

 

Jeremiah: I walked around the city. 

 

(visit, visited) 

 

Visited ends with an extra syllable and the d sound. Visited. 

 

I walked around the city, went shopping, and visited the Statue of Liberty. 

 

Jeremiah: I walked around the city, went shopping, and visited the Statue of Liberty. 

 

(bump, bumped) 

 

Bumped ends with the t sound. Bumped. 

 

I bumped into another vehicle. 
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Jeremiah: I bumped into another vehicle. 

 

(call, called) 

 

Called ends with the d sound. Called. 

 

So I called him later. 

 

Jeremiah: So I called him later and wished him a happy birthday. 

 

These tips and your own practice will help you to identify these sounds and to pronounce them 

correctly. 
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Practice Activities 

Read the paragraph below. To indicate the sound at the end of each past-tense verb, write d, t, or 

ed above each past-tense verb. Then read the paragraph aloud. 

 

Last summer our family visited Washington, DC, the United States Capitol. We were 

there for July 4—also known as Independence Day. We visited many memorials, 

museums, and official sites including the Capitol building, The United States Holocaust 

Memorial Museum, the National Archives and Mount Vernon. We really enjoyed The 

Smithsonian Folklife Festival at the national mall, which featured culture and 

entertainment from several different countries. We also attended A Capitol Fourth, a 

celebratory concert on the lawn of the Capitol. Many famous people performed in the 

concert, and we enjoyed the fireworks display afterward. We were excited to celebrate 

such an important holiday with so many people in DC as well as those who watched the 

event on television.  

 

Answers are on the next page. 
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Answers: 

 

visited (ed) 

visited (ed) 

enjoyed (d) 

featured (d) 

attended (d) 

performed (d) 

enjoyed (d) 

excited (ed) 

watched (t) 
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Day 20 – Practice your pronunciation of th  

The video for Day 20 of Adventure will demonstrate how to pronounce the th sound. 

Video 

Watch the video for Day 20. 

Video Transcript 

During the first week of this unit, I introduced the pronunciation of the two sounds made by the 

letters th. In this video, you will practice this sound even more. In the first video, I talked 

about th sounds at the beginning and ending of words. I will also talk about using th sounds in 

other ways in this video. 

 

Repeat these words that use the voiceless th sound at the beginning of the word: 

thing, thirsty 

 

Repeat these words that use the voiceless th sound at the end of the word: 

health, teeth 

 

Repeat these words that use the voiced th sound at the beginning of the word: 

this, then 

 

Repeat these words that use the voiced th sound at the end of the word: 

smooth, breathe 

 

Now, you're going to pronounce words that use th sounds inside of the word.  

 

Repeat these words: 

author, method, birthday, something 

 

Do these words have the voiced or the voiceless th sound? Here they are again. 

author, method, birthday, something 

 

These words use the voiceless th sound. 

 

Now, here are some words that use the voiced th sound. Repeat these words. 

father, mother, another, weather, rather 

 

Some English learners can pronounce most words with th sounds, but they have difficulty 

when th sounds combine with other consonant sounds. 
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Repeat these words that combine a consonant sound with the voiceless th sound on the end of a 

word. 

tenth, fifteenth, month, width, depth, length, worth, earth, wealth, health 

 

Repeat these words that combine the r sound with the voiceless th sound at the beginning of a 

word.  

three, through, throw 

 

When you pronounce a word that begins with thr, the lips get ready for the r sound, even while 

they are making the th sound. Say them again. 

three, through, throw 

 

Repeat this word that combines a consonant sound with the voiced th sound. 

worthy 

 

Now, repeat these sentences that use th sounds. 

I waited three hours at the airport. 

 

I was driving my car during the storm this morning. 

 

It was a thrill. 

 

You just need to think about life as an adventure. 

 

Adventure is not outside man; it is within. 

 

That's true. I like that perspective. 

 

I keep learning new things about my wife. 

 

Watch this video several times, and practice these words and sentences several times. When you 

hear that your own pronunciation is getting closer to the pronunciation that you hear in this video, 

then you are making progress.  

 

You might even ask a friend to watch this video with you. Maybe someone else can tell you 

whether your pronunciation is improving or what else you can do to improve your pronunciation. 
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Practice Activities 

Read these sentences aloud. Check the placement of your tongue for the 

correct th sound.  

 

My parents live up north where the weather can become very cold 

in the winter. My mother often complains that she’s always cold 

during the winter months. Her birthday is in January, so this year 

I’m going to send her some gifts that will help to keep her warm. I’m 

buying her a birthday card and three warm things. 

The first gift will be a thermos to keep her tea warm. 

The second gift will be a throw to keep her warm. 

The third will be a pair of thermal socks to keep her feet warm. 

What do you think of those gift ideas? Do you think she will like 

them? 

 

© 2013 JupiterImages Corporation 
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Day 21 – Vocabulary for hotel types (listening, part 4) 

The video for Day 21 of Adventure uses some vocabulary terms about hotels. These terms 

appeared in the video from Day 8, "Vocabulary for hotel amenities." 

 

As you watch the video for Day 21, listen for these vocabulary terms: 

 a non-smoking room (no aromas from smoke) 

 amenities 

 a pool 

 a fitness room (a fitness center) 

Video 

Before you watch the video, read the section called “Preview About a Clean Hotel Room” in the 

Practice Activities for Day 21. Then watch the video for Day 21. 

Video Transcript 

Before you watch the conversation for today, pause the video and look at the Complete Course 

Guide. Read the section called "Preview About a Clean Hotel Room." 

Are there certain amenities that are particularly important for you? 

For me, I really prefer a hotel that's got clean linens. And you want to go into a place with a very 

clean bed, clean floor, free of smells, no aromas from smoke or anything like that. That's 

important to me. So when I'm traveling, I'm just hoping for, looking for, researching in advance 

for a place that's--that smells nice. I don't want it to have dirt, I don’t want it to have film in the 

shower, grit in the bathroom, anything like that. I'm looking for clean sheets, sparkling fresh 

smell in the room and just no dust and things like that. 

  

Now, go to the Complete Course Guide again, and answer a question to test your listening. Pause 

the video, and read these two sections: "Test Your Listening About a Clean Hotel Room" and 

"Preview About a Hotel for Jon's Wife." 

What should you consider when you're reserving a hotel room for both you and 
your wife instead of just for you? 

When I'm getting a hotel for my wife and I as opposed to just me, if it's just me, I'm not as 

worried about safety. I'm not as worried about the amenities as she might be. So really what I'm 

looking for is something that's inexpensive enough--that we can afford it. It's not 3,300 dollars a 
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night or 10,000. It's cheap enough for us to afford it, but it's nice. The people are nice. She likes 

to swim, so you know, it has a pool, preferably indoor for her. And the biggest thing is just 

cleanliness and safety. She wants to feel safe if I have to go somewhere and she stays there 

herself or just to sleep there and feel comfortable. She wants to feel safe. So that's really the 

main thing is the safety with a few other things like amenities, like, you know, a fitness room--a 

pool she likes a lot that I don't care about as much. But safety's the big one. 

  

In the Complete Course Guide, answer a question to test your listening. Read the section called 

"Test Your Listening About a Hotel Room for Jon's Wife." 
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Practice Activities 

Preview About a Clean Hotel Room 

In your opinion, what is the most important thing about a hotel room? For Jeremiah, the best 

room is a clean room. 

  

Now, watch the conversation in the video for Day 21. As you watch this video, try to answer this 

question. According to Jeremiah, how can you know whether a hotel room is clean? In other 

words, what are some qualities of a clean hotel room? 

  

Test Your Listening About a Clean Hotel Room 

What are some qualities of a clean hotel room? Try to write your own answer before you read the 

answer below.   

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

The answer is on the next page. 
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Answer:  

  

Jeremiah knows that a hotel room is a clean room if the hotel room has these qualities: 

 a very clean bed 

 a clean floor 

 free of smells (no smoke smell or other aromas) 

 no dirt 

 no film in the shower 

 no grit (dirt) in the bathroom 

 clean sheets 

 a sparkling fresh smell 

 no dust 

 

Preview About a Hotel Room for Jon's Wife 

What hotel amenities do you need when you travel alone? What hotel amenities do you need 

when you travel with your family? When Jon travels with his wife, he looks for more amenities. 

  

Now watch the rest of the video, and try to answer this question: What additional hotel qualities 

does Jon want for his wife? 

 

Test Your Listening About a Hotel Room for Jon's Wife 

What additional hotel qualities does Jon want for his wife? Try to write your own answer before 

you read the answer below. 

  

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

  

The answer appears on the next page.  
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Answer: 

  

When Jon reserves a hotel room for both him and his wife, he looks for these qualities: 

 safety 

 a nice hotel room 

 nice people at the hotel 

 cleanliness (a clean hotel room) 

 an pool, especially an indoor pool 

 a fitness room 
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Day 22 – Vocabulary for driving a vehicle  

The video for Day 22 of Adventure explains some common vocabulary for driving a vehicle. 

Video 

Watch the video for Day 22. 

Video Transcript 

The purpose of this video is to allow you to learn some expressions for driving a car. Please do 

not use this video as instruction for how to drive a car. 

 

Here are some expressions for starting a car. 

 

Sit in the driver's seat. 

Fasten your seat belt. You can also say, Buckle up. 

Lock the doors. 

Put the key in the ignition. 

Turn the key. 

Put your foot on the brake. 

Change the gears. To move forward, put the car in drive. To back up, put the car in 

reverse. 

Release the brake. You can also say, Remove your foot from the brake. 

 

Here are some expressions for driving the car. 

 

Keep your hands on the steering wheel. 

Put your foot on the gas. You can also say, Put your foot on the accelerator. 

Speed up. You can also say, Go faster or Accelerate. 

 

Here are some expressions for making a turn. 

 

Use the turning signal. You can also say, Signal your turn. 

Slow down. 

Turn the steering wheel. 

 

Here are some expressions for driving safely. 

 

Obey traffic signs and traffic lights. 

Keep a safe distance from other cars, from the median, and from the side of the 

road. Another term for the side of the road is the shoulder. 
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Watch out for pedestrians in the crosswalks. 

Stay in your lane. 

And, most importantly, stay off the sidewalk! 

 

Here are some expressions for maintaining your car. 

 

Change the engine oil. 

Fill the tank with gas. 

 

Now, give the expression that the driver is demonstrating. 

 

Lock the doors. 

Put your foot on the brake. 

Turn the steering wheel. 

Put the key in the ignition. 

 

Check the Complete Course Guide for more practice with vocabulary for driving a car. 
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a. the doors 

b. in the ignition 

c. on the gas 

d. in drive 

e. gas tank 

f. on the brake 

g. the oil 

h. your lane 

i. the driver’s seat 

j. your seatbelt 

k. in reverse 

l. turn signal 

m. the key 

n. the steering wheel 

Practice Activities 

Put the parts of phrases together to make the correct expression. Some terms may have more than 

one match. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answers are on the next page. 

  

1. sit in  

2. fasten 

3. lock  

4. put the key 

5. put your foot  

6. put the car  

7. use the  

8. turn  

9. stay in 

10. change  

11. fill the  

12. turn 
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Answers:  

 

1. i 

2. j 

3. a 

4. b 

5. c, f 

6. d, k 

7. l 

8. m 

9. h 

10. g 

11. e 

12. n 
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Day 23 – Vocabulary for public transportation on the 
ground 

The video for Day 23 of Adventure teaches common vocabulary for public ground transportation. 

Video 

Watch the video for Day 23. 

Video Transcript 

Public transportation can include taking a taxi, a bus, a train, or a plane. 

 

To get somewhere else in a city, you can hail a taxi. When the taxi pulls over, open the back 

door and get in the back seat. You may also need to put your luggage in the trunk. 

 

Once you're in the taxi, tell the driver where you want to go. For example, if you are in New 

York City, maybe you need tell the taxi driver that you want to go to a building such as the 

Chrysler Building, a park such as Washington Square Park, or an intersection like Wall Street 

and Broad Street. 

 

The taxi may have a meter that shows you how much you need to pay. Be sure to pay the 

fare before you leave. 

 

Taking the taxi might be expensive. A bus or a train, including a subway train, is probably less 

expensive because those vehicles have more passengers. Different vehicles take 

different routes, so be sure to check the route so that you know where to go. The map will show 

you all the stations or bus stops, so that you can know where to get on and get off the vehicle. If 

a map shows you where you can get on and get off, then a route schedule can help you to 

know when you should get on and get off. 

  

Which vocabulary term or expression does the picture show? 

 

a taxi 

 

a bus 

 

a train 

 

a plane 

 

hail a taxi 
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open the back door 

 

put your luggage in the trunk 

 

get on the train 

 

Check the Complete Course Guide for more practice with vocabulary for public transportation 

on the ground. 
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Practice Activities 

 

A. Fill in the blank with the correct vocabulary to complete each sentence. 

 

the back door 

the back seat 

a building 

a bus 

bus stops 

luggage 

an intersection 

a meter 

a park 

passengers 

a plane 

a route 

schedule 

stations 

a taxi 

a train 

the trunk 

vehicles 

check the 

      route 

get on 

get off 

hail a taxi 

pay the fare 

pull over

 

 

1. If you want to travel a long distance quickly, you can take a _________________; but 

if you’re afraid to fly, try traveling on a ________________. 

2. Please hail a __________________ for me and give directions to the driver. 

3. Would you mind loading my _______________ for me? I can’t lift anything heavy. 

4. If you watch the ______________, you can have your ______________ ready before 

exiting the taxi. 

5. Do you have an extra map of the bus __________________? 

 

B. Put the letters in the correct order to make vocabulary words from Day 23: 

 

1. svcleeih 

2. instosta 

3. nuktr 

4. sdcehleu 

5. nrati 

 

Answers are on the next page. 
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Answers: 

 

A. Fill in the blank 

1. plane, bus 

2. taxi 

3. luggage 

4. meter, fare 

5. route 

 

B. Letter scramble 

1. vehicles 

2. stations 

3. trunk 

4. schedule 

5. train 
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Day 24 – Vocabulary for public air transportation 
(flight)  

The video for Day 24 of Adventure teaches vocabulary for public air transportation. 
 

We make nouns plural when they refer to more than one person or thing. 

Video 

Watch the video for Day 24. 

Video Transcript 

Anyone who wants to fly somewhere needs to buy a ticket. You can get a ticket at an airport, 

but most people buy their tickets online. Most people buy a round-trip ticket because they are 

planning to return. But someone who does not plan to return buys a one-way ticket. Most people 

travel coach, but those who pay more for their tickets get first-class tickets, which usually give 

them more leg room, more options for food and drinks, and a seat closer to the front of the plane. 

 

When you arrive at the airport, you need to do several things. You may need to park at a parking 

lot or a parking garage. You probably need to pay for parking but only after your vehicle 

leaves the parking area. 

 

After you enter the airport terminal, you will need to check in. Go to the ticket counter where 

you will give your luggage to the airline representative so that the airline can put it on your plane. 

Most airlines allow one piece of carry-on luggage. At the ticket counter, you will also get 

a boarding pass. The boarding pass will tell you which gate your plane will be at.  

 

The airport's flight schedule will also let you check the plane's gate and the departure time. 

 

When you board the plane, you can put your carry-on in the overhead compartment or under the 

seat in front of you. The flight attendant will give you several instructions. For example, fasten 

your seat belt. And stay in your seat while the plane is taking off or landing. 

 

After you arrive, go to the baggage claim area to find your luggage. Those who fly often rent a 

car to get to their next destination. 

 

Now, answer some questions about air transportation. 

 

What kind of ticket allows you to both go to your destination and return from your destination? 

a. a round-trip ticket 

b. a one-way ticket 
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c. a first-class ticket 

 

The answer is a. a round-trip ticket. 

 

Which vocabulary term or expression does the picture show? 

 

pay for parking 

 

the flight schedule 

 

baggage claim 

 

Check the Complete Course Guide for more practice with vocabulary for public air 

transportation. 
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Practice Activities 

Finish the crossword puzzle using the clues below: 

 
1  

      
2
       

3
           

                         

   
2
 

4
        

5
             

                         

        
6
                 

                 
7
   

8
  

9
   

                         

                         

    
4
       

10
              

             
5
            

                         

  
6
                       

          
7
               

                         

         
8
                

 

Down: 

1. what you need to buy to reserve a place 

on a plane, train or bus 

2. ride an airplane 

3. less expensive than first class, part of the 

seating on a plane 

4. where you go to take a plane somewhere 

5. the location where you get on a plane 

6. an open, concrete place for vehicles 

7. to get on a plane, train or bus 

8. a multi-level building for vehicles 

9. pay to use a vehicle 

10. when the plane touches down on the 

ground 

 

Across: 

1. when the plane leaves the ground 

2. a bag or suitcase that you take on the 

plane with you 

3. tell the airline representative that you are 

at the airport 

4. the part of an airport for a specific airline 

company 

5. tells you which gate your plane will be at 

6. tells the plane’s gate and departure time 

7. place in an airport where you can buy a 

ticket 

8. place in an airport where you receive 

your luggage off the plane

 

 

Answers are on the next page.  
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Answers: 

 

Down: 

1. ticket 

2. fly 

3. coach 

4. airport 

5. gate 

6. parking lot 

7. board 

8. garage 

9. rent-a-car 

10. landing 

 

Across: 

1. taking off 

2. carry-on luggage 

3. check-in  

4. terminal 

5. boarding pass 

6. schedule 

7. ticket counter 

8. baggage claim 
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Day 25 – Practice choosing English articles 

The video for Day 25 of Adventure gives you a chance to practice using articles. 

Video 

Watch the video for Day 25. 

Video Transcript 

Choosing articles like the and a can be confusing for English learners.  

 

In an earlier video, I showed you this chart, which can help you to choose the correct article. 

 

English speakers use the article the when they are thinking about something specific and they 

think that their audience will know about it.  

 

English speakers use the article a when they are talking about something that is not specific for 

them, or it is not specific for their listeners, or it is not specific for both. 

 

In this video, I want you to practice choosing the correct article for sentences that might be in 

real conversations. 

 

Here is a conversation between Bob and Jim. It does not include articles. Try to guess the articles, 

while I read the sentences. I will just say "blank" instead of the correct article. Later, I will give 

you the answers. 

 

Bob: I read ____ interesting article today. 

Jim: What was it about? 

Bob: It was about ____ scientist named Dr. Kim.  He studies spots on ____  sun. 

Jim: Did this article include ____ picture of any sunspots? 

Bob: No, it did not even include ____ picture of Dr. Kim. 

 

Which article should be in the first blank? Bob needs the article an.  

 

I read an interesting article today. 

 

You probably already know that an is used the same way that a is used. A comes before words 

that begin with a consonant; an comes before words that begin with a vowel. 

 

Bob needs an because the article is not specific for his listener, Jim. Bob knows about the article, 

but Jim does not. 
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Now, the third sentence.  

 

It was about a scientist named Dr. Kim. 

 

Bob needs the article a for the same reason that he needed an in the first sentence. Bob knows 

about the scientist, but Jim does not. 

 

He studies spots on the sun. 

 

We always use the before sun because everyone in the world recognizes the one star in our solar 

system. It is specific for everyone, both the speaker and the listener. 

 

Did this article include a picture of any sunspots? 

 

Jim needs the article a because if a picture exists, it is not specific for him. He does not know 

whether a picture was included in the article. 

 

No, it did not even include a picture of Dr. Kim. 

 

Bob needs the article a because the noun picture is not specific for Bob, the speaker, or for Jim, 

the listener. Bob says that a picture of Dr. Kim was not present in the article, so it cannot be 

specific for either Bob or Jim. 

 

In the next video, I am going to talk about using articles when you tell stories. 

 

Check the Complete Course Guide right now for more practice with articles. 
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Practice Activities 

Fill in each blank with the correct article. 

 

Jill:  I really enjoyed (A) ___________ speech that you gave yesterday. 
 

Bill:     Thank you.  I couldn’t find (B) ___________ good story for my conclusion, though. 
 

Jill:     I heard about (C) ___________ speaker who never tells stories, but his speeches were 

excellent. 
 

Bill:     That’s interesting.  I heard that you taught (D) ___________ class about public 

speaking.  How long ago was that? 

 

 

Answers are on the next page. 
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Answers: 

A. the 

B. a 

C. a 

D. a 
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Day 26 – Using English articles in stories  

The video for Day 26 of Adventure demonstrates that when English speakers tell a story, they 

often use a  to refer to something the first time; they then use the each time after the first time. 

Video 

Watch the video for Day 26. 

Video Transcript 

When English speakers tell a story, they often use a  to refer to something the first time; they 

then use the each time after the first time. 

 

You are going to hear a story about a man and a centipede. A centipede is a bug. Look at the 

words to this story while you hear it being read. The articles in the story are underlined. 

 

There was once a lonely man who was looking for companionship.  So he went to a pet store to 

meet his need.  At the pet store, the man found a centipede and bought it. 

 

When he came home, the man asked the centipede whether he would like to go out to 

eat.  The centipede said, “It will take about thirty minutes before I’ll be ready." 

 

The man shouted, "Thirty minutes? Why do you need so much time?" 

 

The centipede said, "I need to put on my shoes.” 

 

Did you see that the first three sentences used the indefinite article a? The first time that the story 

refers to the man, the store, and the centipede, the story says, a man, a pet store, and a centipede. 

 

Notice that we use the indefinite article (a or an) the first time that something is mentioned and 

then the definite article (the) for the same thing each time that it is mentioned after the first time. 

Why do you think that we need to do this? 

 

Maybe our chart about articles can help us. 

 

The first time that you mention something in a story, it is specific only to you, the speaker. So 

you need to use the indefinite article, a or an. After the first time, what you mention is specific to 

both you and the listener. So you need to use the definite article, the.  

 

Let's look at a story and supply articles for the story. Pause this video, and open the course guide 

for this video. You will see one sentence at a time on this video, but you will see the entire story 
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on one page in the course guide. And that will be helpful, because you will see whether 

something is mentioned for the first time. 

 

Ok, here is the story. I will just say "blank" instead of the correct article. But then, I will give you 

the answers. 

 

There was once __ lady who lived in __ nursing home and thought that everyone around her was 

becoming deaf. 

 

What articles do we need in this sentence? 

 

This sentence is the first time that we refer to the lady and the nursing home, so we need to say, a 

lady who lived in a nursing home. 

 

One day, __ lady walked into __ room and saw __ man across the room. 

 

We already mentioned the lady in the previous sentence, so now we say, the lady. 

 

This sentence mentions the room and the man for the first time, so say, walked into a room and 

saw a man across the room. 

 

Ok, pause this video again, look at the course guide, and supply articles for the rest of the story. 

After you continue the video, I will give you the answers for the rest of the story. 

 

Here are the answers for the rest of the story. 

 

She said in a normal voice, “Can you hear me?”  There was no response.  The lady said to 

herself, “He can't hear me.”  So she walked closer to the man and said again in the same voice, 

“Can you hear me?”  Again, there was no response.  She thought to herself, “He can’t hear 

anything!”  She walked across the room until she was right next to the man.  She spoke in the 

same voice once more and asked, “Can you hear me?”  The man said, “I already told you 

twice.  Yes, I can hear you!” 

 

I guess that his hearing was better than her hearing. 

 

The next video will be about using articles for generic nouns. 
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Practice Activities 

Here is the complete story that Alfredo refers to in the video. Supply an article for each blank. 

 

There was once (A) ________ lady who lived in (B) ________  nursing home and  

 

thought that everyone around her was becoming deaf.  One day, (C) ________  lady  

 

walked into (D) ________  room and saw (E) ________  man across (F)  

 

________  room.  She said in (G) ________  normal voice, “Can you hear  

 

me?”   

 

There was no response. (H) ________  lady said to herself, “Pathetic.”  So she walked  

 

closer to (I) ________  man and said again in (J) ________  same voice, “Can you  

 

hear me?”  Again, there was no response.  She thought to herself, “He can’t hear  

 

anything!”  She walked across (K) ________  room until she was right next to (L)  

 

________  man.  She spoke in (M) ________  same voice once more and asked, “Can  

 

you hear me?”  (N) ________  man said, “I already told you twice.  Yes, I can hear  

 

you!” 

 

Answers are in two places: the video for Day 26 and on the next page. 
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Answers: 

 

A. a 

B. a 

C. the 

D. a 

E. a 

F. the 

G. a 

H. the 

I. the 

J. the 

K. the 

L. the 

M. the 

N. the 
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Day 27 – English articles with generic nouns  

The video for Day 27 of Adventure gives some tips for using articles with generic nouns. 

Video 

Watch the video for Day 27. 

Video Transcript 

Sometimes, you need the before a noun. Sometimes, you need a or an before a noun. But 

sometimes, you should not place any article before a noun. Some textbooks call this practice "the 

zero article." 

 

Look at these sentences. 

 

A football is not really round. 

 

Footballs are not really round. 

 

Football can be exciting. 

 

Before I talk about these sentences and article use, I'll talk about the word football. You might be 

saying, "Of course, a football is round. If my country knows anything, it certainly knows what a 

football looks like." 

 

It is true that in British English, a football looks like this. But in American English, a football 

looks like this.  

 

Ok, my short vocabulary lesson is over, so now, I'll talk about grammar again.  

 

In this video, we are talking about generic nouns. Generic nouns are used to display a 

generalization. In other words, when we say, A football is not really round, we don't actually 

have a specific football in mind. We are talking about any football. 

 

Now, the first sentence says, a football. Is it wrong to say a footballs? Yes, it would be wrong to 

say a footballs. The word footballs is plural; we use the zero article before plural nouns. In other 

words, we don't use a or an before plural nouns. 

 

Football can be exciting. 

 

What does this sentence mean? This sentence is not referring to a ball. It is referring to a sport. It 

is talking about a sport. 
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In the first two sentences, the word football is a count noun. In the third sentence, football is a 

noncount noun. We don't use a or an before a noncount noun. I talked a lot about count and 

noncount nouns in another unit. You might want to review those videos, especially if you have 

difficulty choosing between count and noncount nouns. 

 

I'm going to tell you something very important. Learn this. When a word is a count noun, its 

meaning is usually a little bit different from when it is a noncount noun. Consider another 

example: the word fire. Look at these two sentences. 

 

Jeremy built a fire that lasted all night. 

Fire has both dangers and benefits. 

 

In the first sentence, a fire refers to fire that is contained in an area. It has boundaries; it is 

limited. 

The second sentence refers to a more general idea of fire. Maybe this fire is contained, but 

maybe it isn't. It is possible that it does not have boundaries. 

 

The word fire has a difference in meaning in these two sentences. 

 

I'm going to show you several sentences. Add a or an if the next word is a singular count noun. If 

the next word after the blank is a noncount noun, don't add an article, but capitalize the first word. 

 

For example, you see this: 

 

[___ keyboard may or may not have a separate numeric key pad.] 

 

You say this: 

 

A keyboard may or may not have a separate numeric key pad.  

 

Keyboard is a count noun. 

 

[____ school can be difficult sometimes.] 

 

School can be difficult sometimes. 

 

In this sentence, school is noncount. You can say a school, but when you do, you change the 

meaning of the word school a little bit. 

 

[____ picture is worth a thousand words.] 

 

A picture is worth a thousand words.  

 

Picture is a count noun. 
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[____ milk is a good source of calcium.] 

 

Milk is a good source of calcium. 

 

Milk is a noncount noun. 

 

[____ apple is usually red or green.] 

 

An apple is usually red or green. 

 

Apple is a count noun. 

 

The Complete Course Guide includes an additional exercise. That exercise will allow you to get 

more practice with article use for generic nouns. 
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Practice Activities 

Write a/an in the blank if the next word is a singular count noun.  If the next word after the blank is a 

noncount noun, leave the blank empty, and capitalize the first word. 
 

1. _____ keyboard may or may not have a separate numeric key pad. 
 

2. _____ school can be difficult sometimes. 
 

3. _____ picture is worth a thousand words. 
 

4. _____ milk is a good source of calcium. 
 

5. _____ light often makes people feel happier. 
 

6. _____ apple is usually red or green. 
 

7. _____ fire has both dangers and benefits. 
 

8. _____ baseball is a great sport. 
 

9. _____ baseball is made up of leather. 
 

10. _____ tsunami can be horrifying. 
 

11. _____ rain is wet, right? 
 

12. _____ salt is good, but if it has lost its flavor, how will it be salty? 
 

13. _____ loyalty is a wonderful virtue to have. 
 

14. _____ phone close by can be helpful or annoying. 
 

15. _____ truth does not have to be separate from love. 
 

Answers are on the next page. 
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Answers: 

1. A 

2. School 

3. A 

4. Milk 

5. Light 

6. An 

7. A or Fire 

8. Baseball 

9. A 

10. A 

11. Rain 

12. Salt 

13. Loyalty 

14. A 

15. Truth 
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Day 28 – An English-learning adventure (listening, 
part 5)  

The video for Day 28 of Adventure continues the theme of adventure in a conversation that 

Alfredo has with Carolyn Sandy. Use this video to practice your listening, to learn English-

studying tips, and to be inspired to continue your English-learning adventure! 

Video 

Before you watch the video, read the section called “Preview of the Conversation with Carolyn 

Sandy” in the Practice Activities for Day 28. Then watch the video for Day 28. 

Video Transcript 

Earlier in this unit, you heard a conversation that I had with Matthew Weathers, an English 

teacher. Today, you're going to hear from another person who teaches English in Asia. Pause this 

video, and read the section called "Preview of the Conversation with Carolyn Sandy" in the 

Complete Course Guide. 

 

Conversation 
 

Alfredo: Recently, at OnTargetEnglish.com, we have an emphasis on adventure: learning 

English as an adventure. And when you go on an adventure, there are many new things that you 

can learn. But there are also perhaps some struggles. Well, there are a number of ways that you 

can look at English as an adventure. 

 

Carolyn: English as an adventure is a really good emphasis to be talking about here. Learning 

English is something that for many people is exciting and new and will open up new 

opportunities for their future. And so, just that excitement of learning something new and the 

excitement of having new experiences definitely makes English learning an adventure. 

 

Alfredo: So the excitement makes it an adventure. I imagine also with an adventure, you know, 

when someone has an adventure, there's often a goal. There's often a purpose. What's the 

purpose for someone who's learning English? 

 

Carolyn: Some people that--in China that I've run into, maybe they're wanting to learn English to 

help them to get ahead in their jobs in the future, or even just doing it because they want to 

interact with foreigners and learn a new language. 

 

Alfredo: Ok, so there's a destination for them. Like someone who's going on an adventure with 

travel, there's a destination for an English learner. And maybe that goal is a change in their job 
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situation or a change in their possibilities, their opportunities. So there's the excitement, there's 

a destination, and I imagine also that there's a struggle. Sometimes when people look back on 

their experiences that they've had, maybe it was a difficulty, but maybe it was also rewarding. 

They will say, Wow, that was an adventure. I imagine that someone who is trying to learn a 

language will encounter some difficulties, but there are also some rewards. What are some of the 

struggles or frustrations that you have seen with students, your students that you have had? What 

challenges are present for them, specifically as they are trying to learn English? 

 

Carolyn: A lot of times, I have seen that students take something that they have learned in a 

textbook, and it makes sense to them. But when they try to apply it in a real-world context, maybe 

in English we say something a little bit different than the textbook says. So just that adjustment 

from taking something they've learned in a textbook and applying that in a real-life setting can 

be a challenge for them. 

 

Alfredo: Also, with an adventure, it's helpful often to have a guide, someone who has been there 

before. Some English learners, especially English learners who are looking to improve their 

English skills online don't have an English teacher to help them. Sometimes they look to those 

who are teaching through video like on our website or looking at English teachers who blog as a 

teacher for them. And so not everybody has an English teacher. Some may have a guide; some 

may have a tutor. And so I imagine also there will be another similarity. And just as someone 

who wants to go traveling may have a guide to help them reach their destination, someone who 

teaches English might also be a guide to help them to improve their English. And the similarity is 

that whether you have a tour guide or an English teacher, both of them have experiences that are 

helpful for the person who is going on the adventure. 

 

To test your listening, answer a question about this conversation in the Complete Course Guide. 

See the section called "Test Your Listening About the Conversation with Carolyn Sandy." 
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Practice Activities 

Preview of the Conversation with Carolyn Sandy 

Carolyn teaches English in Asia and enjoys having adventures. Some of her adventures include 

travels, but you already know that many adventures do not need to include travel. As you watch 

the conversation for Day 28, try to answer a question. It is the same question that you answered 

for Day 7:  

How can learning English be an adventure for an English learner? 

Test Your Listening About the Conversation with Carolyn Sandy 

How can learning English be an adventure for an English learner? Try to write down your own 

answer before looking at the answer below. 

  

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The answer is on the next page. 
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Answer: 

Learning English can be an adventure because adventures often include the following: 

 excitement 

 new things to learn 

 new opportunities (new possibilities) 

 a goal (a destination) 

 challenge (difficulty) 

 a rewarding experience 

 a guide 
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Day 29 – English articles with geographical names 

The video for Day 29 of Adventure discusses the use of articles with names that refer to 

geographical locations. Should you use an article before the name of a lake, a river, a mountain, 

a country? Watch the video to find out which geographical names require the article the before 

them. 

Video  

Watch the video for Day 29. 

Video Transcript 

One day, I want to visit Colorado. I want to kayak on Bear Lake, drive up Mount Evans, go 

rafting on the Arkansas River, and experience the excitement of Denver. 

 

Since this video started, I have mentioned five location names--that is, geographical names. But I 

used the definite article the before only one: the Arkansas River. 

 

When should you use the before a geographical name? I'll talk about that in this video. 

 

In another video about articles, I said that we do not use a or an before certain kinds of nouns.  

 

First, we do not use those articles before plural nouns. 

 

Footballs are not really round. There is no article before footballs. 

 

Second, we do not use a and an before noncount nouns. 

 

The word football is a count noun in the sentence Footballs are not really round, but it is 

noncount in the sentence Football can be exciting. 

 

There is no article before football. 

 

Third, do not use a or an before most proper nouns. It does happen sometimes. For example, 

Ricardo met an American in his city. But we do not put articles before most proper nouns. Do not 

place an article before words like Ricardo, Denver, and Facebook. 

 

Now, the proper noun Denver is also a geographical name. Most geographical names do not have 

an article before them. But when the name is plural or when it refers to a group, use the before 

the name. 

 

Here are some categories of geographical names and some examples. These geographical names 
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do not have an article before them. 

 

Continents: for example, Europe, Asia. 

 

Countries. Examples: Brazil, India, Japan. However, the United States and the Philippines 

include the definite article because they represent groups or collections. The United States is a 

group of states. The Philippines is a group of islands. 

 

States and Provinces. Examples, Colorado, Quebec. 

 

Cities. Examples, London, Denver, Seoul. 

 

Mountains. Examples, Mount Everest, Mount Evans. However, a mountain range like the 

Himalayas or the Rocky Mountains includes the definite article. 

 

Lakes. Lake Michigan, Lake Victoria. However, the Great Lakes and the Finger Lakes are a 

group of lakes. Because they are plural, they include the definite article. 

 

Bays. Examples, San Francisco Bay, Guanabara Bay. 

Islands. Examples, Hilton Head Island, Key West. However, the Bahamas and the Galapagos 

Islands are groups of islands, so they include the definite article. 

 

Roads. Examples, Broadway, Pennsylvania Avenue. 

 

Parks and squares. Examples, Central Park, Times Square. 

 

These are all examples of geographical names that do not include the definite article the when 

they are singular. 

 

However, there are some geographical features that require the definite article the when they are 

singular. 

 

Oceans and seas. The Atlantic Ocean, the Mediterranean Sea. 

 

Rivers. Examples, the Arkansas River, the Nile River. 

 

Gulfs. Examples, the Gulf of Mexico, the Persian Gulf. 

 

Deserts. Examples, the Sahara Desert, the Gobi Desert. 

 

The Complete Course Guide for this video includes an exercise. In this exercise, you 

will  practice choosing the definite article the for certain geographical names. 
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Practice Activities 

Write “the” in the blank only if the geographical name requires its use: 

 

1. _____ Mississippi River 

2. _____  New York City 

3. _____  Lake Superior 

4. _____  Oak Street 

5. _____ Persian Gulf 

6. _____ Appalachian Mountains 

7. _____  Paris Mountain 

8. _____ Crimean Peninsula 

9. _____ Suez Canal 

10. _____ Arctic Ocean 

 

Answers are on the next page. 
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Answers: 

 

1. the 

2. _____ 

3. _____ 

4. _____ 

5. the 

6. the 

7. _____ 

8. the 

9. the 

10. the 
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Day 30 – Pronunciation of the articles a, an, and the 

The video for Day 30 of Adventure gives you a chance to practice the pronunciation of the 

articles. Sometimes, articles are difficult to hear. They may or may not be difficult to pronounce. 

Fortunately, there are only three articles for you to learn how to pronounce. 

Video 

Watch the video for Day 30. 

Video Transcript 

Many English learners say that articles are difficult to hear. It's true. When English speakers use 

articles, they say them quickly and with a lower pitch. 

  

The reason is that articles are examples of function words, and function words in the English 

language are unstressed. 

  

In the video “Improve Your English Pronunciation,” Holly said that the English language 

stresses content words like nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and main verbs. English does not stress 

function words like prepositions, conjunctions, helping verbs, determiners, and pronouns. So 

consider this sentence: John will eat his supper, go to the living room, and read a book. The 

sentence stresses the main verbs eat, go, and read. It also stresses the nouns John, room, 

and book and the adjective living. The sentence does not stress the helping verb will, the 

pronoun his, the preposition to, and the articles the and a. Listen to the sentence again: "John will 

eat his supper, go to the living room, and read a book." 

  

When words like articles are unstressed, they are said quickly and with a lower pitch. The vowel 

sound is also reduced, which means that it might change or almost disappear. 

  

The articles are a, an, and the. They all have the same vowel sound--the schwa sound, which is 

an unstressed vowel sound. In fact, the article a is only the schwa sound: / /. 

  

The article an can be pronounced /an/ but it is more commonly pronounced / n/. It is very rare to 

hear, I ate /an/ apple; it is much more common to hear, I ate / n/ apple because articles are 

function words, and function words are not stressed. 

  

The word the is a combination of two sounds: the voiced th sound and the schwa sound--/th /. 

  

Because function words are spoken very quickly, the consonant sound in the is often not a 

full th sound. In another video, you learned that to pronounce the th sound, you must begin by 

putting the front of your tongue between your bottom teeth and your top teeth. When English 
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speakers use the in a sentence, they say the schwa sound from this position. In other words, the 

mouth begins in the position of the th sound, but rather than completing that sound, an English 

speaker says the schwa sound. 

 

If the word the comes before a word that begins with a vowel, English speakers will often 

pronounce the article the with a long e sound. Really, in American English, you could say either 

one: the articles or the articles. 

  

Now, listen to parts of a conversation between Jennifer and Michael. Listen for articles. After 

each sentence, the video will pause. During that pause, repeat the sentence that you hear. 

  

Jennifer: You'll need a lot of commitment. 

  

Michael: Absolutely. But I have a plan. 

  

Michael: I'll have a lot of strength and energy throughout the day. 

  

Jennifer: They're great. When did you go to the shoe store? 

   

You may need to watch this video and the other pronunciation videos several times in order to 

learn the pronunciation and make the pronunciation automatic in your own speaking. 
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Practice Activities 

Read these sentences aloud. Focus on pronunciation of the articles, which are underlined. Then 

watch the last minute of the video for Day 30 again to check your pronunciation. 

Jennifer: You'll need a lot of commitment. 

  

Michael: Absolutely. But I have a plan. 

  

Michael: I'll have a lot of strength and energy throughout the day. 

  

Jennifer: They're great. When did you go to the shoe store? 

 

Answers are in the last minute of the video for Day 30. 
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Day 31 – Vocabulary for hotel types (Listening, Part 6) 

The video for Day 31 of Adventure demonstrates the use of vocabulary for hotel types in 

conversation. It also uses some vocabulary terms that appeared in the video from Day 8, 

"Vocabulary for hotel amenities." 

 

As you watch the video for Day 31, listen for these vocabulary terms: 

 a bellhop 

 an elevator 

 a restaurant  

Video  

Before you watch the video, read the section called “Preview About the Burj Al Arab” in the 

Practice Activities for Day 31. Then watch the video for Day 31. 

Video Transcript 

Before you watch the conversation for today, pause the video and look at the Complete Course 

Guide. Read the section called "Preview About the Burj Al Arab." 

Tell us about your visit to the world's only seven-star hotel. 

Jeremiah: I traveled to Dubai in the summer. And I went to the world's only seven-star hotel. And 

it's the Burj Al Arab in the United Arab Emirates in the state of Dubai. And it's on an island. The 

hotel's the fourth largest hotel in terms of height--the fourth tallest hotel. And it has 26 to 27 

floors. And the hotel is in the shape of a sail. And when you walk in, once you go through the 

island and the passageway, you're greeted by gold everywhere. There's interior balconies. All of 

the rooms on all 26 floors are all 2-story rooms. And it's bellhops, and fountains, and glass 

elevators everywhere. It was a great place. I didn't get to stay; I only got to visit. I went all the 

way to the top and looked out from the restaurant windows and saw Dubai, saw the mainland, 

saw the world out in the water, and just stayed for about an hour. 

Jon: Do you know what it costs to stay? 

Jeremiah: As I recall, at the time that I was there, in American dollars, in US dollars, it was 

about 3,300 dollars per night in the cheapest room. The most expensive room was 10,000 dollars 

American. 

  

In the Complete Course Guide, answer a question to test your listening. Read the section called 

"Test Your Listening About the Burj Al Arab."  
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Practice Activities 

Preview About the Burj Al Arab 

The Burj Al Arab is considered the most luxurious hotel in the world. Jeremiah visited this hotel, 

and in the video for Day 31, he talks about this extravagant hotel. 

  

Now, watch the conversation in the video. As you watch, try to answer this question. What are 

some examples of luxury at the Burj Al Arab? 

Test Your Listening About the Burj Al Arab 

What are some examples of luxury at the Burj Al Arab? 

  

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

The answer is on the next page. 
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Answer: 

 

Here are some examples of luxury at the Burj Al Arab: 

 Being on an island 

 Being the fourth tallest hotel 

 Being in the shape of a sail 

 Gold everywhere at the entrance 

 Interior balconies 

 2-story rooms 

 Bellhops, fountains, and glass elevators everywhere 

 A restaurant at the top 
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Conclusion to the Adventure Unit 

The video for the conclusion of Adventure gives some tips for reviewing and retaining what you 

have learned in this unit. 

Video  

Watch the video conclusion to Adventure. It is the same video that ends the unit on Commitment 

(Unit 1, Day 31). 

Video Transcript 

We have come to the end of this unit. I am recording this video before the start of the unit, but I 

am sure that by the end of this month, you will have met some wonderful people online, you will 

have learned a lot of English, and you will have been inspired by stories of success. 

 

You probably learned a lot during this unit. So on this last day of the unit, I want to give you 

three tips for remembering what you have learned. 

 

First, use it. Use the English that you have learned: the vocabulary, the pronunciation, the 

grammar, and everything else. 

 

Sometimes when people talk about learning a language, they say, "Use it, or lose it." In other 

words, if you don't use what you learned, you might forget it. 

 

Second, repeat it. In my video on "Improving Your English Speaking," I said that learning to 

speak another language is like learning to play an instrument. Sometimes, I am amazed at how 

piano players can remember hundreds of notes. One of the reasons that they can remember those 

notes is that they repeated those notes again and again while they were practicing the music. 

 

If you are still having some difficulty with the English principles that you heard and used in this 

unit, you can repeat the entire unit, or you can repeat just the days that you especially need. 

 

Third, teach it. 

 

I have been teaching at a university for more than ten years. During this time, I have realized that 

I really learn something after I teach it. Sometimes, I don't need to look at my notes for the entire 

class hour that I am teaching because I have learned the topic so well. If you are a teacher, you 

know what I am talking about. If I listen to it, I'll remember for now. But if I teach it, I'll 

remember it much longer. 

 

These are three tips for remembering what you learn. But I am sure that there are other methods. 

What is another strategy that you follow for remembering what you learn? Add your comment to 
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the webpage for this video. 

 

Before I finish, I want to say, thank you. Thank you for joining me for this unit of English 

Success. I hope that you will stay connected to OnTargetEnglish.com. Subscribe to our Video 

Newsletter, like us on Facebook, and follow us on Twitter. When we have new English-learning 

resources, you will be one of the first to know about them. Thank you for watching the videos, 

for writing comments on the webpages, and for your interaction through social media. We have 

enjoyed your participation in this English-learning event, and I hope that you have, too. 
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